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Abstract
System dynamic modelling and simulation is becoming a powerful and essential
design tool. For this reason, this Ph.D. Thesis is devoted to analyse the transient
operation conditions’ effects using power plant dynamic models.
In the first part of this dissertation, the dynamic analysis is the core of a proce-
dure developed to predict lifetime reduction on traditional power plant devices. In
particular, the plant dynamic model, and its capability of evaluating the trends of
the main thermodynamic parameters, which describe the plant operation during
transient conditions, is the base point to identify the most stressed plant devices.
Being fundamental the role played by combined cycle power plants in the liber-
alized electricity market scenario, a combined cycle power plant is selected as test
case. The dynamic model of a single pressure combined cycle power unit is built
and the proposed procedure is tested. The results show that the procedure can be
considered as a valuable innovative tool to assist power plant designers and oper-
ators in order to improve the plant’s flexibility without excessively compromising
the integrity of devices subjected to high thermo-mechanical stresses.
The second part of this work underlines the essential role played by the dy-
namic analysis during the design phase of innovative small-medium size waste heat
recovery units on isolated grid. In particular, after a design optimization process,
the dynamic behaviour of gas turbines coupled with waste heat recovery units
(ORC, SRC and ABC power units) is tested to verify the grid stability and, in the
case of an ORC unit, the working fluid thermochemical stability.
In conclusion, in this dissertation, two different software tools are proposed. In
both cases the core is the plant dynamic model. The first tool is able to predict
the plant thermodynamic variables and compute the components lifetime reduction
caused by load changes while the second one performs a design and optimization
of different waste heat recovery units for stand-alone offshore facilities. The entire
plant is then dynamically analysed in order to verify the grid stability and, in the
case of ORC unit, the working fluid thermochemical stability.
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Riassunto
La simulazione dinamica sta diventando uno strumento sempre più potente ed
essenziale sia nella fase di design che durante il processo di ottimizzazione e gestione
dei sistemi di produzione dell’energia. Da questa nuova necessità è nata l’idea di
studiare gli effetti indotti dalle variazioni di carico sui componenti che costituiscono
gli impianti energetici. A tal fine si devono sviluppare dei modelli di impianto in
grado di simulare il comportamento dinamico del sistema in esame.
Nella prima parte di questo elaborato, l’analisi dinamica è il cuore di una pro-
cedura integrata sviluppata allo scopo di prevedere la riduzione di vita utile dei
componenti maggiormente sollecitati degli impianti termoelettrici. In particolare,
il modello dinamico dell’impianto, capace di simulare l’andamento delle princi-
pali grandezze termodinamiche e quindi il comportamento del sistema durante le
variazioni di carico, è l’elemento centrale della procedura poichè consente di identi-
ficare i componenti maggiormente soggetti a fenomeni di stress derivante da fatica
termo-meccanica.
Dato che gli impianti a ciclo combinato sono la tecnologia attualmente più
efficiente e maggiormente diffusa tra i produttori di energia operanti nel mercato
liberalizzato della produzione, il caso studio selezionato per testare la procedura
sviluppata è proprio un impianto a ciclo combinato a singolo livello di pressione. I
risultati ottenuti dimostrano che la procedura è un metodo innovativo in grado di
assistere sia i progettisti che gli operatori degli impianti poichè in grado di simulare
il comportamento dinamico del sistema e fornire indicazioni fondamentali sugli
effetti indotti dall’esercizio flessibile.
Tuttavia, l’analisi dinamica riveste un ruolo centrale anche nel caso di proget-
tazione di impianti medio-piccoli di recupero del calore di scarto. Questi impianti
vengono generalmente impiegati per incrementare le prestazioni del sistema e
ridurre contestualmente i consumi di combustibile e le emissioni inquinanti ri-
lasciate in atmosfera. La seconda parte di questo elaborato si focalizza quindi
sull’utilizzo e l’integrazione dell’analisi dinamica nel processo di design e gestione
degli impianti di piccola potenza inseriti in reti stand-alone di piattaforme oil and
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gas. In particolare, dopo l’individuazione del case study (impianto costituito da tre
turbine a gas in ciclo semplice) ed una fase di studio delle possibili configurazioni
(tre turbine a gas alternativamente affiancate da differenti sistemi di recupero:
ABC, SRC, ORC), differenti tipologie di impianto sono state progettate utiliz-
zando una ottimizzazione multi-obiettivo. A partire da questi dati di design, sono
stati costruiti i modelli dinamici delle diverse configurazioni di impianto al fine
di verificare la stabilità della rete elettrica e, nel caso di un sistema di recupero
basato sulla tenologia ORC, del fluido termovettore impiegato nel ciclo sottoposto.
In conclusione, nella presente tesi di dottorato vengono sviluppati due differ-
enti computer tools. In entrambi i casi il cuore è costituito dal modello dinamico
dell’impianto di produzione dell’energia. Nel primo tool software è implemen-
tata una procedura innovativa sviluppata con lo scopo di simulare il comporta-
mento dell’impianto durante le variazioni di carico, predire il trend delle principali
grandezze termodinamiche, individuare i componenti maggiormente sollecitati e
calcolare la riduzione di vita utile indotta sui componenti. Il secondo tool, in-
vece, realizza prima una progettazione ottimizzata di differenti tipologie di unità
di recupero del calore di scarto per stand-alone offshore facilities. Quindi, il com-
portamento dinamico dell’impianto viene simulato in maniera tale da verificare la
stabilità della rete elettrica e, nel caso di una unità ORC, la stabilità termochimica
del fluido operativo di ciclo.
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Nomenclature
A area [m2]
Aff free flow area [m2]
CT turbine constant [kg · K0.5 · s-1 · Pa-1]
Co dimensionless parameter in Eq. 5.3
D total creep-fatigue damage [-]
DCF cumulative fatigue damage index [-]
DL limit damage [-]
Dc creep damage [-]
Dh hydraulic diameter [m]
F parameter in Eqs. 3.8 and 5.31
Fcu copper loss fraction [-]
Ft temperature correlation factor [-]
G mass flux [kg · m-2 · s-1]
H fin height [m] or pump Head [m]
I total capital cost [$] or moment of inertia [kg · m2]
ICO2 income saved CO2 emissions [$· yr-1]
Ifuel income saved fuel consumptions [$· yr-1]
L flow length [m]
Load platform load [W] or gas turbine load [-]
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Mf maintenance factor [-]
N dimensionless parameter in Eq. 5.3 or number of stages [-]
N0 number of cycles before failure [cycle]
Np number of plates [-]
Nt number of parallel tubes [-]
P power [W]
Pr Prandtl number [-]
R thermal conduction resistance [K · W-1] or yearly income
[$· yr-1]
Re Reynolds number [-]
T temperature [◦C]
U overall heat transfer coefficient [W · m-2 · K-1] or internal
energy [J]
V volume [m-3]
W weight [kg]
X operand in Eq. 5.22
J¯ arrays of objective functions
X¯ arrays of variables
Q˙ heat rate [W]
V˙ volumetric flow rate [m3 · s-1]
m˙ mass flow rate [kg · s-1]
Bo Boiling number [-]
Fr Froude number [-]
Nu Nusselt number [-]
b1, b2 parameters in Eq. 5.29
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c speed of sound [m · s-1]
cp specific heat capacity [J · kg-1 · K-1]
d diameter [m]
f Fanning factor [-]
fD Darcy friction factor [-]
fl fin length [m]
g gravity acceleration [m · s-2]
h enthalpy [J · kg-1] or heat transfer coefficient [W · m-2 ·
K-1]
hLG heat of vaporization [J · kg-1]
i discount rate or operand in Eq. 1.10
j Colburn factor [-]
jsf shell side friction factor [-]
jsh shell side heat transfer factor [-]
jtf tube side friction factor [-]
jth tube side heat transfer factor [-]
k heat capacity ratio in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2
l length [m]
mCO2 CO2 emissions [ton · d-1]
n rotational speed [rpm] or lifetime of the investment [year]
or equipment lifespan [-]
nf number of fins per meter [m]
p pressure [Pa]
pt tube pitch [m]
pt plate thickness [m]
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q interest factor
q′′ heat flux [W · m-2]
re expansion ratio [-]
rc compression ratio [-]
s entropy [J · kg-1 · K-1]
t fin thickness [m] or time [s]
tr time of failure [yr]
tw thickness [m]
u velocity [m · s-1]
x steam moisture content [-]
Abbreviations
CO2 carbon dioxide
ABC air bottoming cycle
AC air compressor
AHX air to gas heat exchanger
AMA arithmetic mean average
AT air turbine
CC combustion chamber
CCPP combined cycle power plant
CFC chlorofluorocarbons
DC direct costs
ECO economizer
EGS engineered geothermal system
EU European Union
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EVA evaporator
FCI fixed-capital investment
FLC fatigue life calculation
GA genetic algorithm
GEN electric generator
GHG greenhouse gases
GT gas turbine
GWP global warming potential
HC hydrocarbons
HCFC hydrochlorofluorocarbons
HFC hydrofluorocarbons
HFE hydrofluoroethers
HPC high pressure compressor
HPT high pressure turbine
HRSG heat recovery steam generator
HX heat exchanger
IC indirect costs
LHV lower heating value [J · kg-1]
LMTD logarithmic mean temperature difference
LPC low pressure compressor
LPT low pressure turbine
NPV net present value
ODP ozone depletion potential
OMTS O-methyltransferases
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ORC organic Rankine cycle
OTB once-through boiler
PEC purchased-equipment cost
PFC perfluorocarbons
PFHX plate-fin heat exchanger
PSO particle swarm optimizer
PT power turbine
PV photovoltaic
REC recuperator
RSD relative standard deviation
SH superheater
SRC steam Rankine cycle
T turbine
TCI total capital investment
TFC trilateral flash cycle
TMF thermo-mechanical fatigue
TUR turbine or expander
WHRU waste heat recovery unit
WHRU-SG waste heat recovery unit for steam generation
Greek letters
∆ difference
η efficiency
γ dimensionless parameter in Eqs. 1.16, 3.3, 4.26 and 5.28
λ thermal conductivity [W · m-1 · K-1]
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µ viscosity [N · m-2]
ω rotational speed [rad · s-1]
Φ parameter in Eq. 5.29
ρ density [kg · m-3]
σ stress [MPa]
ε strain [µε]
ϕ operand in Eq. 5.22
Subscripts
0 outlet
a air
b baﬄe
C compressor or cold
d dirt
des design
e exhaust gases
eco economizer
el electric
eva evaporator
exh exhaust
f fuel or fin or fouling
G gas
g exhaust gases
H hot
i inner
17
ith i-esimo
in inlet
is isentropic
L liquid
lm logarithm mean
net net
o overall
out outlet
p pump
r recuperator
S static
s shell side
sh shell and tube
sup superheater
T turbine or total
t tube side
t0 bare tube surface
th throat
tw tube wall
w wall
wet wet
wi inner wall
wo outer wall
cb convective boiling
nb nucleate boiling
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Introduction
In the last few decades, the global energy demand has risen to a level never reached
before. This, in turn, has led to several environmental problems such as air pollu-
tion, global warming, the reduction of the ozone layer and the depletion of fossil
fuels.
These aspects and the increasing concerns over climate change, have forced the
international administrations to adopt stringent environmental protection mea-
sures and energy efficiency policies. The first international agreement was the
Kyoto Protocol but, since the 1990s, the European Commission released Direc-
tives devoted to the energy sector liberalization, the environmental protection, the
operators competition and the renewable sources’ diffusion. One of the most im-
portant package was released in March 2007, and is called European “20-20-20”
Climate and Energy package. It defines targets of primary energy consumption
and Greenhouse Gases (GHG) reduction [1]. The three ambitious targets for 2020
set in the Directive are: a 20% reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions from
1990 levels, an increase of EU energy consumption produced from renewable re-
sources to 20% and a 20% improvement in the EU’s energy efficiency. Obviously,
as outlined in [2, 3], in order to fulfil these targets it is fundamental to introduce
the following modifications in the current energy systems:
• Reducing buildings and industries energy consumptions.
• Shifting from fossil fuels toward electricity especially in the transportation
sector.
• Generating heat and power through renewable sources.
• Reinforcing grids capacity and interconnections.
• Exploiting waste heat or using cogeneration.
To this purpose, Government incentives for wind, solar, biomass, fuel efficient
vehicle, plug-in electric vehicles, waste heat recovery and efficiency have been
established.
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The most significant result of this process is a high diffusion of power plants
fed by unpredictable renewable energy sources such as wind and solar. However,
unpredictable renewable energy plants have a great impact on the electricity mar-
ket.
In fact, the context of the deregulated energy market and the rapid expansion
of non-predictable energy sources, are stressing the necessity of improving the
flexibility of power generation systems.
New power technologies play an essential role in improving flexibility but, on
the one hand, in the case of power plants design for base-load the implementation
of flexible strategies is a difficult task especially if they have to compete with the
latest combined cycle gas turbine units. On the other hand, flexible operation and
high energy conversion efficiency are mandatory for stand alone systems.
In this context, system dynamic modelling and simulation is becoming a power-
ful and essential design tool. For this reason, this Ph.D. thesis is devoted to analyse
the transient operation conditions’ effects using power plants dynamic models.
The dynamic analysis is the core of a procedure developed to predict the lifetime
reduction on traditional power plant devices. Furthermore, the dynamic analysis
is used to test the possibility of introducing innovative waste heat recovery units
on offshore facilities with isolated grid. In particular, after a design optimization
process, the dynamic behaviour of gas turbines coupled with waste heat recovery
units is tested to verify the grid stability. Being organic Rankine cycle one of the
most promising technologies, the dynamic analysis is used also to investigate the
thermochemical stability of the working fluid.
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Chapter 1
CCPP: Dynamic Analysis and
Residual Life Estimation
In the recent years, the flexibility of fossil fuels power plants and the resulting
components’ lifetime reduction have became of primary importance.
As presented in literature and enhanced by industrial companies the context
of the deregulated energy market, as a consequence of the Directives 2003/54/EC
[4] and 2009/72/EC [5], and the increasing quota of electrical capacity supplied
by non-predictable renewable sources [6], require strongly, irregular and discontin-
uous operation of thermal power plants in order to meet the users demand and
compensate the variability of renewable sources.
Delarue et al. [7] studied the influence of wind turbines on energy costs and CO2
emissions in Belgium. They take into account the operation constraints (minimum
operation load, start-up and shut-down minimum times, maximum contribution
to spinning reserves) and costs related to frequent start-ups of fossil fuels plants
due to sudden generation losses caused by windmills. In addition, depending on
wind operation profile, different levels of cost and emission reduction are observed.
Furthermore, as discussed in [8], in the last decades several national support strate-
gies are employed to increase the diffusion of photovoltaic (PV) solar systems and
create the conditions to make it competitive for the energy market. These ac-
tions create, on the one hand, a significant increase of the PV installed capacity
but, on the other hand, contribute to increase the production variability and re-
duce start-up/shut-down periods of thermal power plants. As deeply explained by
St Pierre [9], this operation mode guarantees high profits in the short term, but
causes a lifetime reduction of the most critical devices due to thermo-mechanical
fatigue (TMF), creep and corrosion. Since the proper goal of good management
practices is to obtain the plant’s best average performance during the whole life of
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the system, the decision makers need suitable software tools able to give informa-
tion about the long-term consequences of the operation choices. Obviously, strong
difficulties are met to comply with strict environmental standards also at low load
and during transient periods, as stated by the Directive 2010/75/EU [10].
In the recent years, many efforts were done to develop new and more flexible
devices and power plants’ arrangements especially to increase the range between
peak power and technical minimum load. As suggested by Henkel et al. [11], high
operational flexibility is an essential prerequisite to ensure economic success in the
liberalized electricity market and requires the ability to meet the requested fast
start-ups and steep changes of load. The existing plants are called to move from
base load to flexible operation and this involves the need to check if they can be
suited to this operation mode. Therefore new plant management strategies able
to reduce problems related to flexibility must be studied, implemented and tested.
In this context, combined cycle power plants fed by natural gases are the most
concerned in flexible operation problems since in many countries they provide
and will likely supply the main contribution to the electricity production in the
next future. This is happening in the European electricity market scenario, where
operational flexibility, high part-load efficiency and fast start-up capabilities are
more and more required to combined cycle units in order to compensate the vari-
ability of renewable sources. Indeed, combined cycle plants are fairly suited to
spinning and cold service, because they are intrinsically more flexible than tradi-
tional steam power plants [12]. In addition, cycling requirements in terms of fast
start-up and number of start-ups per year are considerably increasing. Nowadays,
to be competitive in the electricity market, flexibility capabilities are fundamen-
tal. But, load cycling brings damages to the components and the accumulated
damages cause frequent breakdowns and unplanned maintenance. As known, the
start-up and shut-down procedures influence the reliability and life expectancy of
the plants. For these reasons, many efforts have to be done in order to develop
efficient algorithms to improve start-up/shut-down performances and decrease life-
time reduction. Moreover, the dynamic simulation is an essential step to achieve
the desirable performance under the various kinds of constraints related to system
design, plant operation and environmental impacts.
Tica et al. [13] presented a methodology for transforming a physical model
of a power plant designed for simulation into an optimization-oriented model and
then used in an algorithm to improve the performances during the start-up of a
single pressure level combined plant. Alobaid et al. [14] present and validate, by
measured data, a static and dynamic simulation model of a three pressure levels
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heat recovery steam generator. In [15], an approach is presented and tested as an
on-line support tool during start-up operation, while in [16] a brief review of the
modelling and simulation techniques for the analysis of both static and dynamic
operation of power plants is presented. An example of application is also described:
single device models are built and then linked into the whole plant model.
Superheaters/reheaters in Heat Recovery Steam Generators (HRSGs) and gas-
steam turbines are subject to severe thermo-mechanical cycles due to an increase
of heating gradients and of the number of transitional periods. Steam drums are
also stressed because they present great thickness and many weak points such
as down-comers, risers and steam pipes connected to the main body. Indeed,
during transient operation, they are subject to pressure and temperature variations
which induce low-cycle fatigue. However, as pointed out by Madejski et al. [17],
superheaters are the most stressed devices in the plants, being exposed to high
temperatures and pressures. Considering a severe start-up, the superheater (SH)
is exposed to high temperature on the outside surface of pipes and headers whereas
inside may still be cool, while at shut-down cool gases are in contact with hot
surfaces. Similarly, after a shut-down, the condensed steam in the pipes impinges
on hot surfaces if condensate remains inside.
The availability of procedures able to predict the residual life, considering the
combined effects of creep, thermo-mechanical fatigue, corrosion and oxidation, as
a function of the past and the forecast operation strategy, is essential to optimize
power plants’ operation and maintenance scheduling.
1.1 The procedure
With the purpose of predicting the power plant components’ lifetime reduction,
a procedure able to investigate the relations between a plant’s operation and its
components’ lifetime reduction is proposed. The procedure’s key points can be
summarized as follows:
• Analysis of the plant’s management strategy. A particular focus on the
production scheduling can be done in order to compute the number of fast
start-ups, shut-downs and load variations, and the plant efficiency.
• Dynamic simulation of the plant annual operation via a dynamic mathemat-
ical model.
• Detailed analysis of the thermodynamic variables trend.
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• Identification of the most stressed components.
• Stress and strain calculation and evaluation of the lifetime reduction of the
identified most stressed components.
• Insertion of more flexible and efficient components and implementation of
new management strategies in order to guarantee better performance and
reasonable components’ life.
As outlined by Benato et al. [18], the core of the aforementioned procedure is
the dynamic model of the plant. The capability of evaluating the trends of the
main thermodynamic parameters (flow rates, temperatures and pressures), which
describe the plant operation during different transient conditions, is the base point
to identify the stressed plant devices. For this reason, several plants models with
different component specifications are built and tested.
Combined gas-steam power plants are the most efficient and widespread tech-
nology. Then, reducing characteristic time of start-up and shut-down, extend the
range of possible operating conditions by increasing the peak power, and reducing
the technical minimum load and increasing ramp rate have become prerogatives.
For these reasons, the attention and the modelling efforts are focused on this tech-
nology.
Only with the availability of plants’ dynamic models, able to simulate design,
part-load and dynamic operating conditions, new load ramp rates can be tested
and the effects of these conditions on the plants’ devices can be found. By analysing
the results of this fundamental step, the most stressed devices can be identified
and the lifetime reduction computed.
In the proposed procedure creep and thermo-mechanical fatigue damage are
evaluated according to the present Design Standards: some of the most important
are the ASME code [19], the R5 British procedure [20], the UNI EN 12952 Standard
[21] and the German boiler regulation TRD 301 [22].
Creep damage is caused by a prolonged exposure to high temperature and
stress. Creep may be the only process which is not caused or enhanced by cycling.
However if the creep is coupled with fatigue due to cycling, the damage will be
much higher than that occurring if the same fatigue or creep were working alone.
The creep damage is computed by means of the following equation:
Dc =
t
tr(σ)
(1.1)
where tr(σ) is the time to failure at the equivalent stress σ, and the subscript “σ” is
computed according to a proper model: since a multi-axial stress state occurs, the
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Von Mises equivalent stress [20] has been considered. The creep stress is mainly
due to the inside pressure, the weight of the device itself and the temperature
differential among different points.
Fatigue damage is the most prevalent action affecting the boiler life and is a
direct consequence of cycling. For example, during fast start-ups, the superheater
tubes and heaters are exposed to high temperature on the outside surface whereas
inside may still be cool. On the contrary, during shut-downs cool gases are sent
on hot surfaces. Similarly, the condensed steam in the tubes after shut-downs
impinges on hot surfaces if condensate remains in the tubes. Additionally, the
high pressure components are more vulnerable to top fatigue effects due to higher
thickness. The fatigue damage is computed according to the ASME code [19]. The
equivalent strain range is calculated for the “ith” fatigue cycle as:
∆εequiv,i =
√
2
2 · (1 + ν) · {[∆(ε1 − ε2)i]
2 + [∆(ε2 − ε3)i]2 + [∆(ε1 − ε3)i]2}
1
2 (1.2)
where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are the principal strains of the drum at the “ith” fatigue cycle,
while “ν” for the steel used in the HRSG is equal to 0.5.
As suggested by Stoppato et al. [23], during load variations, the maximum and
minimum strain are computed taking into account the wall temperature variation
along the tube, the variable temperature gradient between inside and outside of
the tube metal wall and the variation of internal pressure.
Following the methodology outlined in [24], the strain ranges are used to com-
pute the number of cycles before failure (N0) by the use of Manson-Coffin curve
or database [25] at the specific working temperature.
According to the ASME Code, creep and fatigue damages are added using a
linear rule:
D =
p∑
j=1
(
N
N0
)
i
+
q∑
k=1
(
t
tr
)
k
≤ DL (1.3)
where D is total creep-fatigue damage and DL is the “limit damage” defined for
different materials, which accounts for creep and fatigue interaction. D is then
used to evaluate the cumulative mechanical damage for each single component.
The effect of the current management strategy is therefore evaluated in terms
of residual life reduction. In this manner several management strategies can be
implemented and the related effects evaluated.
This methodology is adopted to evaluate the stress and strain which occurred
in the heat exchangers tube bank (i.e. superheater devices) while to compute
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the drum’s thermal and mechanical stresses the software tool described in [18] is
employed.
The fatigue life calculation tool (FLC) is implemented in Matlab environment
[26, 27] and considers a simple cylindrical geometry for the steam drum: an inner
metal cylinder and an outer insulation cylinder. The presence of discontinuities in
the metal structure of the component (due to the connection of downcomers and
risers and to the drum end plates) is taken into account by assuming suitable stress
concentration factors. FLC is developed according to the EN 13345 Standard [28].
The fatigue life calculation procedure implemented in FLC tool can be summarized
as follows:
1. Calculation of temperature and thermal-mechanical stresses (radial, circum-
ferential and axial components), on the basis of the trend of steam pressure
and temperature inside the drum, for each coaxial metal layer in which the
cylinder has been divided.
2. Calculation of the three principal structural stresses for each metal layer.
3. Calculation of the signed Tresca equivalent stress for each metal layer.
4. Application of the “Rainflow Counting Method” to the signed Tresca equiv-
alent stress, in accordance with the ASTM E 1049 Standard [29], to identify
fatigue cycles for the more stressed metal layer.
5. Analysis of the results of Step 4 for each ith fatigue cycle. The stress range
∆σl, the mean stress ∆σm,i, the maximum stress ∆σmax,i, the value ni (that
is equal to 0.5 if the stress range ∆σl is counted as a half cycle or to 1 if it
is counted as one cycle), the starting time t0,i, the period τl and the average
temperature Ti∗.
6. Application of the life reduction calculation procedure, developed in accor-
dance with the EN 13445 Standard, to each fatigue cycle (identified by Steps
4 and 5) in order to compute the allowable number of fatigue cycles Ni and,
as a consequence, the “cumulative fatigue damage index” DCF for the exam-
ined transient by applying the Palmgren-Miner rule which indicates to sum
the fatigue damage indexes LCi = ni/Ni of each cycle.
In conclusion, plants’ cycling operations guarantee high profits in the short-term
but cause a reduction of the lifetime due to thermo-mechanical fatigue, creep and
corrosion effects in the medium-long time. In this context, the availability of a
procedure based on the dynamic simulation and able to predict the residual life
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is essential to optimize the power plants’ operation and maintenance scheduling.
Clearly, the plant dynamic model needs to be built in an appropriate environ-
ment. To this purpose, DYMOLA constitutes a valid alternative to the in-house
code being a very powerful simulation tool with commercial, open-source and fully
extendible libraries.
1.2 The modelling language
As said, an effective way to build dynamic models is to use the commercial soft-
ware DYMOLA [30]. Dynamic Modeling Laboratory or DYMOLA (version 2014)
is the commercial Modelica simulation environment based on the open Modelica
language developed by the Swedish company Dassault Systemes AB [31]. DY-
MOLA environment allows to build Modelica models with components collected
in Modelica libraries and provides integration algorithms which are used to solve
the model.
Modelica [32–34] is a free language developed by the non-profit Modelica As-
sociation since 1996. In Modelica simulation environment each Icon represents a
physical component (electrical resistance, mechanical device, pump, etc.) while a
Connection Line represents the actual physical coupling (wire, fluid flow, heat flow,
etc.). A component consists of connected sub-components (hierarchical structure)
and/or is described by equations. These equations can be differential, algebraic,
and discrete equations. By symbolic algorithms, the high level Modelica descrip-
tion is transformed into a set of explicit differential equations which can be easily
solved.
In practise, the Modelica language allows to build differential equation models
without state form; from which state equations are derived automatically [32]. It
is a freely available, fully modular, object-oriented language for modelling large,
complex, and heterogeneous physical systems. From a user’s point of view, models
are described by schematic, also called object diagrams. These features facili-
tate the development of advanced models as pre-defined components (e.g. pipes)
that can be directly used as sub-components in more complex models (e.g. heat
exchangers).
In a nutshell, Modelica language allows, firstly, to carry out the modelling task
reliably and in a short time, by leveraging on existing and well-tested libraries of
reusable component models. Secondly, the equation-based approach of the lan-
guage enables to easily customize the models for specific requirements at hand.
For these reasons, the dynamic models presented in this dissertation (i.e. gas
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turbine, air bottoming cycle unit, organic Rankine cycles turbogenerator and heat
recovery steam generator unit for on grid and stand-alone units) are developed
using base and extended components available on existing Modelica packages:
Thermal Power library (TPL), ThermoPower library (TP) and the Modelica ORC
package.
Thermal Power library is a commercial Modelica library, developed by Modelon
AB [35], for the unsteady state simulation of power plants and their components.
The library covers the complete steam cycle (including steam and combined cycle
power plants), as well as a wide range of flue gases after-treatment technologies
such as desulphurization, NOx-removal and CCS technologies (for more details see
[35]). Well-known correlations are employed for the heat transfer and pressure drop
estimations for flue gases, steam and liquid water. Steam and flue gases medium
models come from the Modelica.Media library [36, 37]. Obviously, the package
includes components for the conventional steam power plants’ modelling but, to
better characterize the dynamic behaviour of these devices, the base models need
to be extended by the user. This library is very detailed but presents an important
drawback: it does not allow to load and use fluids which are not included in the
package. This aspect limits the range of applications, therefore, only the heat
recovery steam generator models are built with components available on Thermal
Power library. The other models (i.e. gas turbine, organic Rankine cycle unit) are
developed with components available on ThermoPower library.
ThermoPower library is an open-source package, developed at Politecnico di
Milano, for modelling thermo-hydraulic processes and power plants [38]. It is a
fully open library where the users can create and extend components, and import
and use the fluids that are wanted. Starting from the components available on
ThermoPower, a Modelica ORC package was developed [39]. As for the other
libraries the ORC package components can be extended in order to fulfil the users
requirements.
1.3 Case study
The case study selected to test the procedure presented in Chapter 1.1 is a gas-
steam combined cycle power plant (CCPP) consisting of a gas turbine (GT) and a
single pressure level heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) unit. Figure 1.1 shows
the plant scheme while Table 1.1 lists the plant design point characteristics. This
is a real plant operating in the Italian liberalized electricity market, but only few
design data are available. For this reason, the missing parameters are assumed
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based on data available in literature or by well-known design procedures.
Figure 1.1: Scheme of the single pressure combined cycle power plant.
Table 1.1: Combined cycle power plant design specifications.
Parameter Value
GT exhaust gases mass flow 191.4 kg · s-1
GT exhaust gases temperature 582.8 ◦C
Stack exhaust gases temperature 140.2 ◦C
Steam mass flow 28.5 kg · s-1
Evaporating pressure 38 bar
Condensing pressure 0.05 bar
CCPP design power 97,8 MW
CCPP electric efficiency 50.0 %
Fuel Natural gas
The HRSG dynamic behaviour is strictly dependent on the gas turbine perfor-
mance, therefore both the GT and the HRSG models are built and tested.
1.3.1 The gas turbine model
The gas turbine dynamic model is developed in DYMOLA environment coupled
with ThermoPower library. The library components are extended in order to better
describe the GT unit.
The gas turbine model is based on data available in the open literature [40, 41].
Table 1.2 reports the gas turbine design point specifications while the Modelica
object diagram of the engine is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Gas turbine design-point specifications.
Model Siemens SGT-1000F
Year 1996
Compressor ratio 15.8
Exhaust gases temperature 582.8 ◦C
Exhaust gases mass flow 191.4 kg · s-1
Rotational speed 5400 rpm
Electric power output 67.7 MW
Thermal efficiency 35.8 %
Fuel Natural gas
Figure 1.2: Modelica object diagram of the gas turbine.
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The compressor and the turbine are described as zero-dimensional components
adopting steady state and offdesign characteristics.
The compressor is described by quasi-static component, employing the maps
of axial compressors provided with the commercial software GASTURB, compiled
from data available on the open literature [42]. In particular, these maps are
represented by tables stating values for flow coefficient, pressure ratio, isentropic
efficiency and speed of revolution for the complete operating range of the device.
Following the methodology proposed by Kurzke [43], maps are scaled in order
to represent the part-load characteristics of the axial compressor installed on the
gas turbine. Being the compressor a multistage machine equipped with variable
inlet guide vanes (VIGVs), the compressor sub-model is extended and appropriate
equations able to consider the VIGVs effect are implemented.
The equation proposed in 1992 by Stodola [44] is employed to describe the
turbine behaviour. The equation expresses the relation between inlet and outlet
pressure, mass flow rate and inlet temperature in offdesign operating conditions
(see Equation 1.4).
CT =
m˙g ·
√
Tin√
p2in − p2out
(1.4)
where CT is the turbine constant, m˙g is the mass flow of the combustion prod-
ucts and Tin is the turbine inlet temperature. The inlet and outlet pressure are
expressed with pin and pout, respectively.
The turbine’s offdesign conditions are predicted with the correlation proposed
by Schobeiri [45]. The correlation expresses the relation between the isentropic
efficiency (ηis) and the dimensionless flow coefficient.
ηis = ηis,des ·
√
∆his,des
∆his
·
2− n
ndes
·
√
∆his,des
∆his
 (1.5)
The isentropic efficiency is a function of the rotational speed n and the isentropic
enthalpy drop ∆his. The subscript “des” refers to the value computed at the
design point conditions.
The electric generator part-load performance is predicted by the equation pro-
posed by Haglind and Elmegaard [46].
ηel =
Load · ηel,des
Load · ηel,des + (1− ηel,des) · [(1− Fcu) + Fcu · Load2] (1.6)
where ηel and Load are the electric generator efficiency and the gas turbine load
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expressed in percent, respectively. FCu represents the losses in the copper of the
generator.
The combustion chamber (CC) unit is modelled assuming a perfect mixing
between the air and fuel streams and a combustion process that takes place in a
constant volume. Besides, it is assumed complete and adiabatic combustion but
the mass and energy conservation equations are expressed including the dynamic
terms. The mass and the internal energy are computed using the thermodynamic
properties of the products leaving the combustion chamber as suggested in [47].
The mass and internal energy equations implemented into the combustion chamber
component are
VCC · dρCC
dt
= m˙a + m˙f − m˙g (1.7)
dUCC
dt
= m˙a · ha + m˙f · (hf + LHV )− m˙g · hg (1.8)
where VCC is the combustion chamber volume while ρCC is the density of the
products exiting the combustor. m˙a, m˙f and m˙g are the air, fuel and exhaust
gases mass flow rate. LHV is the fuel lower heating value while UCC is the internal
energy of the combustion chamber. The specific enthalpy of air, fuel and exhaust
gases exiting the combustion chamber are denoted with ha, hf and hg, respectively.
The CC pressure drops are lumped in an external component. As shown in
Equation 1.9 a quadratic dependence on the volumetric flow rate is assumed.
∆p
∆pdes
=
(
V˙
V˙des
)2
(1.9)
where ∆p and V˙ are the pressure drop and the volumetric flow rate, respectively.
The shaft dynamic balance, reported in Equation 1.10, is employed to model
the spools dynamics.
dω
dt
=
n∑
i=1
(Pin,i − Pout,i)
I · ω (1.10)
where the rotational speed and the inertia of the shaft are ω and I, while Pin and
Pout are the mechanical power given and provided to the shaft, respectively.
The values of the inertia of the rotating masses (shaft, blades and generator)
are set, as for the combustion chamber volume, according with data published in
the open literature.
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1.3.2 The single pressure HRSG model
Due to the need of evaluating the components’ lifetime reduction, caused by load
variation, fast start-ups and shut-downs, it is essential to build plant models with
detailed components (i.e. heat exchangers and drums geometry, pumps maps,
etc.). Of course, a plant model with detailed components’ description needs long
simulation time and appropriate devices’ sub-models. Components’ models with
a detail geometry are available on Thermal Power library (TPL) but not in Ther-
moPower (TP).
Therefore, with the aim of analysing both the components’ lifetime reduction
and the mathematical and computational aspects introduced by the implementa-
tion of devices geometry, two models of the same HRSG unit are built and then
compared.
Thermal Power HRSG model
Figure 1.3 shows the Modelica object diagram of the single pressure heat recovery
steam generator built with sub-models available on Thermal Power library (TPL
model). The distinctive trait of this model is the heat exchanger model. In it the
geometry is fully implemented and used to compute heat transfer coefficients, pres-
sure drops, heat fluxes, and so on. The heat exchanger model command windows
are shown in Figure 1.4.
Note that the gas turbine engine is modelled as a gas source that acquired the
simulation results coming from the GT model described in Chapter 1.3.1.
The HRSG has a horizontal gas pass design; it is composed by three heat ex-
changers (the economizer (ECO), the evaporator (EVA) and the superheater (SH)),
the drum, two pumps (FeedPump and CircPump), pipes (Tube_1 to Tube_5), the
steam turbine (ST), the condenser (CONDENSER) and a spray attemperator. In
Table 1.3 the geometry and the wall material of the economizer, evaporator, su-
perheater and drum are summarized.
The wall and fins material characteristics are also included into the HX model
because they are fundamental to evaluate the heat transfer among exhaust gases,
water/steam and tubes metal wall.
As pointed out in Table 1.3, the drum dimensions and wall characteristics are
also included into this plant model.
The steam turbine is modelled using the Stodola’s equation [44]. The design
operating conditions (such as mass flow rate, inlet and outlet temperature and
pressure), the mechanical and the isentropic efficiency are set to describe the tur-
bine’s behaviour. Pumps are built using a module which describes a centrifugal
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Figure 1.3: Modelica object diagram of the single pressure heat recovery steam generator.
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(a) Main window (b) Geometry general window
(c) Shell geometry window (d) Fins geometry window 1
(e) Fin geometry window 2 (f) Geometry modification window
Figure 1.4: Shell and tube heat exchanger model available on Thermal Power library.
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Table 1.3: Heat exchanger geometry data.
Device Parameter Value
Economizer Material AISI 304
Outer diameter 25.0 mm
Tube thickness 2.5 mm
Tube length 10.0 mm
Number of tubes 7560
Longitudinal tube pitch 78 mm
Traversal tube pitch 90 mm
Number of fins 236 fins · m-1
Fin dimension 12x4x1.2 mm
Fin pass 4.24 mm
Evaporator Material AISI 304
Outer diameter 25.0 mm
Tube thickness 2.5 mm
Tube length 7.0 mm
Number of tubes 12960
Longitudinal tube pitch 78 mm
Traversal tube pitch 90 mm
Number of fins 236 fins · m-1
Fin dimension 12x4x1.2 mm
Fin pass 4.24 mm
Superheater Material AISI 304
Outer diameter 38.0 mm
Tube thickness 6.0 mm
Tube length 5.0 mm
Number of tubes 2080
Longitudinal tube pitch 78 mm
Traversal tube pitch 90 mm
Number of fins 236 fins · m-1
Fin dimension 12x4x1.2 mm
Fin pass 4.24 mm
Drum Material P355GH
Internal radius 750 mm
Wall thickness 30 mm
Length 10800 mm
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pump with ideally controlled speed, either fixed or provided by an external signal.
The circulation pump is inserted to assist circulation into the evaporator tubes
and works at a fixed speed while the feed pump works at variable speed. This
pump is controlled by a PI controller (see Figure 1.5) which provides to maintain
the drum level on a prefixed value. The pump, as said, is centrifugal and its speed
can change from 1500 to 3500 rpm. During load variation, the level of the drum
is kept under control by changing the rotational speed of the feed pump. In both
cases the pump’s maps are implemented into the component and are derived by
fitting data of existing machines designed for similar volumetric flows and heads.
Figure 1.5: Modelica object diagram of the pump control system.
The dynamics of the shaft is modelled by applying the shaft dynamic balance;
also the value of the moment of inertia of this component is set.
The model includes all the control systems, whose role is very important during
cycling operation mode. Drum vent, admission valves and pump speed control
are implemented. They are in charge of maintaining the correct water level in
the drum. The plant operates in sliding pressure mode. Steam attemperator is
needed to avoid high steam temperature at the outlet of the HRSG. As said, during
load variation, the level of the drum is kept under control by changing the pump
rotational speed while the steam turbine is maintained at 3000 rpm.
The composition of the exhaust gases is modelled adopting NASA Extended
Exhaust Gas Model which is implemented into Thermal Power library while for
water/steam fluid model, the IF 97 water model is employed [48].
Note that the heat exchangers are in cross-flow arrangement and each HX
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Figure 1.6: Modelica object diagram of the heat exchanger model.
model is discretized in “n” identical segments (see Figure 1.6.) Each segment is
constituted by a gas volume (called “primary”), a wall and a water/steam volume
(called “secondary”). The volume exchange information via thermal port to wall
and via fluid connectors to the other fluid volumes. In each volume the fluid
properties, the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops, etc. are computed
with appropriate equations. For example, the heat transfer coefficient can be
fixed equal to a constant value or computed with an equation or evaluated with
a user implemented correlation. In this work, the heat transfer coefficient for the
water/steam side in the economizer and superheater components is computed for
each pipe segment with the equation:
hc = Num · λ
dhyd
(1.11)
where λ is the fluid conductivity and dhyd is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe.
Num is the average Nusselt number and is computed by means of Reynolds number
using an equation put forward by Gnielinski [49] for heat transfer during turbulent
flow of gases and liquids through pipes [50].
Num =
(
ξ
8
)
· Pr ·Re
1 + 12.7 ·
√
ξ
8 ·
(
Pr
2
3 − 1
) ·
1 + (di
l
) 2
3
 (1.12)
where l and d are the pipe length and diameter. The parameter ξ is given by:
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ξ = (1.8 · log10(Re)− 1.5)−2 (1.13)
Note that Equation 1.12 was obtained by modifying an equation that was derived
from the theory of momentum transport by Petukhov and Kirillov [51] and is
valid for completely developed pipe flow. It was enlarged by a factor proposed by
Hausen [52] to take into account the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on
the length of the pipe. According to Konakov [53], the friction factor for turbulent
flow in smooth pipes may be calculated from Equation 1.13. Ranges of validity
are reported as follows:
di
l
≤ 1 104 < Re < 106 0.1 < Pr < 103 (1.14)
where Re and Pr is the Reynolds and Prandtl number, respectively.
The heat transfer coefficient during evaporation processes (which occur into the
pipes) is computed with the correlation for convective boiling in vertical and hor-
izontal tubes with a Froude number Fr > 0.05. It uses a modified Dittus-Boelter
equation for the heat transfer coefficient of the liquid and is multiplied by an en-
hancement factor which depends on the steam quality and the Boiling number.
For horizontal tubes and Froude lower than 0.05 it also contains a multiplicative
correction term (see [50, 54]). Note that, the correlations are implemented into
the heat exchangers models and, based on the fluid regime and state, the solver
selects the appropriate equation.
The heat transfer coefficient on the gas side of the three heat exchangers, can
be obtained with several correlations available in the open literature for solid or
serrated finned tubes. Some equations for finned tubes with serrated and solid fins
were developed by e.g. ESCOA [54] (Extended Surface Corporation of America)
as well as by Nir [55]. The correlation proposed by ESCOA [54], to evaluate
the Nusselt number for serrated and solid fins in staggered tube arrangement is
employed.
Nu = 14 ·Re
0.65 · Pr 13 · C3 · C5 ·
(
Tgm
Ts
) 1
4 ·
(
da + 2 · hf
da
) 1
2
(1.15)
where da and hf are the outside diameter and the average fin height, respectively.
The coefficient C3 and C5 are computed according to the methodology outlined in
[54, 56].
Pressure drops are also computed in the heat exchanger model with appropriate
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correlations taken from [50, 54, 56].
In conclusion, the model developed with Thermal Power Library is able to
simulate the plant steady state, part-load and transient behaviour and predicts
the trends of the main thermodynamic flow parameters (such as mass flow rates,
pressures, temperatures, etc.). It is also able to compute the temperature values
along the thickness of the HX walls, pipes and drum. Once the variation over time
of the thermodynamic variables is evaluated, the associated trend of the underlying
mechanical parameters (stresses and strains in each component) can be computed
using the well-known relationships as a function of pressure, temperature difference
between internal and external radius of pipes or drum, temperature gradient along
tube length and considering the variations of these parameters over time.
ThermoPower HRSG model
In this case, the model is developed again with the commercial software DYMOLA
but components are taken from ThermoPower library (TP model). The Modelica
object diagram is depicted in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: Modelica object diagram of the single pressure heat recovery steam generator.
The HRSG has the same configuration and control system modules described
in Chapter 1.3.2 but, in this model, the heat exchangers geometry is not inserted.
In practice, the heat exchanger is implemented by combining basic ThermoPower
modules, see Figure 1.8: 1D-flow models for the gas side (top) and fluid side
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(bottom of the figure), and the 1D-thermal model for the tube bundle (middle).
The exchange of thermal power is modelled with the so-called 1D-thermal ports
(in orange in the figure); the counter-current model establishes the topological
correspondence between the control volumes on the tube walls, and the control
volumes on the gas flow model. The tube metal wall is modelled by a 1D dynamic
heat balance equation, discretized by finite volumes. The flow models contain one-
dimensional dynamic mass and energy balance equations, discretized by the finite
volume method, assuming a uniform pressure distribution; the relatively small
friction losses are lumped in an external component model. Here, the pressure
drops at offdesign conditions are estimated assuming a quadratic dependency on
the volumetric flow. As reported by [57], due to their relatively small contributions,
the thermal resistance in the radial direction and thermal diffusion in the axial
direction are thus neglected in the dynamic models. The heat transfer coefficient
between the gas and the outer pipe surface is much lower than the one between the
inner pipe surface and the working fluid flow. Therefore, the overall heat transfer
is essentially dependent on the gas side only, and the working fluid temperature
is always close to the inner surface temperature of the pipe. For this reason, the
heat transfer coefficient at the interface between the gas and the metal wall, at
offdesign conditions, is evaluated with the relation proposed by Incropera et al.
[58].
h = hdes
(
m˙
m˙des
)γ
(1.16)
where m˙ is the mass flow rate of the water/steam side. The subscript “des” refers
to the value at design operating conditions, while the variable γ is the exponent
of the Reynolds number. In the equation γ is assumed equal to 0.6. The thermal
interaction between the wall and the working fluid is described by specifying a
sufficiently high constant heat transfer coefficient, so that the fluid temperature is
close to the wall temperature, and the overall result is dominated by the gas side
heat transfer (more details can be found in [58]).
The input parameters of the heat exchanger models are the mass and the heat
capacity of the tube metal wall, the volumes occupied by the exhaust gases, and
the water/steam, the design-point heat transfer coefficients on the hot and cold
side and the hot and cold surface areas. Reasonable figures for these variables are
obtained applying the well-documented standardized design-procedure for shell
and tube heat exchangers outlined in Coulson et al. [59].
The steam turbine, the condenser, the pumps and the other components are
implemented into the model as outlined in Chapter 1.3.2 while water/steam and
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Figure 1.8: Modelica object diagram of the heat exchanger model.
exhaust gases are implemented with models described in [36].
1.4 Models validation
The validation process is a fundamental step during the model’s developing phase.
Normally, an example is used to test the new model. In this case, after a literature
review (see i.e. [24, 60–64]) only Bracco et al. [24] presented a similar work. They
propose a mathematical model (called MSM model) of a HRSG similar to the one
built in Modelica with ThermoPower components. With the aim of developing
dynamic power plant models, able to help in the evaluation of components’ lifetime
reduction, an on-going collaboration was established.
As outlined in [24], this model is built by means of the Matlab/Simulink soft-
ware and is based on a non-linear lumped parameter mathematical model, de-
scribed by a set of algebraic and partial differential equations, for power plants
and particularly for combined cycle plants in [65] (see Figure 1.9).
The gas turbine is modelled in a simple way using the characteristic curves of
the turbomachinery; this block provides as input to the HRSG the exhaust gas
flow rate and temperature at the gas turbine discharge. Furthermore, the gas
composition is computed in order to correctly evaluate enthalpy and specific heat.
The equations which describe the HRSG behaviour take into account the thermal
storage in the metal parts of each heat exchanger. It is important to remark that,
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Figure 1.9: Scheme of the single pressure heat recovery steam generator model.
in the model, the economizer and the superheater are not characterized by a single
wall temperature since it has been necessary to divide them into multiple sections
(respectively five and three); this guarantees, for all operating conditions, that the
wall temperature of each section is greater than the water/steam outlet tempera-
ture and lower than the gas outlet temperature. The water/steam properties are
computed by means of the XSteam tool [66].
The steam turbine is modelled as an algebraic block, analogously to the Mod-
elica model. The components of the plant that work at low temperature are
represented in a simple way: the condenser pressure is calculated as a function
of the steam flow rate, whereas the feed-water system (represented by the pump,
characterized by its head-volumetric flow rate curve, and the valve downstream) is
managed by a PI controller which work in the same way as the one installed into
the Modelica models.
The comparison between the three models (the two developed in Modelica
language and the one in Matlab/Simulink environment) is performed considering
the transient condition shown in Figure 1.10.
The selected transient consists in a step variation of the exhaust gases temper-
ature at the HRSG inlet from 582 ◦C to 552 ◦C while the exhaust gas mass flow
rate is assumed constant. Some interesting results of the simulation processes are
reported in the following figures.
The three models have a different response in term of pressure while the trends
of the temperature at the exit of the superheater are the same. As shown in
Figure 1.11, the models developed in Modelica have similar pressure trends despite
the different way to model the inertia into the heat exchangers while the model
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Figure 1.10: Mass flow rate and temperature of the exhaust gases at the HRSG inlet
section.
Figure 1.11: Steam pressure at the drum inlet.
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Figure 1.12: Steam temperature at the superheater outlet section.
developed in Simulink has a faster response mainly due to the different control
system. In addition the feed pump into the TPL model is an ideal pump but is
able to take into account the inertia phenomena into the machine; effect which
is not implemented into the TP model. As reported in 1.12 the trends of the
temperature at the exit of the superheater are more or less the same for the three
models therefore the heat transfer coefficients and the relative heat transfer areas
are computed in the correct way in the three models. Obviously, it is not necessary
to introduce the heat transfer areas into the TPL model because the heat exchanger
component computes these surfaces starting from the inserted geometry. On the
other hand, developing a model where the entire geometry of the components
is taken into account is computationally expensive; in particular the simulation
time is three times faster for the TP model in comparison of the TPL model.
Furthermore, it is important to underline that, to evaluate the thermal stresses
and the residual life, it is essential to build a detailed model that permits to
determine the pressures and temperatures trends into the single part of the device;
as a consequence, only the model developed in DYMOLA coupled with Thermal
Power library (TPL) is able to predict thermodynamic variables with this grade
of detail. However, in order to understand the geometry’s influence the dynamic
analysis and the lifetime estimation are performed using both the DYMOLA model
(components from Thermal Power library) and the Simulink one. The MSM model
because uses a different approach during the equations’ solving process instead of
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the one built in DYMOLA with components taking from ThermoPower library
(TP). In this manner, the dynamic behaviour is predicted with two different models
based on two different approaches and built from two different research groups.
1.5 Dynamic analysis
The trend of the exhaust gases mass flow rate and temperature at the HRSG
inlet is taken from the gas turbine model described in Chapter 1.3.1. The GT
compressor, which is equipped with variable inlet guide vanes (VIGVs), is able to
maintain the exhaust gases mass flow approximately constant for a gas turbine
load from 0% to 50% while the temperature increases up to the design value.
On the other hand, from 50% to 100% of the gas turbine load, the gas flow rate
increases (due to the VIGVs opening) while the temperature remains constant (see
Figure 1.13).
Figure 1.13: Flow rate and temperature of the gases entering the HRSG as a function
of GT load [40].
In Figure 1.14 two typical transient conditions, supplied by an operator of the
Italian electricity market and indicated by the acronyms “Tr. A and “Tr. B”, are
sketched. The two transients coincide till 2500 s from the simulation start time,
when the exhaust gases mass flow rate (and thus the steam turbine power) is equal
to 84% (160 kg · s−1) of the rated value, thereafter they become specular: in “Tr.
A” the gases mass flow rate decreases up to 140 kg · s−1, whereas in “Tr. B” it
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increases again up to 180 kg · s−1. In both transients, the gases temperature at
the inlet of the HRSG remains constant and equal to the rated value (582 ◦C). As
shown in Figures 1.15 and 1.16, which report respectively the steam drum pressure
and the steam turbine power output, there is a complete correspondence between
the Simulink model and the one developed with Thermal Power library.
Figure 1.14: The exhaust gases mass flow rate at the HRSG inlet for transients Tr. A
and Tr. B.
1.6 Lifetime calculation
In the selected test case, the analysis of the thermodynamic variables shows that
superheater and drum are the most stressed components. For this reason, the out-
put values of the dynamic simulation models are used as input for the mathematical
tools able to evaluate the steam drum’s life reduction (due to low-cycle fatigue) and
the superheater lifetime reduction (due to creep and thermo-mechanical fatigue).
For this analysis, other three more strict transient operating conditions are
selected (see Figure 1.17). All of them consider a plant load reduction from the
rated value to about 55%, but they differ for the decreasing time values. In par-
ticular, transient “Tr. 1” is selected as reference case (the flow rate decreases from
191 to 130 kg · s−1 in 37.5 minutes and temperature from 582 ◦C to 515 ◦C in 6.25
minutes), whereas transients “Tr. 2” and “Tr. 3” can be considered respectively
as a “less” and a “more” stressed operating condition. They are characterized by
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Figure 1.15: The steam drum pressure during transients Tr. A and Tr. B.
Figure 1.16: The steam turbine power output during transients Tr. A and Tr. B.
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Figure 1.17: Mass flow rate and temperature of exhaust gases at the HRSG inlet during
transients Tr. 1, Tr. 2 and Tr. 3.
Figure 1.18: Steam pressure at the superheater exit during transients Tr. 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 1.19: Steam temperature at the superheater exit during transients Tr. 1, Tr. 2
and Tr. 3.
Figure 1.20: Steam pressure into the drum during transients Tr. 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 1.21: The signed Tresca equivalent stress during transients Tr. 1, 2 and 3.
decrease time values 25% higher and lower respectively than that of “Tr. 1”. As
shown in Figure 1.17, it is assumed that in all the three transients the gases temper-
ature starts diminishing when the mass flow rate attains the value of 140 kg · s−1;
this hypothesis is in accordance with data supplied by combined cycle operators.
In particular, the selected test cases have been chosen in order to investigate the
dependence of the residual life reduction on the slope of the load reduction curve.
The good accordance between the two models (Simulink and Thermal Power)
is proved also by analysing the simulation results related to the three aforesaid
transients; to this end, Figures 1.18 and 1.19 plot the thermodynamic conditions
of steam at the superheater exit as a function of time.
Considering the interest of estimating the steam drum residual life, in the
following the analysis is focused on this purpose. In Figure 1.20 the trend of
the steam drum pressure is depicted; this signal, together with that of the steam
saturation temperature, is the main input of the fatigue life calculation tool. The
trend of pressure is very similar to that of the signed Tresca equivalent stress, the
latter shown in Figure 1.21 for the most stressed metal layer: this is mainly due
to the fact that, in the three examined transients, the mechanical stress (due to
pressure) is predominant on the thermal stress (due to thermal gradients) since
the exhaust gases temperature gradient, and so that of steam, is not so high; only
near the time instant of 3000 s it can be noticed a certain deviation of Tresca
signal (see Figure 1.21) compared to the pressure signal (see Figure 1.20) because
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at that time the maximum thermal stress is occurs.
From the life reduction calculation, it derives that, in comparison with the
transient “Tr. 1” (that is the reference case) the transient “Tr. 2” is less severe
since it determines a decrease in the life reduction of about 9.4%, whereas the
transient “Tr. 3” leads to an increase of about 5.3%.
The superheater lifetime is estimated using the methodology outlined in Chap-
ter 1.1. The trends of the pressure and temperature computed at the outlet sec-
tion of the device with the Modelica model are used to calculate the creep and
thermo-mechanical fatigue stress. Considering a management strategy aimed at
maximizing the production during periods where the electricity price is high (from
9 am to 6 pm) and maintaining the plant at minimum load from 6 pm to 9 pm,
the results show a life time reduction of about 5% and an increase of 7% if the
hypothesis is to adopt “Tr. 2” or “Tr. 3” instead of “Tr. 1”.
1.7 Discussion
The role played by combined cycle power plants in the scenario of the liberalized
electricity market is a fundamental aspect to take into account. The issue of
the plant’s life reduction has been pointed out as a consequence of more and
more frequent cycling operations. In this context, the availability of dynamic
simulation models of power plants, able to test different operating conditions and
evaluate their impact on the residual life of plant devices, is paramount. At this
purpose, three different flexible simulation models for the same single pressure
level combined cycle unit are developed, tested and successfully validated.
Then, the dynamic analysis results are used in a procedure able to estimate
thermo-mechanical stresses and the associated devices’ life-time reduction. The
proposed tools can be considered as valuable innovative instruments to assist power
plant designers and operators in order to improve the plant’s flexibility with-
out excessively compromising the integrity of devices subjected to high thermo-
mechanical stresses. Furthermore, another key factor is the user-friendly interface
of the life reduction calculation tool proposed in this dissertation and its short
run-time in comparison with finite elements analysis tools.
1.8 Computational issues
As previously said, Modelica is an effective language to build power plant dynamic
models because the user can exploit and extend existing models or build new ones.
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Customers can build very detailed models or implement more simple ones to grossly
describe the system. Obviously, the grade of detail depends on both the application
and the aim of the study. However, the higher is the model complexity, the slower
is the computational speed.
Figure 1.22: Exhaust gases mass flow and temperature during load variation.
In the present work, the implementation of a detailed geometry doubles the
simulation time but guarantees a higher results accuracy. In addition, a detailed
geometry coupled with a high discretization of the device, allowed to show ther-
modynamic variables in each volume.
As an example, the fluids and wall temperatures trend in the first volume of
the superheater are shown in Figure 1.23 while the wall mean temperatures along
one of the SH tubes are depicted in Figure 1.24
However, high complexity induce numerical instability into the model, which
means, in particular cases, infeasible results. A particular load variation (see
Figure 1.22) is selected as test case and the results are outlined in the following.
During the dynamic simulation, due to the low tolerance (10−8) and the numerical
instability into the correlations used to compute the heat transfer coefficients, the
pump control system is not able to control the drum level properly (see Figure
1.25). The feed pump continuously changes the rotational speed; consequently
pressures and water mass flow are unstable. Figures 1.26 and 1.27 depict these
trends. In order to solve these numerical issues, different interpolation method
of the fluid tables and smooth correlations are introduced and coupled with an
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Figure 1.23: Steam, internal and external wall and exhaust gases temperatures trend in
the first volume of the superheater.
Figure 1.24: Superheater wall temperatures trend from steam inner to outer section.
Each value is computed in the middle of the wall volume.
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Figure 1.25: Drum level fluctuation.
Figure 1.26: Pump mass flow.
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Figure 1.27: Pump inner and outer pressure.
algorithm suitable for solving stiff systems.
1.9 Future work
The dynamic analysis in DYMOLA environment is a very complicated but power-
ful method to predict the plants’ behaviour during start-up, shut-down and load
variation. Nevertheless, developing and setting models is really complicated with-
out plants operators’ skill and real data.
At present, two types of analysis are in progress within our research team.
The first one is devoted to the dynamic investigation of a three pressure level heat
recovery steam generator with reheating. The Modelica object diagram is depicted
in Figure 1.28.
The main problems that limit the development of this model are: the definitions
of the control systems’ parameters, the implementation of appropriate correlations
and the computational speed.
The other research line is focused on the evaluation of thermal stresses in
specific plant devices by finite elements tools. The parameterization of the drum
and superheater models is done with data computed with the Modelica model of
the entire plant. As for the previous analysis, the selection and implementation of
appropriate correlation and the computational speed are the main obstacles. In
Figures 1.29 and 1.30 the three dimensional models built for the ongoing analysis
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Figure 1.28: Object diagram of the three pressure level heat recovery steam generator.
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are shown.
Figure 1.29: 3D model of the drum.
Figure 1.30: 3D model of the superheater.
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Chapter 2
Waste Heat Recovery Units
2.1 Context
In the recent years, the world energy consumption has risen to a level never reached
before. As previously said, to satisfy the energy demand is necessary to use fossil
fuels. But, this intense use in energy sector has caused a huge release of CO2 in
atmosphere [67]; a greenhouse gas with a great contribution to global warming [68].
Therefore, the increased concerns about climate change, has forced international
administrations to adopt stringent environmental protection measures and energy
efficiency policies.
Although remarkable contribution to the electricity production is expected to
be provided by wind and solar power, the efficient recovery of waste heat from fossil
sources is also going to play a key role in the future scenario. As reported in [69],
the European civil, industrial and transportation sectors discharge approximately
140TWh/y of high- and low- temperature waste heat, corresponding to a potential
CO2 reduction of about 14Mt/y. In the U.S. the industrial sector accounts for
about one-third of the total energy consumed and is responsible for about one-
third of fossil fuel related greenhouse gas emissions [70]. It is also estimated that
from 20 to 50% of U.S. industrial energy input is lost as waste heat in the form of
hot exhaust gases, cooling water, and heat lost from hot equipment surfaces and
heated products.
It is fundamental to underline that the waste heat temperature is a key factor
because determines waste heat recovery feasibility. In Table 2.1 the typical heat
sources and temperature range are listed.
On account of this, during the years, many researchers developed several meth-
ods for converting waste heat into electricity, each one with its advantages and
drawbacks. Notwithstanding, independently of the technical problems, the main
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Table 2.1: Temperature classification of waste heat sources [70].
Categories Heat Source Temperature
High temperature Nickel refining furnace 1370–1650 ◦C
(T>650 ◦C) Steel electric arc furnace 1370–1650 ◦C
Basic oxygen furnace 1100–1200 ◦C
Aluminum reverberatory furnace 1100–1200 ◦C
Copper refining furnace 760–820 ◦C
Steel heating furnace 930–1040 ◦C
Copper reverberatory furnace 900–1090 ◦C
Hydrogen plants 650–980 ◦C
Fume incinerators 650–1430 ◦C
Glass melting furnace 1300–1540 ◦C
Coke oven 650–1000 ◦C
Iron cupola 820-980 ◦C
Medium temperature Steam boiler exhaust 230–480 ◦C
(230 ◦C<T<650 ◦C) Gas turbine exhaust 370–540 ◦C
Reciprocating engine exhaust 320–590 ◦C
Heat treating furnace 430–650 ◦C
Drying & baking ovens 230–590 ◦C
Cement kiln 450–620 ◦C
Low temperature Exhaust gases exiting recovery
(T < 230 ◦C) devices in gas-fired boilers 70–230 ◦C
ethylene furnaces, etc.
Process steam condensate 50–90 ◦C
Cooling water from:
furnace doors 30–50 ◦C
annealing furnaces 70–230 ◦C
air compressors 30–50 ◦C
internal combustion engines 70–120 ◦C
air conditioning and refrigeration
condensers 30–40 ◦C
Drying, baking and curing ovens 90–230 ◦C
Hot processed liquids/solids 30–230 ◦C
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obstacle limiting the diffusion of medium and low temperature waste heat recov-
ery units is the high initial investment cost which in turn results in high payback
times and poor economic revenue. However, there is an industrial area where the
implementation of waste heat recovery units could be really interesting because it
shows the largest energy recovery potential [71] and high taxation per ton of CO2
emitted: the oil and gas sector.
2.2 Case study
Among all the industrial areas, oil and gas sector has the largest energy recovery
potential. According to Campana et al. [71] a high emissions’ reduction can be
achieved, for example, by augmenting the performance of gas compressor stations.
However, on offshore facilities the principal contributor to the overall emissions
is the power generation system which typically releases a large amount of heat
and CO2 to the environment. As estimated by Nguyen et al. [72], in 2011, the
North Sea oil and gas platforms were responsible for about 25% of the total CO2
emissions in Norway.
In order to reduce the CO2 emissions, since 1991, the Norwegian Government
established a carbon tax on hydrocarbon fuels. Furthermore, in 2013, the Norwe-
gian Government has increased this tax by 200NOK per ton of CO2 [73]. Thus,
with a tax of 60 $ per ton of CO2, increasing the performance of the offshore plat-
form power generation systems has become a focus area from an environmental
and economic perspective [74].
Most of the oil and gas platforms are isolated systems where the electric grid
operates in island (stand-alone system). The platform power generation unit nor-
mally consists of one or more redundant engines. A standard configuration is
characterized by three gas turbines in simple cycle where only a small fraction of
the heat contained in the exhaust gases released by the GTs is recuperated.
For security reasons the platform load is covered by two units, which run at
the same time covering 50% of the load each, while the third one is in stand-by
or on maintenance.
On the one hand, this management strategy reduces the system performance
because the GTs efficiency is in the range from 20% to 30%. On the other hand, a
high power generation system’s reliability guarantees a reduction of system failure
and the consequent high economic loss.
With the declared intent of studying alternative power unit able to increase the
platform performance and reduce CO2 emissions, a four years research project was
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funded [75] and the author was involved in this project during his external stay at
Technical University of Denmark. The Draugen oil and gas offshore platform (see
Figure 2.1) was selected as case study.
 
Figure 2.1: Draugen offshore oil and gas platform (by courtesy of A/S Norske Shell [76]).
Figure 2.2 shows the Draugen oil field, that is located in the Haltenbanken area
of the North Sea and belongs to the Norwegian continental shelf. So, the Draugen
platform is located approximately 150 km from Kristiansud in the Norwegian Sea,
where, in 1984, the production license was acquired by Royal Dutch Shell [76].
The reservoir was discovered in 1984, is made of sand stone which is located
1650m below the sea bed. The platform was installed in 1993, it is a monopile
gravity based structure trusted 5m into the sea bed at a water depth of 251m.
The structure has seven large concrete oil tanks situated on the seabed, which
keep the platform in place. The oil tanks are connected to an off-loading buoy.
Figure 2.3 shows tge Draugen field and the platform monopile.
The platform is operated by A/S Norske Shell and produces gas (exported
via Åsgar gas pipeline to Kårstø) and oil (which is firstly stored in tanks at the
bottom of the sea and then shipped, once every one or two weeks, via shuttle
tanker) [74, 77].
The on board power generation system is composed by three Siemens SGT-500
gas turbines. Table 2.2 lists the GT design point specifications as provided by the
manufacturer [78, 79].
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Figure 2.2: Draugen field location (by courtesy of A/S Norske Shell [76]).
Figure 2.3: Draugen field and the platform monopile (by courtesy of A/S Norske Shell
[76]).
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Table 2.2: Design-point specifications for the twin-spool gas turbine installed on the
Draugen offshore oil and gas platform.
Model Siemens SGT-500
Low pressure compressor stages 10
High pressure compressor stages 8
Low pressure turbine stages 1
High pressure turbine stages 2
Power turbine stages 3
Turbine inlet temperature 850 ◦C
Exhaust gas temperature 379.2 ◦C
Exhaust gas mass flow 91.5 kg · s-1
Electric power output 16.5 MW
Thermal efficiency 31.3 %
Fuel Natural gas
In Figure 2.4 the layout of the platform power generation system is depicted.
As reported in [79], the three shaft industrial gas turbine SGT-500 is a light weight,
high efficiency, very flexible, heavy duty machine. It employs two coaxial shafts
coupling the low pressure compressor (LPC) with the low pressure turbine (LPT)
and the high pressure compressor (HPC) with the high pressure turbine (HPT).
The power turbine (PT) transfers mechanical power through a dedicated shaft
to the electric generator (GEN). The fuel is natural gas and is burned into the
combustion chamber (CC).
The SGT–500 gas turbine compressors are not equipped with variable inlet
guide vanes. Consequently, the engine load can only be controlled by open-
ing/closing the fuel valve. Therefore, the exhaust temperature drops down when
the load decreases.
The platform normal electric demand is equal to 19MW. A typical yearly
platform electric demand is plotted in Figure 2.5, where the dimensionless values
are referred to the normal electric load. During oil export activities the demand
increased up to 25MW, that is the peak load demand [80]. In order to reduce grid
failure during load changes, the platform owner has established that the maximum
frequency undershooting can be equal to 5% compared to the steady-state value
(50Hz). In addition to this, another critical performance metric parameter, the so
call “rise time”, needs to be checked. For clarity, the rise time is defined as the time
required to the frequency to return back at the 99% of the value at steady-state
(50Hz).
In this context, with the particular requirements imposed by the platform oper-
ator, the only viable solution able to increase the platform performance and reduce
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Figure 2.5: Relative electric power demand in the Draugen offshore oil and gas platform
in 2012. Daily average value are shown.
the CO2 emissions is the installation of one or more waste heat recovery units on
the gas turbines outlet sections.
2.3 WHRU state of the art
During the years, several researchers have developed different thermodynamic cy-
cles to recover waste heat and increase the plant overall performance.
Steam Rankine cycle (SRC) is probably the most adopted cycle, while Air Bot-
toming Cycle (ABC) and Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) are mature alternatives
that can easily compete with SRC. Kalina cycle, trilateral flash cycle (TFC) and
supercritical CO2 cycle are very promising and can become competitive alterna-
tives in the next future.
2.3.1 Steam Rankine cycle
Steam Rankine cycle (SRC) is the most common waste heat recovery method. It
is a mature and widely adopted technology especially in large and medium scale
onshore power plants due to the very high efficiency that can be achieved compared
to each of the other cycles alone.
The main SRC’s drawback is the complexity that makes it both bulky and
heavy due to the need of an evaporator and a condenser [81]. However, this is not
an issue on onshore applications where space is available but in offshore facilities
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high space and weight mean high costs. Therefore, this disadvantage is caused by
the use of water as working fluid.
Water is classified as a “wet” fluid (which means that the saturated vapour
curve has a negative slope as can be seen in Figure 2.6) with the following ther-
modynamic characteristics:
• Critical point: 647K – 22.06MPa
• Triple point: 273.16K – 0.611 kPa
• Boiling point: 373.16K – 101.325 kPa
• Freezing point: 273.15K – 101.325 kPa
• Latent heat: 2256.6 kJ · kg-1 – 101.325 kPa
• Molecular weight: 18 kg · kmol-1
Figure 2.6: T-s diagram of water.
Using water as working fluid presents numerous advantages in many cases [82]:
• Good thermal and chemical stability: there is no risk of thermochemical
decomposition of the fluid.
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• Low viscosity: the required pumping work is really small.
• Good energy carrier: the latent and specific heat are high.
• Non-toxic fluid.
• Non-flammable fluid.
• Zero ODP and GWP.
• Abundant and cheap fluid.
However, the use of this fluid have drawbacks [83]:
• High evaporating pressure.
• Needs of superheating: the fluid superheating is needed to prevent conden-
sation during the expansion process; phenomenon that causes erosion in
turbine blades.
• Complex and expensive expander devices.
For these reasons, although water/steam can offer higher pressure ratios and better
heat transfer properties than other fluids, standard pressure and temperature at
the inlet of the steam turbine are 100 bar and 450 ◦C [84]. Therefore, using water
as working fluid is more suitable in large on-shore power plants. However, SRCs
are also used as waste heat recovery units in small and medium size power plants.
In any case, the water/steam combined cycle concept is simple: it is a com-
bination of the gas turbine and the steam turbine process. The exhaust gases
normally leave the GT at high temperature (discharging big amount of energy)
which is recovered by producing steam in a waste heat recovery unit. The steam
is sent to the steam turbine, which produces mechanical power. The low-pressure
steam exiting the steam turbine is condensed, and then sent back to the WHRU
for steam generation.
Despite the technical problems, the SRC waste heat recovery unit was the
first type of WHRU employed in an offshore oil and gas platform. Kloster [85]
described the existing SRC units in the Oseberg, Eldfisk and Snorre B offshore
platforms. In these cases the steam bottoming cycle is a drum-type heat recovery
steam generator (see Figure 2.7) and is divided into two skids: the first one is a
single list skid for the WHRH-SG (see Figure 2.8) while the other one includes the
steam turbine, instruments, auxiliary and monitoring equipment. Obviously, the
main obstacle to set up combined cycle in offshore plants is the required space and
the weight of devices.
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of an offshore Combined Heat and Power Cycle where steam heater
and heat consumers represent the Oseberg option. The HRSG is a drum-type module
[85].
Figure 2.8: The double-inlet, single lift Oseberg WHRU-SG [85].
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Aiming at minimizing the weight of the heat transfer equipment, Nord and
Bolland [86] proposed a steam cycle with a single pressure once-through boiler
(OTB) instead of the conventional and heavier drum type heat recovery steam
generator (see Figure 2.9).
Figure 2.9: Layout of combined cycle for offshore installations with two gas turbines and
one dual-inlet once-through HRSG [86]. The mech. drive gas turbine and the gen. drive
gas turbine are identified with 1 and 2, respectively. The single-pressure OTSG and the
steam turbine are pinpointed with 3 and 4, respectively.
Nord and Bolland [86] also performed a comparison between a drum-type
HRSG and a once-through HRSG for offshore applications and concluded that
a suitable HRSG design could be a single pressure once-through boiler (see Figure
2.10). This configuration guarantees plant flexibility and the possibility to avoid
the bypass stack while allowing for dry HRSG operation. On the contrary, the
presence of evaporator and condenser remains an issue considering the platform
space and weight limitations.
2.3.2 Air bottoming cycle
The air bottoming cycle turbogenerator is a valuable alternative to the conven-
tional steam Rankine cycle unit due to its high compactness and low weight.
The simplest configuration of an ABC unit is depicted in Figure 2.11; it is
composed by an air compressor (AC), a heat exchanger (AHX) and an air turbine
(AT).
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Cold exhaust gases
Superheater Preheater-evaporator
Hot exhaust gases
Working fluid 
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Working fluid 
liquid
Figure 2.10: Once-through boiler typical layout.
Figure 2.11: Air bottoming cycle layout.
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This cycle uses the same principle as the well-known Brayton cycle where the
combustion chamber is replaced by a gas to gas heat exchanger where air is heated
up by e.g. the exhaust gases exiting from a gas turbine or a boiler.
The ABC power module was invented by Farrell (General Electric) in 1988; a
year later he patented the ABC in the United States [87] and then (1992) in Europe
[88]. During the decades, a large variety of ABC configurations were proposed. As
an example, in Figure 2.12 the ABC module with one intercooler, two intercoolers
and with two spools configuration are shown. Note that, an ABC unit consisting
of an air turbine, that drives the air compressor, and another one which drives the
electric generator (called “power turbine”), is the plant scheme that guarantees
the highest efficiency at part-load conditions.
In literature extensive surveys can be found about the use and the thermody-
namic potential of a large variety of ABC configurations, see i.e. [89–94]. However,
the first authors who proposed the use of ABC for gas turbine waste heat recovery
on oil and gas platforms were Bolland et al. [95]. They performed a thermo-
dynamic analysis of the whole platform power generation system, including gas
turbines and an ABC with varying numbers of intercoolers. It was concluded that
the configuration with two intercoolers increased the plant thermal efficiency by
10.5% compared to the case with the gas turbine alone where the thermal efficiency
was 36.1%. The ABC itself had an efficiency of 23.2% and the plant total power
was increased by 30%. In this manner, Bolland et al. demonstrate that, despite
the low gain in performance, the low weight (the unit does not require condenser
as it operates as open-cycle) and the use of a non-toxic and not-flammable working
fluid guarantees low investment costs and, consequently, short pay-back time. In
addition, the use of an ABC unit in an offshore platform was economically feasible
due to the high CO2 taxes applied in Norway at that time.
Other investigations on the use of ABC units in oil and gas field are presented
in [96, 97] while in [98] the ABC is employed to boost the performance of a high-
speed ferry which uses gas turbines as power train.
As presented before, at the beginning researchers focused their attention on the
thermodynamic design and optimization of different ABC configurations with the
aim of improving the system performance. After that, their attention was devoted
to devices’ configurations with a particular focus on the gas to gas heat exchanger
module. As known, in oil and gas platform volume and weight play a key role: low
weight means high compactness and low costs. For this reason, the selection of the
heat exchanger’s type is a crucial aspect. In fact, the heat exchanger configuration
and its dimensions are parameters that influence its ability to transfer heat, the
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.12: Different configurations of the air bottoming cycle unit.
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efficiency and the performance of the whole system.
There are two different types of heat exchanger that can be used to recover a hot
gaseous stream with another cold gaseous flow [95]: a regenerator or a recuperator.
In a recuperator, the heat is transferred through walls that separate the streams,
while in a regenerator, the heat transfer surface is alternately exposed to the two
flows. Kays and London [99] list four advantages for the regenerators over the
recuperators:
1. A much more compact heat transfer surface can be employed.
2. The heat transfer surface is substantially less expensive per unit of transfer
area.
3. The surface tends to be self-cleaning due to the periodic flow reversals that
avoid the flow stagnation.
4. They require only light-gage containment for the low pressure exhaust gas
over most of their volumes.
In addition, recuperators need heavy-gage containment over their entire volume;
but they are a much more proven technology compared to the regenerators in this
type of application and size range.
Kays and London [99] also list the regenerators’ drawbacks:
1. There is some mixing between the hot and cold fluid due to the leakage and
carry-over.
2. If the fluids operate at high pressure the sealing problem of a regenerator is
a difficult task.
In ABC units the fluid mixing and leakages are not acceptable. Note that, with an
air leakage of 3%, the combined gas turbine and ABC efficiency decreases by 1%.
These are the main reason why recuperators have been favored over regenerators
to recover gas turbines’ waste heat.
In literature, different types of recuperator can be found for different pressures
and temperatures range [50, 58, 99–102]: the shell and tube heat exchanger (see
Figure 2.13(a)) and the plate-fin heat exchanger (PFHE) (see Figure 2.13(b)). The
shell and tube heat exchanger is widely adopted in ABC where a large difference
in pressure ratio between the two streams is observed, while the PFHX, due to the
extended surface (fins are used on both flow sides), is used when large amounts of
heat need to be transferred with a small volume.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: (a) Shell and tube heat exchanger layout, (b) plate-fin heat exchanger unit.
2.3.3 Organic Rankine cycle
Although investigated since the 1880s, Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) have never
been popular until today’s growing interest on medium and low grade energy
recovery systems where cycles using water as working fluid fails for technical and
economic reasons [103, 104].
The technical problems encountered with water can be mitigated by selecting
an appropriate organic fluid, i.e. refrigerants and hydrocarbons. These compounds
are characterized by higher molecular mass and lower critical temperature than
water, aspects which can make a small and medium scale power plant technologi-
cally and economically feasible .
Notwithstanding, an ORC unit is similar to the conventional steam Rankine
cycle: the liquid working fluid at high pressure is firstly evaporated, then is ex-
panded to a lower pressure thus releasing mechanical work. The cycle is closed by
condensing the low pressure vapour (coming from the turbine outlet) and pumping
the liquid back to the high pressure. Hence, the ORC unit is fundamentally made
up by the same devices as a conventional steam power module: an evaporator, an
expander, a condenser and a pump.
Nevertheless, an organic Rankine cycle has several advantages over steam power
plant [82]:
• Less heat is needed during the evaporation process.
• The evaporation process takes place at lower temperature and pressure.
• The expansion process ends in the vapor region, so superheating is not re-
quired and the risk of turbine blades erosion is avoided.
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• The smaller temperature difference between evaporation and condensation
means that the pressure drop/ratio will be much smaller and thus simple
single stage turbines can be adopted.
ORCs, owing to their low operating temperature, are suitable for recovering heat
from sun’s radiations [105–113], ocean warm layers [114–118], hydro-thermal and
engineered geothermal systems (EGS) [119–122], abandoned oil fields [123–125],
biomass [126–130], and industrial processes [103, 131, 132].
Obviously, the type and temperature of the heat source significantly influences
the choice of the working fluid which in turn determines the configuration, the
performance and the economics of the plant [133].
This aspect justifies the abundant literature dedicated to fluids selection and
plant configurations for different heat sources. In the following a brief review is
presented.
Working fluid selection
The fluid selection is a complicated task owing to the following two reasons [134]:
• The heat source type and the working conditions vary widely: from low-
temperature to high-temperature heat sources (e.g. 80<T<500 ◦C).
• Hundreds of substances can be used as working fluid candidates (hydrocar-
bons (HC), hydro-fluorocarbons (HFC), hydro-chlorofluorocarbons (HCFC),
chlorofluorocarbons (CFC), per-fluorocarbons (PFC), siloxanes, alcohols, alde-
hydes, ethers hydrofluoroethers (HFE), amines, zeotropic and azeotropic
mixtures and inorganic fluids).
However, the working fluids can be categorized according to the saturation vapor
curve. The curves’ type is one of the crucial characteristics [103]. It affects the fluid
applicability, the cycle efficiency, and the arrangement of power unit’s equipment
[135]. There are three types of vapour saturation curves in the Temperature-
entropy (T-s) diagram: a “dry” fluid with positive slopes (i.e. cyclohexane), a
“wet” fluid with negative slopes (e.g. water), and an “isentropic” fluid with nearly
infinitive large slopes (i.e. R141b). In Figure 2.14 the three types of saturated
curves are shown.
With isentropic and dry fluids the superheating is not needed given that the
fluid remains saturated or superheated at the turbine outlet section, respectively.
The features of persistent saturation throughout the expansion process eliminate
the concerns of impingement of liquid droplets on the expander blades. Moreover,
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Figure 2.14: Diagram T-s for fluids (Water) wet, (R141b) isentropic and (Cyclohexane)
dry.
the superheating apparatus is not needed. Therefore, the working fluids with
dry or isentropic saturation curves are more adequate for ORC systems than wet
fluids [136, 137]. A drawback of this aspect is that the expanded vapour leaves
the turbine with superheat, which is necessary to dissipate in the condenser. In
this manner, the plant efficiency is reduced. To mitigate this aspect a recuperator
is usually inserted to increase the cycle efficiency; as a consequence the initial
investment and the plant complexity are increased.
The methodology adopted for the selection of working fluids in ORC appli-
cations is the so called “screening method”. It is the most implemented method
and consists in building steady-state simulation model of the ORC cycle and run
it with different working fluids [138]. A candidate fluid can be a pure fluid or a
mixture: an extensive review can be found in [134].
Even though in the scientific literature a broad range of working fluids are
analysed, only a few fluids are actually employed in commercial ORC plants [138].
These fluids are
• HFC–134a, N-pentane → geothermal applications.
• HFC–134a → very low temperature waste heat recovery.
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• HFC–245fa, N-pentane, Solkatherm, Toluene → waste heat recovery.
• N-pentane solar ORC power plant.
• OMTS → CHP power plants.
According to Bao and Zhao [134], there is not a working fluid suitable for any
ORC system but the characteristics that can be expected from a good candidate
are:
1. Vapour saturation curve with zero o positive slope → isentropic o dry fluids
→ no superheating is needed.
2. High latent heat of vaporization → small equipment.
3. High density.
4. High specific heat.
5. Appropriate critical temperature and pressure → 100–200 ◦C.
6. Appropriate boiling temperature → 0–100 ◦C.
7. Good heat transfer properties (low viscosity and high thermal conductivity).
8. High thermal and chemical stability.
9. Good compatibility with materials (non corrosive).
10. High thermodynamic performance.
11. Low environmental impact → low ODP and GWP.
12. Good safety characteristics (non toxic and non flammable).
13. Good availability and low cost.
In conclusion (see a survey by Qiu [139]), the candidate working fluid for ORC
applications must have not only thermophysical proprieties that match the appli-
cation but also meet safety requirement and economic costs.
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ORC applications and layouts
The layout of the ORC unit is somewhat similar to the layout of the SRC module
described in Chapter 2.3.1: there is no drum connected to the boiler, and a single
heat exchanger is used to perform the preheating, evaporation and superheating
phases. This heat exchanger is, as for the steam cycle, a once-through boiler (See
Figure 2.10). The variations of the plant architecture are more limited: super-
heating is generally not employed and a recuperator can be installed as liquid
preheater between the pump drain and expander outlet section. In Figure 2.15
the ORC plant scheme with and without the recuperator are depicted.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: Schematic view of an ORC with (left) and without (right) recuperator.
In the following a brief overview of the different ORC applications is reported
with respect to the nature of the heat source focusing the attention on the config-
uration adopted in waste heat recovery systems.
A review of the ORC binary geothermal power plants including temperatures of
the heat sources, plant schemes and the ORCs working fluids selection is presented
in [82, 140].
Solar ORC-RO desalination systems, duplex-Rankine cooling systems and ocean
thermal energy conversion systems are also outlined in [82, 140].
Plant configurations and ORC devices for solar thermal power systems are
studied, for example, in [141–144] and in [145–147], respectively.
Regarding the use of ORCs in waste heat recovery applications a wide range of
energy recovery technologies has been developed to recover the large amounts of
wasted heat. In Table 2.1 the possible heat sources and the temperatures range are
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presented. However, the heat transfer from these hot sources to the ORC module
can be done in two ways: the hot fluid can exchange directly with the ORC working
fluid in the same heat exchanger (see Figure 2.16(b)) or an oil loop is integrated to
avoid risk of contact between hot fluid and, usually, flammable ORC working fluid
(see Figure 2.16(a)). The first layout is widely adopted to recover waste heat from
gas turbine, internal combustion engines, etc. while, the oil loop configuration is
extensively used in biomass power plants (see Figure 2.17). Obviously, the ORC
module in both configurations can be equipped with or without the recuperator.
A short list of ORC waste heat recovery plants currently in operation and their
capital costs can be found again in [82, 140].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: Schematic view of an ORC with (left) and without (right) oil loop.
In conclusion, the organic Rankine cycles are a really promising solution to
recover waste heat from medium and low temperature sources and, due to their
advantages, can become emergent technologies especially on offshore facilities.
2.3.4 Other innovative cycles
In early 1980s, Alexander Kalina proposed a new family of thermodynamic cycles
using as working fluid an ammonia-water mixture [148–150]. In 1985, Alexander
Kalina patented the so called “Kalina Cycle” [151]. As said by Zhang et al. [152],
the Kalina cycle is the most significant improvement in thermal power plant design
since the advent of the Rankine cycle. This cycle improves the efficiency of thermal
power plants by 15% to 50% depending on the particular application [152–156].
In literature, several layouts of the Kalina cycle can be found but it is princi-
pally a “modified” Rankine cycle. In practice, the modifications that permit the
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Figure 2.17: Scheme of a biomass power plant with ORC power unit [82].
transformation from Rankine to Kalina consist of proprietary system design that
specifically exploit the virtues of the ammonia-water working fluid. For a detailed
review of the Kalina cycle working principle, configurations and applications see
e.g. [152].
Trilateral flash cycle (TFC) and Supercritical CO2 cycle are other innovative
methods proposed and under development to recover waste heat from medium and
low temperature heat sources.
Trilateral flash cycle is a power recovery system from single-phase low-grade
heat sources. The TFC system can produce outputs of up to 80% more than
simple Ranking cycle systems in the recovery of power from hot liquid streams in
the temperature range from 100 ◦C to 200 ◦C. The estimated cost per unit net
power output is approximately equal to that of Rankine cycle systems and the
preferred working fluids are light hydrocarbons. For more details about this cycle
see i.e. [110, 157–159].
In [160] the authors proposed two types of supercritical CO2 Rankine cycles
with and without internal heat exchanger to recover low and medium temperature
industrial heat recovery. Kim et al. [161], analyzed transcritical or supercritical
CO2 cycles using both low- and high-temperature heat sources, while Yamaguchi et
al. [162] analyzed a solar energy powered Rankine cycle using supercritical CO2 for
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combined production of electricity and thermal energy. A design optimization of
supercritical CO2 power cycle using genetic algorithm and artificial neural network
is performed in [163].
These types of innovative cycles are really promising but, at the moment, are
not commercially available and only prototypes are under development. Therefore
no implementation in offshore platforms are carried out and, consequently, they
do not represent a viable solution for the case under analysis.
2.4 Discussion
The possible heat sources and technologies that can be exploited to recover waste
heat and reduce the world energy consumption have been presented. The oil and
gas sector presents a great potential due to the high quantity of released heat and
the high taxation. These aspects forced several companies to study systems able to
increase the power generation system performance. The most promising idea is to
add a bottoming cycle to the gas turbines constituting the generation unit. After
a brief presentation of the possible waste heat recovery technologies, a particular
case is presented and the possible waste heat recovery units are selected: SRC,
ABC and ORC.
Starting from this background, in Chapter 3 a multi-objective optimization
procedure is adopted to find the most suitable waste heat recovery technology for
existing and future offshore facilities.
Notwithstanding, an oil and gas platform has a stand-alone grid with specific
concerns during load changes and engines failures. At this purpose, a dynamic
analysis of the gas turbines and ABC unit is performed in Chapter 4.
The same study is conduced with the gas turbines and ORC unit, but in this
case the attention is devoted not only to the grid but also to the thermochemical
decomposition of the ORC working fluid. This work is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Waste Heat Recovery
Technologies for Offshore
Platforms
3.1 Context
Oil and gas sector presents the largest energy recovery potential and, due to the
high taxation per ton of CO2 emitted, represents an industrial sector where the
implementation of waste heat recovery units is economically feasible.
As known, in offshore platforms the main contribution to the overall emissions
is given by the power generation system: a power unit normally constituting of
gas turbines in open cycle.
Therefore, in order to increase the power generation system efficiency and re-
duce the heat and CO2 emitted, a waste heat recovery unit is suggested as the
most feasible solution.
In this Chapter, a methodology able to find the most suitable waste heat re-
covery technologies for existing and future offshore facilities is proposed.
A multi-objective optimization approach is employed to attain optimal designs
for different waste heat recovery units by selecting specific objective functions
tailored to the oil and gas sectors.
Obviously, there are several technologies that can be adopted to recover the
waste heat in an oil and gas platforms. However, after the detailed literature review
presented in Chapter 2.3, only the steam Rankine cycle, the air bottoming cycle
and the organic Rankine cycle are considered as feasible solutions. Additionally, in
the literature, there is a lack of a extensive comparison among waste heat recovery
technologies for offshore applications.
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A great motivation in conducting the comparison between the waste heat re-
covery technologies depends on all the aforementioned aspects.
3.2 Methodology
The waste heat recovery technologies for offshore applications are compared by
employing the DYNDES tool [57]. It is a simulation program which couples steady
state and dynamic software models to provide an integrated tool for the optimal
design of power systems, including dynamic criteria. The evaluation of the systems
dynamic response is not included in the present work: the program is used for
design point optimization. Figure 3.1 depicts the architecture of the DYNDES
design and optimization tool [74].
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Figure 3.1: Structure of the DYNDES design tool.
The multi-objective optimization procedure coupled with the genetic algorithm
is utilized to find the optimal design of the power generation system of each tech-
nology. The selected technologies are the ABC, SRC and ORC while the objective
functions are the economic revenue, the bottoming cycle weight and the daily
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CO2 emissions. A detailed design, including geometry and materials, of the heat
transfer equipment is essential to evaluate the WHRU volume and weight. At this
purpose, the devices’ geometric quantities are included into the optimization vari-
ables. Moreover, for a correct evaluation of the CO2 emissions over the entire year
and of the profitability of the alternative investments, a part load model needs to
be implemented into the optimization routine.
At the begging, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) generates the initial population
using pseudo random values for the optimization variables. These values are into
the ranges fixed by the user. The variables are then passed to the bottoming cycle
design solver that computes thermodynamic variables (such as pressures, temper-
atures, etc) in the nodes of the cycle (see i.e. Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). The cycle is
solved with no pressure drop in the heat transfer devices. Subsequently, the heat
transfer equipment are designed by acquiring the inlet and outlet temperatures and
pressures, the mass flow rates in each side and the optimization variables related
to the heat exchanger geometry. The results of this step are the geometry and
the pressure drops of the heat transfer equipment and the bottoming cycle weight.
The bottoming cycle design solver is thus run again, considering the pressure drops
in the heat transfer equipment. The results are checked with respect to the first
and second law of Thermodynamics, therefore it is verified that the velocity of the
cold and hot stream in the heat transfer devices is in the admissible range. If the
vapour quality is higher than 84% and the previous tests on the results are positive
the part load simulation is performed. The design point constrains (such as heat
exchangers pinch point and turbine inlet pressure) are replaced by U −values and
Stodola’s constants and the components’ efficiency is expressed as a function of
the operating conditions. With these specifications the part load solver computes
the CO2 emissions. The procedure continues with the economic analysis. Then,
the algorithm terminates when the maximum number of generations is reached or
when the average change of the solution is lower than a specified tolerance.
A perfect test case for this procedure is the power generation system installed on
Draugen oil and gas platform. As described in Chapter 2.2, the power generation
system is composed by three Siemens SGT–500 gas turbines which operate in open
cycle. The gas turbines design point specifications provided by the gas turbine
manufacturer is listed in Table 2.2.
In order to increase the plant efficiency and reduce the CO2 emissions, it is
supposed to add a steam Rankine cycle, an air bottoming cycle or an organic
Rankine cycle to recover the exhaust gases produced by one gas turbine. Note
that, for weight and space limitation, only one WHRU is supposed to be installed
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on the platform. In addition, the bottoming cycle units should have the capability
to harvest the waste heat alternatively from all the engines. Figures 3.2, 3.3 and
3.4 depict the layout of the the power generation system with the additional SRC,
ABC and ORC unit recovering the heat contained in the exhaust gases.
3.2.1 The bottoming cycle design solver
The design point multi-objective optimization procedure starts with the calculation
of the waste heat recovery units thermodynamic cycle. The plants are illustrated
in Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. Such step is accomplished by applying the first Law
of Thermodynamics and the mass balance equation to each plant device, thus
yielding the computation of the thermodynamic states at the inlet and outlet of
each plant component.
Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.9 report the T–s diagrams of one design for each waste
heat recovery technology.
The steam Rankine cycle unit is composed by: a single pressure non reheat
once-through boiler (OTB), a steam turbine (ST), the sea water cooled shell and
tube condenser and the feed pump. The OTB configuration is selected as it guar-
antees a minimization of the space and of the heat exchanger weight.
The air bottoming cycle is a two spools turbogenerator that includes an air
compressor (AC) sucking ambient air, a recuperator where the air is heated up,
an air turbine (AT) which drives the air compressor and a power turbine (PT)
which drives the electric generator (GEN ABC). The recuperator is a plate fin
heat exchanger (PFHX). This device offers better performances and compactness
for the gas to gas heat transfer compared to the shell and tube and the flat plate
heat exchanger. A two spools configurations is selected for the ABC unit, it
allows better performance at part load conditions compared to the single spool
arrangement.
The organic Rankine cycle module uses cyclopentane as working fluid. The
selected layout is similar to the one presented for the SRC module. In this unit
a shell and tube recuperator is inserted to decrease the energy contained in the
superheated vapour exiting the ORC expander (TUR).
Remember that, due to a negative slope of the saturation curve (wet fluid),
in the SRC bottoming cycle solver it is necessary to introduce an equation taking
into account the performance reduction due to liquid droplets. To be more precise,
as liquid droplets deteriorate the performance of the last steam turbine stages,
the design point isentropic efficiency is penalized employing a correlation factor
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Figure 3.5: T–s diagram with the thermodynamic cycle state points of one design can-
didate steam Rankine cycle waste heat recovery unit.
Figure 3.6: T–s diagram with the thermodynamic cycle state points of one design can-
didate air bottoming cycle waste heat recovery unit.
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Figure 3.7: T–s diagram with the thermodynamic cycle state points of one design can-
didate organic Rankine cycle waste heat recovery unit.
expressed as a function of the steam quality x at the turbine outlet [164].
ηis,T,wet = ηis,T − 2 · (1− x) 0.984 < x < 1.0 (3.1)
ηis,T,wet = ηis,T − 0.032− 0.76 · [1− (x+ 0.016)] x < 0.984 (3.2)
Thermodynamic and transport properties of water, cyclopentante and air are com-
puted according to the models implemented in the open source software developed
by Bell et al. [165]. For the calculation with the exhaust gases a constant pressure
specific heat of 1100 J · kg−1 ·K−1 is assumed.
In this way the bottoming units are designed from the thermodynamic point
of view considering no pressure losses in the devices but neither the cycles nor the
heat transfer equipment are optimized.
3.2.2 Design of the heat transfer devices
The once-through boiler, adopted in the SRC and ORC unit and shown in Figure
3.9, is modelled following the methodology suggested in [166]. The gas side heat
transfer is computed using the approach described in [50], originally derived for
air in circular finned tube heat exchangers. For sub-cooled liquid and superheated
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Figure 3.8: Once-through boiler simplified scheme.
vapour the heat transfer coefficient inside the tubes is assessed with the correla-
tions proposed by Gnielinski [167], while in the two phase region the coefficient is
evaluated by discretizing the tubes in 50 elements and applying the methodology
proposed by Shah [168]. The total pressure drops during evaporation are divided
into three contributions: the static one, vanishing for the proposed configuration of
horizontal tubes, the kinematic one, and the one due to viscous friction. The last
two terms are evaluated according to the equations proposed in [169] and [170],
respectively. For the pressure drops in the gas side the correlation given by Haaf
[171] is employed. The equation is valid for banks of tubes in cross flow, with plain
transverse fins, and can be used for both staggered and in-line arrangement. As
regards the transport properties of the exhaust gases, a thermal conductivity of
0.0463W ·m−1 ·K−1 and a density of 0.5763 kg ·m−3 are assumed.
The condenser in the ORC and SRC module and the recuperator in the ORC
unit are shell and tube heat exchangers. The geometry of this equipment can
be computed by the iterative design procedure proposed by Richardson and Pea-
cock [59]. The tubes of the recuperator are equipped with fins to enhance the
heat transfer coefficient on the shell side, where the fluid is superheated vapour.
The Nusselt number on the shell side is computed with the equation reported in
[59]. As condensation occurs in both the single- and the two-phase region, the
condenser model utilizes two distinct correlations. The approach reported in [59]
is adopted for the superheated vapour section while the heat transfer coefficient
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during condensation is computed as suggested by Kern [172]. The sea-water heat
transfer coefficient (tube side) is evaluated using the correlations outlined in [167].
The pressure drops in the single-phase regions are estimated according to Coulson
et al.[59] while those on the condensing side are derived using the method pro-
posed by Kern [172]. The heat transfer coefficient on each side of the plate-fin
Figure 3.9: Plate-fin heat exchanger simplified scheme.
heat exchanger is computed with the equations proposed by Manglik and Bergles
[173]. Regarding the pressure drops’ calculation, the approach reported in [174] is
employed.
The design models of the shell-and-tube heat exchanger, of the PFHE and of
the once-through boiler are validated by comparison with examples outlined in
[59], [174] and [166], respectively. The differences between the models’ results and
the data reported in the references are within 4% in terms of both overall heat
transfer coefficient and pressure drops.
3.2.3 Plants control strategies
The combined cycle behaviour during transient operation depends on the control
strategy adopted for the topping unit and the waste heat recovery system.
As described in Chapter 2.2, the SGT–500 compressors are not equipped with
variable inlet guide vanes. Consequently, the engine load can only be controlled
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by opening/closing the fuel valve. Therefore, the exhaust temperature drops down
when the load decreases. Considering this, it was decided to adjust the SRC and
ORC units with the sliding pressure mode. The evaporating pressure is governed
by the Stodola’s cone Law and the rotational speed of the pump can be regulated
with a variable frequency electric motor to maintain, for instance, a constant
turbine inlet temperature as suggested in [39].
This control strategy is selected for the ORC power module, while for the SRC
unit it was decided to maintain a constant superheating approach temperature
difference. Owing to the different thermodynamic properties of the working fluids
(i.e. water and cyclopentane), the SRC turbogenerator enables to achieve higher
turbine inlet temperatures compared to those of the ORC power module. Hence,
operating the SRC turbogenerator at fixed turbine inlet temperatures results in an
unfeasible heat transfer process (i.e. negative superheating approach temperature
difference) when the exhaust gas temperature exiting the gas turbine approaches
the steam turbine inlet temperature.
The air bottoming cycle unit does not present any degree of freedom and no
operational strategy can be adopted. The pressure ratio and the rotational speed
of the air compressor diminish with the load as a results of the interaction between
the Stodola’s equations and the compressor maps.
With the implemented control strategies, for all the three technologies, the
temperatures of the exhaust gases exiting the once-through boiler (SRC and ORC
units) and the plate-fin heat exchanger (ABC module) do not vary significantly
versus the combined cycle load. Hence, corrosion problems caused by the conden-
sation of sulfuric acid vapour are avoided.
3.2.4 Part-load model
The assessment of the part-load performance of the power systems is the first
step towards the evaluation of the total yearly CO2 emissions, thus enabling to
determine the economic feasibility of the alternative investments.
The gas turbines models are built with the data provided by the manufac-
turer and are verified for the entire operating range of the engines (10–100%).
The numerical data are replaced by interpolating functions selected to ensure a
compromise between computational cost and accuracy. The equations provide the
fuel consumption, the temperature and the mass flow of the exhaust gases as a
function of the engine load at a constant ambient temperature (15 ◦C) and pres-
sure (101.325 kPa). The coefficient of determination, measuring the discrepancy
between interpolating curves and data points, is higher than 99% for all functions.
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For these reasons the gas turbine is considered as a black box, where the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of the exhaust stream serve as inputs to the
part-load model describing the bottoming cycle unit.
For the once-through boiler, the ORC recuperator and the plate-fin heat ex-
changer the heat transfer coefficients of the cold and hot side, at offdesign condi-
tions, are evaluated with the relation proposed in [101].
h = hdes ·
(
m˙
m˙des
)γ
(3.3)
where h is the heat transfer coefficient and m˙ is the mass flow rate. The subscripts
“des” refers to the value at design point conditions while the exponent “γ” is equal
to 0.8 in the case of fluid inside the tube banks otherwise equal to 0.6.
In the case of the once-through boiler and the shell and tube recuperator, the
heat transfer resistance between the gas and the outer tube surface is the dominant
term. Therefore, the conductive term Rct and the heat transfer resistance of the
cold stream 1
hC·AC +
1
hf,C·AC are neglected when performing part-load simulations.
1
UA
= 1
hC · AC +
1
hf,C · AC +Rct +
1
hH · AH +
1
hf,H · AH (3.4)
where A and U are the heat transfer surface and the overall heat transfer coefficient.
h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, and Rct is the thermal conduction
resistance. The subscripts “C” and “H” stand for the cold and the hot side, while
“f” refers to the fouling factor.
The condenser is trivially modelled as a fixed pressure component. This is
justified considering the large availability of cooling sea-water, which allows the
cooling circuit to be controlled in such a way that the condenser pressure is nearly
constant.
For all heat exchangers the pressure drops are lumped at the inlet of each device
and are evaluated assuming a quadratic dependence with the volumetric flow rate
(see Equation 3.5).
∆p = ∆pdes ·
(
V˙
V˙des
)2
(3.5)
where the variables V˙ and ∆p are the volumetric flow rate and the pressure drop
inside or outside the tubes. Again, the subscripts “des” refers to the value at
design point operating conditions.
The air compressor serving the ABC unit is modelled by employing the maps
of axial compressors provided by the commercial software GASTURB [42]. These
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maps are represented by tables stating values for reduced flow, pressure ratio,
isentropic efficiency and rotational speed within the complete operating range of
the component. Following the methodology outlined in [43], the maps are scaled
so that they can represent the part-load characteristic of the compressor.
The ABC, SRC and ORC turbines are modelled with the Stodola’s cone law,
expressing the relation between the pressure at the inlet (pin) and at the outlet
(pout) of the expander with the mass flow rate (m˙) and the turbine inlet tempera-
ture (Tin) [44].
CT =
m˙ · √Tin√
pin2 − pout2 (3.6)
In Equation 3.6 CT is the turbine constant. Remember that, the Stodola’s equa-
tion relies on the hypothesis that the working fluid is an ideal gas. Preliminary
calculations showed that the compressibility factor during the expansion process
presented an average value of 0.9 for cyclopentane and 0.95 for water, thus con-
firming the validity of the aforementioned assumption. To predict the turbines
offdesign performance, the correlation relating the isentropic efficiency and the
non-dimensional flow coefficient proposed in [45] is utilized.
ηis,T = ηis,T,des ·
√
∆his,des
∆his
·
2− n
ndes
·
√
∆his,des
∆his
 (3.7)
In Equation 3.7 the isentropic efficiency (ηis,T) is given as a function of the rota-
tional speed n (in rpm) and the isentropic enthalpy drop ∆his. As previously, the
subscript “des” refers to variables computed at design point conditions.
The isentropic efficiency of the ORC and SRC pumps at part-load is derived
using the method proposed in [175]:
ηp = ηp,des ·
(
0.86387 + 0.3096 · F − 0.14086 · F 2 − 0.029265 · F 3
)
(3.8)
where ηp is the pump hydraulic efficiency and the factor F is defined as:
F = V˙ /N
V˙des/Ndes
(3.9)
The part-load characteristic of the electric generator is modelled using the equation
suggested by Haglind and Elmegaard [46].
ηel =
Load · ηel,des
Load · ηel,des + (1− ηel,des) · [(1− Fcu) + Fcu · Load 2] (3.10)
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where ηel is the electric efficiency of the generator, Load is the mechanical power
input and Fcu the copper loss fraction.
3.2.5 Economic analysis
With the thermodynamic design points and the heat exchangers geometry data the
part load solver is able to compute the CO2 emissions. Therefore, the optimization
procedure continues with the economic analysis.
A feasibility study based on economic criteria requires firstly the estimation
of the total capital investment (TCI), then, to compute the total revenue of such
investment.
The total capital investment is estimated as described in [176]. The procedure
starts by evaluating the purchased-equipment cost (PEC) of the components of
the bottoming cycle unit. Subsequently, by incorporating the other direct costs
(DC) and indirect costs (IC), thus allowing the estimation of the total capital
investment.
Table 3.1 shows the details of the capital investment. The off-site costs are not
considered as the installation of bottoming cycle units offshore does not require
additional expenses related to the land and auxiliary facilities (e.g. fuel supply).
Table 3.1: Breakdown of the total capital investment.
Total capital investment
I. Fixed-capital investment (FCI)
A. Direct costs
Purchased - equipment costs (PEC)
Purchased - equipment installation 15 %PEC
Piping 35 %PEC
Instrumentation and controls 12 %PEC
Electrical equipment and materials 13 %PEC
B. Indirect costs
a) Engineering and supervision 4 %DC
b) Construction costs and contractor’s profit 15 %DC
Contingencies 10 %(of a and b)
II. Other outlays
Startup costs 4 %FCI
Working capital 15 %TCI
Costs of licensing, research and development 7.5 %FCI
Allowance for funds used during construction 7.5 %FCI
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The purchased-equipment costs of the once-through boiler (PECOTB), the air
compressor (PECAC) and the air turbines (PECAT) are calculated with the equa-
tions proposed by Valero et al. [177].
PECOTB = 3650 ·
( Q˙eva
∆Tlm,eva
)0.8
+
(
Q˙eco
∆Tlm,eco
)0.8+11820 ·m˙+658 ·m˙ 1.2exh (3.11)
PECAC = 39.5 · m˙air · rc · log(rC)0.9− ηis,C (3.12)
PECAT = 266.3 · m˙air · log(re)(1 + exp(0.036 · Tin − 54.4)0.92− ηis,T (3.13)
where Q˙eva and ∆Tlm,eva are the heat rate and the logarithmic mean temperature
difference limited to the vapour-liquid region, while the variables Q˙eco and ∆Tlm,eco
refer to the liquid-phase zone. The variables m˙exh and m˙ represent the mass flow
of the exhaust gases and of the working fluid flowing inside the OTB tubes. The
variables m˙air and re are the air mass flow and the expansion ratio, respectively.
The variable ηis,C is the isentropic efficiency of the compressor while ηis,T is the
isentropic efficiency of the turbine. Equation 3.13 can be also applied to the power
air turbine.
The price of the pumps (PECp) serving the SRC and the ORC power units
and the cost of the electric generators (PECgen) are obtained from [178] and [179],
respectively.
PECp = 378 ·
1 + (1− 0.8081− ηp
)3 · P 0.71p (3.14)
PECgen = 60 · P 0.95gen (3.15)
where Pp and Pgen are the pump and the electric power produced by the generator.
For the shell and tube heat exchangers (PECsh) and for the PFHE (PECPFHE),
the cost is related to the heat transfer area A. The equations reported below are
from Hall et al. [180] and Genceli [100].
PECsh = 30800 + 890 · A 0.81sh (3.16)
PECPFHE = 187 + 25 · APFHE (3.17)
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The ORC and SRC turbines provide a similar range of power (MW–size).
Nevertheless, the thermo-physical properties of the working fluids play a key role on
determining the final design. This aspect influences the final cost. Consequently,
the purchased-equipment cost of ORC expander is evaluated using the expression
recently proposed by [181], which has been specifically developed for multi-stage
axial turbines employing organic vapours as working fluid. In this equation, the
cost of the ORC expander depends on the number of stages “N” and the size
parameter
√
V˙7/∆h1/4is of the last stage. Remember that, in Equation 3.18, a
conversion factor of 1.3 dollars-to-euro has been applied. Considering the size of
the ORC unit, the volumetric flow ratios (≈ 30) and the enthalpy drops across the
turbine (≈ 160 kJ · kg-1), the expander is a single-stage axial turbine.
PECT,ORC = 1600 ·
(
N
2
)0.5
·

√
V˙7/∆h1/4is
0.18
1.1 (3.18)
The price of the steam turbine is determined with the correlation reported
in [178]. In this case, the purchased-equipment cost is set as a function of the
mechanical power output Pt.
PECT,SRC = 3000 ·
[
1 + 5 · exp
(
Tin − 866
10.42
)]
·
1 + (1− 0.9531− ηis,T
)3 · P 0.7T (3.19)
As the expressions for the components’ cost evaluation derive from different sources,
the PECs are adjusted for the same reference year (2014) using the historical price
indexes [182] reported in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Price index and index factors for the calculation of the purchased-equipment
costs [182]. The reference price index is 233.916 (2014).
Year Component Price index Index factor
1993 Steam turbine 142.6 1.64
SRC and ORC pumps
1994 Once-through boiler 146.2 1.60
ABC compressor and turbines
1999 Plate-fin heat exchanger 164.3 1.42
1988 Shell and tube heat exchangers 115.7 2.02
2010 Electric generators 216.687 1.08
2014 ORC turbine 233.916 1.00
The profitability evaluation is carried out using the net present value (NPV)
method, see [176]. The bottoming cycle unit yielding the highest NPV is deemed to
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be optimal from an economic perspective. The net present value equation referred
to the three power systems described in Chapter 2.2 is
NPV =
n∑
z=1
Mf · (ICO2 + Ifuel)/(1 + i)z − TCI (3.20)
where ICO2 and Ifuel are the yearly incomes associated to the avoided CO2 emissions
and the fuel saving. Based on information provided by the platform operator,
reasonable figures for the discount rate “i” and the lifetime of the investment n
are 6% and 20 years. So as to account for the operating and maintenance costs, the
factor “Mf” is set equal to 0.9 [179]. The incomes are assessed by computing first
the difference in the yearly fuel consumption between the existing power system
consisting of two gas turbines providing 50% load each and the plant comprising
the combined cycle unit and one gas turbine. The part load models are utilized
for this purpose. The approach assumes a constant electric power demand on
the platform of 19 MW for the entire year. Subsequently, the CO2 emissions
are computed by means of the fuel consumption assuming a conversion factor of
2.45 kg(CO2) kg(fuel)-1, which is derived from operational data provided by the
Draugen platform operator. A fuel price of 0.68 NOK (St)m-3 [183] and a CO2 tax
of 410 NOK ton(CO2)-1 [73] are considered.
3.2.6 Optimization variables
The multi-objective optimizer runs by acquiring firstly the array of the parameters
and of the upper and lower bounds limiting the possible values of the optimization
variables vectors X¯SRC, X¯ORC and X¯ABC, which are
X¯SRC =[p5,∆TOTB,∆Tc, TH,out, di,OTB, di,OTB,sup, lOTB, NtOTB, di,c, lc, lb,c] (3.21)
X¯ABC =[rc,∆TPFHE, TH,out, Fh,a, nfa, Fl,a, Fh,exh, nfexh, Fl,exh, Npexh, lexh] (3.22)
X¯ORC =[p6,∆Tr,∆TOTB,∆Tc, TH,out, di,OTB, di,OTB,sup, lOTB, NtOTB, di,r,
lr, lb,r, di,c, lc, lb,c]
(3.23)
where p6 and p5 are the ORC and SRC turbine inlet pressures, TH,out is the outlet
temperature of the exhaust gases, ∆Tc is the minimum temperature difference in
the condenser and ∆TOTB is the temperature difference between the two streams
in the once-through boiler, at the location where the working fluid is in saturated
liquid condition. The variable NtOTB is the number of tubes in parallel, while
di,OTB and di,OTB,sup are the tube diameters of the preheater-evaporator and of the
superheater OTB sections, respectively. The unknowns ∆Tr, lb and l refer to the
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minimum temperature difference in the recuperator, the baﬄe spacing (given as
a percentage of the shell diameter) and the length of the tubes. The subscripts
“OTB”, “r” and “c” refer to the once-through boiler, the recuperator and the
condenser. In Equation 3.22, rc is the pressure ratio of the air compressor and
∆TPFHE is the temperature difference at the inlet of the PFHE. The variables Fh,
nf , Fl and Np are the fin height, the number of fins per meter, the fin length and
the number of plates of the finned-plate heat exchanger. The subscripts “a” and
“exh” refer to the air and the exhaust stream side.
Table 3.3: Lower and upper bound for the variables involved in the multi-objective
optimization of the three power systems.
Variable Lower bound Upper bound
Turbine inlet pressure 5 bar 41.1 bar
Pinch point recuperator 10 ◦C 40 ◦C
Temperature difference OTB 10 ◦C 80 ◦C
Pinch point condenser 10 ◦C 40 ◦C
Temperature difference FPHE 10 ◦C 150 ◦C
Exhaust gas temperature 140 ◦C 180 ◦C
Inlet diameter of the tubes 16 mm 50 mm
Length of the tubes 1.83 m 7.32 m
Baﬄe spacing 20 % 120 %
Gas velocity 10 m · s-1 70 m · s-1
Pressure ratio 1.5 5
Fin height (FPHE) 2 mm 10 mm
Fin frequency (FPHE) 100 s-1 1000 s-1
Fin length (FPHE) 3 mm 150 mm
Number of plates (FPHE) 1 200
Flow length gas side (FPHE) 1.2 m 3 m
In Table 3.3 the upper and lower bounds of the optimization variables are
reported while Table 3.4 lists the parameters which are kept constant during the
multi-objective optimization.
Note that the values related to the geometry of the heat exchangers and the
velocity of the exhaust gases are set accordingly to the limits reported by [59].
In the case of the FPHE serving the ABC unit the upper and lower bounds are
obtained from [174]. As the gas turbine can operate on a wide range of both liquid
and gaseous fuels, the final temperature of the exhaust gases exiting the once-
through boiler has a lower limit of 140 ◦C. Hence, the condensation of corrosive
compounds, in the case that other fuels (crude oil, heavy fuel oil and naphtha) than
natural gas are combusted, is prevented. Since the present work does not deal with
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supercritical ORC power modules, the upper bound for the turbine inlet pressure
is set equal to 90% of the critical pressure of cyclopentane. Regarding Table 3.4,
the fin profile and the configuration of the once-through boiler, the shell-and-tube
recuperator and the finned-plate heat exchanger are taken from [166], [59] and
[174]. The condensing pressure of the ORC unit is fixed to 1.03 bar so as to avoid
infiltration of air into the piping from the surroundings. A condensing temperature
equal to 50 ◦C is selected for the SRC module and for the ORC unit.
The array of the objective functions J¯ is
J¯ = [mCO2,W,NPV ], (3.24)
where mCO2 is the amount of average daily CO2 emissions of the power system,
andW accounts for the total bottoming cycle module weight determined summing
the weights of the heat exchangers. NPV is the net present value calculated with
Equation 3.20.
Finally, the genetic algorithm parameters are listed: population size 200, gen-
eration size 200, crossover fraction 0.8, and migration fraction 0.2. The tolerance
is assumed equal to 10−3. These numerical values are selected so as to ensure the
repeatability of the solution when different simulations are performed.
3.3 Results and discussion
The results of the multi-objective optimization procedure are listed in Table 3.5.
The arithmetic mean average (AMA), the relative standard deviation (RSD)
in percent, and the minimum and maximum values of the optimized variables are
reported for the three waste heat recovery technologies. A low RSD means that the
variable does not vary significantly with the optimal configurations of the waste
heat recovery unit. The pinch point and the baﬄe length of the condensers, the
temperature of the exhaust gases and the numbers of fins per meter of the FPHE
present the lowest RSDs. As a practical implication, Table 3.5 provides to the
designer figures for the optimal geometry of the heat transfer equipment. Hence,
since the dimensions of the heat exchangers are standardized, on the basic of the
optimal geometric variables (e.g. tube length) the designer can select the closest
standardized values.
In Figure 3.10 the two-dimensional prospect of the Pareto front relating the
average daily CO2 emissions of the power systems with the weight of the corre-
sponding bottoming cycle unit are depicted.
The three curves present a hyperbolic trend. Increasing the heat transfer area
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Table 3.4: Parameters assumed for the multi-objective optimization.
Parameter Value
Electric efficiency of the generators 98 %
Ambient conditions 1.01325 bar, 15 ◦C
OTB, PFHE and Condenser material Stainless steel
Steam Rankine cycle
Pump and Turbine isentropic efficiency 80 %
Turbine isentropic efficiency 80 %
Condensing pressure 0.12 bar
Organic Rankine cycle
Working fluid cyclopentane
Pump isentropic efficiency 72 %
Turbine isentropic efficiency 80 %
Condensing pressure 1.02 bar
Air bottoming cycle
Air compressor isentropic efficiency 88 %
Air turbines isentropic efficiency 90 %
Once-through boiler
Layout in-line
Material Stainless steel
Tubes thickness 2.0 mm
Longitudinal pitch 83 mm
Transversal pitch 73 mm
Fin height 24 mm
Fin thickness 0.5 mm
Fin efficiency 95 %
Recuperator
Layout triangular pitch
Material Cupro-nickel
Tube pitch 1.2
Tubes thickness 2.0 mm
Fin pitch 2.0 mm
Fin height 12 mm
Fin thickness 1.0 mm
Fin efficiency 95 %
Condenser
Layout triangular pitch
Material Stainless steel
Temperature cooling water 5.0 ◦C
Tube pitch 1.4
Tubes thickness 2.0 mm
Plate-fin heat exchanger
Material Stainless steel
Fin and Plate thickness 1.0 mm
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Table 3.5: Results of the multi-objective optimization.
Variable Maximum Minimum AMA RSD
SRC
p5 12.40 bar 12.09 bar 12.23 bar 0.90 %
∆TOTB 30.82 ◦C 25.13 ◦C 27.02 ◦C 7.17 %
T11 176.25 ◦C 170.23 ◦C 172.73 ◦C 1.20 %
∆Tc 32.07 ◦C 31.80 ◦C 31.96 ◦C 0.20 %
di,OTB 0.033 m 0.023 m 0.029 m 11.58 %
lOTB 5.21 m 4.49 m 4.82 m 5.04 %
uh 46.81 m · s-1 43.94 m · s-1 45.82 m · s-1 2.17 %
di,c 0.050 m 0.039 m 0.043 m 5.85 %
lc 3.99 m 3.70 m 3.82 m 1.76 %
lb,c 102.22 % 99.16 % 101.04 % 0.97 %
ORC
p6 29.95 bar 25.67 bar 28.48 bar 5.73 %
∆TOTB 72.70 ◦C 42.76 ◦C 60.59 ◦C 16.21 %
∆Tr 34.74 ◦C 20.42 ◦C 23.96 ◦C 22.86 %
T11 171.57 ◦C 144.24 ◦C 157.45 ◦C 7.28 %
∆Tc 39.78 ◦C 37.91 ◦C 38.96 ◦C 1.28 %
di,OTB 0.043 m 0.021 m 0.032 m 22.59 %
lOTB 6.11 m 1.98 m 3.30 m 42.31 %
uh 60.08 m · s-1 44.92 m · s-1 54.63 m · s-1 9.56 %
di,r 0.028 m 0.024 m 0.026 m 3.84 %
lr 4.76 m 4.03 m 4.25 m 4.32 %
lb,r 73.97 % 73.43 % 73.76 % 0.25 %
di,c 0.038 m 0.028 m 0.032 m 7.76 %
lc 5.09 m 2.67 m 3.84 m 22.17 %
lb,c 70.16 % 68.65 % 69.14 % 0.64 %
ABC
rc 2.91 1.99 2.41 11.22 %
∆TFPHE 116.79 ◦C 71.57 ◦C 87.77 ◦C 15.68 %
T11 163.96 ◦C 163.45 ◦C 163.69 ◦C 0.07 %
Fh,a 0.04 m 0.02 m 0.03 m 13.22 %
nfa 246 m · s-1 229 m · s-1 237 m · s-1 1.82 %
Fl,a 0.15 m 0.03 m 0.08 m 41.73 %
Fh,exh 0.04 m 0.03 m 0.04 m 2.85 %
nfexh 226 m · s-1 202 m · s-1 213 m · s-1 3.48 %
Fl,exh 0.13 m 0.10 m 0.12 m 5.60 %
Npexh 152 142 148 2.05 %
lexh 2.69 m 1.79 m 2.17 m 11.87 %
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Figure 3.10: Pareto fronts of the three waste heat recovery technologies. The CO2
emissions (first objective function) are given as a function of the weight of the bottoming
cycle units (second objective function).
(i.e. the weight) allows to recuperate more heat from the gas turbine exhaust
stream, and to lower the heat transfer irreversibility in the heat exchangers, thus
improving the performance of the combined cycle units. The power system em-
ploying the ABC unit presents the lowest yearly system performance (highest CO2
emissions), while it enables to achieve the lowest possible weight (30 ton). For
weights between 40 and 50 ton, ORC and SRC units compete in terms of weight
and efficiency, while the ORC unit shows better performances compared to both
the SRC and ABC technology from 50 to 130 ton. It should be noticed that the
steam Rankine cycle curve presents the narrowest Pareto front ranging from 266
to 268 ton d-1. The main reason limiting the applicability of SRC units is the
deterioration of the turbine efficiency caused by the liquid content at the tur-
bine outlet. Moreover, the algorithm discards all design solutions which present a
vapour quality lower than 84% at the inlet of the condenser since they will lead
to unacceptable mechanical stresses on the blades of the last turbine stages.
In Figure 3.11 the third objective function, i.e. net present value, is plotted as
a function of the weight.
For all three waste heat recovery systems the curves initially increase and subse-
quently flatten out. Since the net present value is a function of the total investment
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Figure 3.11: Pareto fronts of the three waste heat recovery technologies. The net present
value (third objective function) is related to the weight of the bottoming cycle units.
cost and the yearly incomes (dependent on the combined cycles performance), an
optimum is reached. After this maximum, enhancing the performance of the bot-
toming cycle modules by increasing the weight diminishes the economic revenue
since the total investment cost becomes too high. The implementation of the ABC
unit does not appear economically attractive. In fact, the net present value is neg-
ative at low and high weights and the peak is 2-3 times lower than those of the
ORC and SRC power modules. The highest economic revenue (0.5M$) occurs
for a combined cycle power of 18.6MW with a design- and part-load efficiency of
35.1% and 31.9%.
The waste heat recovery technology which allows to achieve the highest net
present value (3.7M$) is the steam Rankine cycle. For this solution the combined
cycle power is 21.2MW, and the thermal efficiencies at design- and part-load are
40.1% and 35.6%. As regards the ORC technology, the highest economic revenue
is obtained for a net power output of 21.3MW while the design- and part-load
efficiencies are 40.2% and 35.9%.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 report the weight and the purchased-equipment cost
breakdowns of the three bottoming cycle units designed using the set of variables
giving the highest net present value. The weight of the ORC and SRC power mod-
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ules is primarily determined by the once-through boiler where stainless steel finned
tubes are utilized to cope with the high heat transfer resistance of the exhaust gas
stream. The water-cooled condensers and the ORC recuperator contribute with
around 20 ton each to the total weight. The heat transfer equipment serving the
ABC unit consists only of the finned-plate heat exchanger with a weight of 54 ton.
Although an accurate weight calculation of the turbomachinery serving the bot-
toming cycle units is presently beyond the capability of the developed models,
proprietary information from ORC manufacturers indicates that the contribution
of the package comprising the turbine and the electric generator is typically around
30% of the weight of the heat transfer equipment. While the same share is to be
expected for the SRC unit, figures for the turbomachinery in ABC modules are
instead comparable with those of the finned-plate heat exchanger [95]. In light of
such approximate quotations, the benefits of employing the ABC technology for
low-weight power systems may diminish because of the larger contribution of the
turbomachinery compared to SRC and ORC modules.
Adopting the economic criterion, the ORC is the heaviest power module. Nev-
ertheless, Figure 3.11 shows that for the ORC system the net present value does
not vary significantly between 50 and 130 ton. Such trend may lead the plant
designer to abate the total weight while maintaining the same economic revenue.
Figure 3.13 indicates that the compressor and the two turbines contribute with
the largest shares to the purchased-equipment cost of the ABC system. In the
case of the SRC and the ORC units, the once-through boiler and the turbine
are the most expensive components. Despite the lower daily CO2 emissions (i.e.
higher combined cycle plant part-load performance), the ORC technology exhibits
a lower economic revenue compared to the plant configuration including the SRC
unit. In fact, the increased incomes related to the CO2 tax and fuel savings are
not sufficient to justify the higher equipment expenses (see Figure 3.13).
Figure 3.11 evidences a more scattered trend for the net present value of the
ABC unit compared to those of the ORC and SRC technologies. The different
tendency originates from two reasons: i) the PEC of the air bottoming cycle unit
is governed both by the compressor and the two turbines while the cost of the
SRC and ORC modules primarily relates to the expander (see Figure 3.13); ii) the
expressions employed to evaluate the purchased-equipment cost of the turbines
and the compressor are a transcendental function of both mass flow and pressure
ratio.
It is important to remember that the results are obtained using various corre-
lations, all of which are associated with uncertainties. The assumptions that have
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Figure 3.12: Breakdown of the weight for the three waste heat recovery technologies.
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the largest influence on the results are the equations utilized to estimate the heat
transfer coefficients and the purchased-equipment cost of the components consti-
tuting the three bottoming cycle units. As en example, in evaluating heat transfer
coefficients, average variations of 15%-20% and maximum deviations of about 40%
are to be expected [184], thus influencing the weight calculation. Moreover, pre-
cise correlations relating the purchased-equipment cost of plant components to
design variables and parameters are of paramount importance for an accurate eco-
nomic analysis. Due to the lack of public available equations characterizing the
purchased-equipment costs of all the components considered in this work, generic
correlations were adopted, thus resulting in a certain degree of uncertainty. Con-
sidering all these aspects, the results of the weight calculation and of the economic
study have been utilized to carry out a qualitative comparison of the different
waste heat recovery technologies. Nevertheless, preliminary investigations proved
that the numerical results hold quantitatively reliable as the weight and the total
investment cost per unit of power are within the range of values reported in [86]
and [185] for the SRC power unit, in [95] for the ABC system and in [186] and
[187] for the ORC power modules.
3.4 Conclusions and future works
The multi-objective optimization approach enabled to compare the use of steam
Rankine cycle, organic Rankine cycle and air bottoming cycle power modules to
enhance the efficiency of existing and future offshore installations. The perfor-
mance metrics are the average daily CO2 emissions, the weight and the economic
revenue. The methodology is applied to recover part of the waste heat from the
gas turbines-based power system of an offshore oil and gas platform.
The organic Rankine cycle technology exhibits the highest yearly system per-
formance, thus enabling to abate CO2 emissions and pollutants. The combined
cycle design-point and part-load thermal efficiencies are 0.2%-points and 5.1%-
points higher compared to the use of the steam Rankine cycle and air bottoming
cycle systems. The steam Rankine cycle technology appears to be favourable from
an economic perspective as it allows to achieve the highest net present value (3.7
M$). Moreover, the results indicate that the use of ABC power modules is not
attractive from an economic and environmental perspective compared to the other
two technologies. For all the three bottoming cycle units the heat exchanger re-
covering the exhaust gases heat is the heaviest component, while the turbines
contribute with the largest share to the total cost of the system.
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In practice, the steam Rankine cycle and the organic Rankine cycle are compet-
ing technologies when targeting at the design of highly-efficient offshore platforms.
Advantages in terms of applicability range and system performance seem to lean
toward the use of organic Rankine cycle turbogenerators although investment costs
have to be reduced to enhance the economic revenue. The implementation of air
bottoming cycle units offshore does not appear to be convenient from a perfor-
mance and economic perspective.
Note that, for a clear comprehensions of the plants’ performance is necessary
to study the combined cycles dynamic behaviour during load variations. In this
analysis, the platform owner’s specification can be considered, tested and verified.
After that, the real performance of each unit can be found. Then, a clear view of
the technologies’ potential can be gained.
On that note, the multi-objective optimization approach can be used to com-
pare not only different plants’ technologies but also several configurations of the
same plant. One of the future developments can be the study of cogenerative
power plant configurations and innovative systems (such as supercritical CO2 cy-
cles, trilateral flash cycles and triple cycles integrated with renewable sources).
An additional step can be done in order to reduce the computational time substi-
tuting the genetic algorithm with metaheuristic algorithm such as particle swarm
optimizer (PSO).
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Chapter 4
Dynamic performance of a
combined gas turbine and air
bottoming cycle plant for offshore
platform
After the introduction, by the Norwegian Government, of CO2 tax for hydrocarbon
fuels, the challenge became to improve the performance of the power generation
systems installed on offshore facilities.
An oil and gas platform typically operates in island (stand-alone system) and
preventing a failure of the power system is a crucial aspect as it may cause a loss
of oil and gas production and a drop of the economic revenue. For this reason, the
power demand is normally covered by two or more redundant gas turbines. Only
a modest fraction of the exhaust gases’ thermal energy is recuperated to supply
the on board heat demand.
Moreover, despite the considerations outlined in Chapter 3, the air bottoming
cycle can be a viable method to enhance the platforms power generation system
performance because it employs a non-toxic and non-flammable working fluid.
Additionally, ABC units do not require a condenser as they operate as open-cycle,
thus leading to high compactness and low weight.
Given that the plant operates in island, restrictions on the minimum and max-
imum frequency variation and on recovery time during load variation are severe
design criteria.
In this context, a feasibility study on the implementation of an ABC requires
a detailed analysis of the power system dynamics. Then, a numerical model of
the platform’s power generation system with the additional bottoming module
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is built. This model is capable to simulate the design, part-load and dynamic
response of the novel power generation unit. The transient performance of the
system is assessed during critical transients, i.e. peak loads, to verify whether
requirements and constraints involving dynamic variables are satisfied.
The gas turbine-based power generation system serving the Draugen oil and
gas platform, presented in Chapter 2.2, is selected as case study.
4.1 Air bottoming cycle design and optimization
The design point analysis is a fundamental preliminary step to set up the dynamic
model of the ABC waste heat recovery unit. Several researchers presented design
point analysis but none of them optimized the ABC unit considering the net power
output, the compactness and the economic feasibility simultaneously. The mini-
mization of the ABC volume is assessed by introducing a detailed model of the gas
to gas heat exchanger including geometric quantities in the set of the optimization
variables, as done in Chapter 3.
As deeply explained in Chapter 2.3.2, to recover a hot gaseous stream with
a cold gaseous flow there are two different types of technologies: the regenerator
and the recuperator. In the present work, a recuperator is selected for two main
reasons: no efficiency reduction caused by the leakage and more proven technology
for this type of application. Additionally, a shell and tube configuration is preferred
over the PFHE do to its advantage of handling applications characterized by large
pressure difference between the two streams.
As outlined in [188], the design tool is a mathematical model developed in
Matlab environment [27]. The graphic representation of the complete optimization
algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.1 [188].
At the begging, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) generates the initial population
using pseudo random values for the optimization variables. These values are into
the ranges fixed by the user. The variables are then passed to the air bottoming
cycle solver that computes thermodynamic variables (such as pressures, tempera-
tures, etc) in the four nodes of the cycle (see Figure 4.2) and the net power output.
The cycle is solved with no pressure drop in the recuperator. Subsequently, the
recuperator is designed by acquiring the inlet and outlet temperatures and pres-
sures, the mass flow rates on each side and the optimization variables related the
heat exchanger geometry. It is verified that the velocities in the tubes and in the
shell are in the admissible range. Then the HX volume and the pressure drop on
each side are computed. The air bottoming cycle solver re-calculates the net power
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the multi-objective optimization algorithm.
output including the pressure drop of the recuperator. The procedure continues
with the evaluation of the investment cost and the net present value. The algo-
rithm terminates when the maximum number of generations is reached or when
the average change of the solution is lower than a specified tolerance.
The air bottoming cycle solver is a mathematical model used to compute the
thermodynamic design of the plant. Each component is modelled at steady state
conditions. The theory of power maximization is employed to maximize the net
power output of the single spool ABC unit shows in Figure 4.2. It consists of an air
compressor, an air turbine, an air to gas heat exchanger and an electric generator.
Considering a reversible air bottoming cycle with pressure drop and no heat
losses, the optimal pressure ratio (rc) and the hot stream temperature exiting from
the recuperator (TH,out) can be computed with the theory of power maximization
outlined in [189, 190].
rc =
p2
p1
=
(
ηis,C · ηis,T · TH,in−∆T1T1
) k
2·(k−1)√
p3
p2
(4.1)
TH,out = ∆T2 + T1 ·
(
1− 1
ηis,C
)
+
√
ηis,T ·T1·(TH,in−∆T1)
ηis,C
p3
p2
k−1
2k
(4.2)
where T1 and p1 are the temperature and pressure at the inlet section of the com-
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Figure 4.2: Air bottoming cycle layout.
pressor, while p2 and p3 are the compressor and recuperator outlet pressure, respec-
tively. TH,in is the recuperator hot stream inlet temperature, k is the heat capacity
ratio while ηis,C and ηis,T are the compressor and turbine isentropic efficiency. The
temperature differences at the inlet and outlet section of the recuperator ∆T1 and
∆T2 are given by:
∆T1 = TH,in − T3 (4.3)
∆T2 = TH,out − T2 (4.4)
where T2 and T3 are, respectively, the temperature at the compressor and recuper-
ator outlet section.
The design variables assumed to solve the air bottoming cycle are listed in
Table 4.1.
With Equations 4.1 and 4.2, which express the theory of the power maximiza-
tion, the ABC unit is designed from the thermodynamic point of view but neither
the cycle nor the heat exchanger are optimized. As previously presented, the mini-
mization of the ABC volume is assessed by introducing a detailed model of the gas
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Table 4.1: Design point specifications assumed for the air bottoming cycle.
Variable Value
Compressor isentropic efficiency (ηis,C) 89 %
Turbine isentropic efficiency (ηis,T ) 90 %
Electric generator efficiency (ηGEN) 98 %
Recuperator inlet temperature difference (∆T1) 25 ◦C
Recuperator outlet temperature difference (∆T2) 20 ◦C
Recuperator relative pressure drop on the tube side (∆pREC) 2.0 %
to gas heat exchanger including geometric quantities in the set of the optimization
variables.
The geometry of the shell and tube recuperator can be computed with the
iterative design procedure proposed by Richardson and Peacock [59]. A triangular
pattern for the tubes is the implemented configuration.
1. Evaluation of the heat rate with the following equation:
Q˙ = U · A · Ft ·∆Tlm (4.5)
where Q˙ is the heat rate, U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, A is
the heat transfer surface area, ∆Tlm is the logarithm mean temperature
difference, Ft is the temperature correlation factor with accounts for parallel
and cross flow. It is a function of the inlet and outlet cold and hot stream
temperatures and of the number of shell passes while Ft is estimated with
the method proposed in [191].
2. Initial guess value for the overall heat transfer coefficient U and preliminary
evaluation of the heat transfer area A.
3. Calculation of the heat exchanger geometry: tube length lt, outer tube di-
ameter d0, tube pitch pt, tube thickness twt and baﬄe spacing lb (see Figure
4.3).
4. Calculation of the fluid velocity on tube and shell side and of the heat transfer
coefficient on the tube side hi and on the shell side hi. These heat transfer
coefficients are computed as in the work carried out by Kern [172].
hi =
λt
di
· jth ·Ret · Prt0.33 · µt
µtw
0.14
(4.6)
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Figure 4.3: Shell and tube recuperator with triangular pattern.
ho =
λs
ds
· jsh ·Res · Prs0.33 · µs
µsw
0.14
(4.7)
where the subscripts “s” and “t” refer to the shell side and the tube side,
respectively. The variables λ and µ represent the thermal conductivity and
the viscosity of the hot and cold fluid.
5. Computation of the overall heat transfer coefficient U (see Equation 4.8) and
comparison with the initial guess value of U .
1
U
= 1
h0
+ 1
h0d
+ 1
hid
· d0
di
+ 1
hi
· d0
di
+
d0 · lnd0di
2 · λw (4.8)
where h0 is the fluid film coefficient outside the tubes and hi is the fluid
film coefficient inside the tubes while h0d and hid are the outside and inside
dirt coefficient, respectively. λw is the conductivity of the tube wall material
while d0 and di are the outer and inner tube diameter. Starting from the
considerations outlined in [59] a value of 5000W · m−2 · K−1 is selected for
hid and h0d.
6. Reiteration of the steps from (2) to (5) until the difference between the two
last values of U is lower than a prefixed tolerance.
7. Calculation of the pressure drop on the tube side ∆pt and on the shell side
∆ps. The pressure drop on the shell side is computed with the method
proposed by [172] while the ones on the tube side with the modification
introduced by Frank [192].
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∆pt = Nt · ρt · ut
2
2 ·
8 · jsf · lt
di
·
(
µt
µtw
+ 2.5
)−m (4.9)
∆ps = 8 · jsf · ds
de
· lt
lb
·
(
µs
µsw
)−0.14
· ρs · us
2
2 (4.10)
where ut and us are the velocity inside the tubes and across the shell, Nt is
the number of tubes, ds is the shell diameter, de is the equivalent diameter on
the shell side and m is coefficient equal to 0.25 for laminar flow (Re < 2100)
and 0.14 for turbulent flow (Re > 2100). jtf and jsf are the friction factors
of the tube side and of the shell side and are evaluated with the method
outlined in [59].
With the previous equations the ABC unit and the recuperator can be de-
signed but neither the cycle nor the heat exchanger are optimized. As briefly
explained before, this issue is easily addressed by employing the a multi-objective
optimization. In this work, the object functions are
• The net power output of the ABC (Pnet). This variable needs to be maxi-
mized and is expressed as:
Pnet = PGT + PABC (4.11)
where PGT and PABC are the net power output to the gas turbine and the
air bottoming cycle, respectively.
• The net present value (NPV ). Its needs to be maximized and is computed
with the equation proposed in [176]:
NPV =
n∑
i=1
Ri
(1 + q)i
− ITOT (4.12)
where n is the equipment lifespan, q is the investment factor, ITOT is the
total capital investment and Ri is the annual income. The compressor and
turbine purchase equipment costs (PECC and PECT ) are computed with
the equations proposed by Valero et al. [177]. The electric generator and the
recuperator purchase equipment costs (PECGEN and PECREC) are evalu-
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ated with the equations proposed by Lean et al. [179] and Hall et al. [180].
PECC =
39.5 · m˙
0.9− ηis,C ·
p2
p1
· lnp2
p1
(4.13)
PECT =
266.3 · m˙
0.92− ηis,T ·
p3
p4
· lnp3
p4
· [1 + exp (0.036 · T3 − 54.4)] (4.14)
PECGEN = 60 · Pnet0.95 (4.15)
PECREC = 10000 + 324 · AREC0.91 (4.16)
• The volume of the shell and tube recuperator (VREC). It needs to be min-
imized and is computed assuming a cylinder of diameter ds and a height lt
for the shell. A correction factor equal to 1.2 considers the space required
by the inlet and outlet ducts.
Vrec = 1.2 · pi4 · ds
2 · lt (4.17)
The optimization variables and their lower and upper bounds specifications are
listed in Table 4.2. The geometry variables bounds are taken from [59].
Table 4.2: Optimization variables lower and upper bounds.
Parameter Upper value Lower value
Recuperator inlet temperature difference 20 ◦C 70 ◦C
Recuperator outlet temperature difference 20 ◦C 70 ◦C
Pressure ratio 1.1 4.5
Compressor isentropic efficiency 80 % 90 %
Turbine isentropic efficiency 80 % 92 %
Tube outer diameter 10 mm 50 mm
Tube length 1.0 m 7.3 m
Tube thickness 1.0 mm 4.0 mm
Baﬄe spacing 0.2 ds 0.2 ds
Tube pitch 1.15 d0 2.25 d0
The optimization procedure results show ABC units, on the one hand, charac-
terized by high compactness and low weight and, on the other hand, by a really
poor efficiency especially at part-load conditions. With the aim of increasing the
ABC turbogenerator performance the single spool configuration is substituted by a
dual spool configuration. The new configuration is implemented in the code while
the plant scheme is depicted in Figure 4.4. The ABC thermodynamic solver is
modified. The optimization variables, their limits and the object functions remain
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Figure 4.4: Air bottoming cycle with two turbines layout.
the same listed before. Note that this configuration is characterized by two tur-
bines, therefore in the optimization variables and in the NPV equation this aspect
is taken into account with an appropriate implementation.
4.2 The SGT-500 Gas Turbine Model
Following the specifications provided by the gas turbine manufacturer the dy-
namic model is developed in DYMOLA environment. Components available in
ThermoPower library are used and extended to build the model. For more detail
about the modelling language and the library specifications see Chapter 1.2.
Figure 4.5 depicts the Modelica object diagram of one of the gas turbines
installed on Draugen oil and gas platform.
Compressors and turbines are described as zero-dimensional components adopt-
ing steady state and offdesign characteristics. As for the model presented in Chap-
ter 1.3.1, the low and high pressure compressors are described by quasi-static com-
ponents, employing the maps of axial compressors. The maps are scaled in order
to represent the part-load characteristics of the axial compressors installed on the
SGT-500 gas turbine. In this case the selected maps are originally from Carchedi
and Wood [193].
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The SGT-500 gas turbine is equipped with three sections: the low and high
pressure turbine, and the power turbine. The turbine models are built adopting
the equation presented in Chapter 1.3.1.
In the electric generator, as previously mentioned, the equation proposed by
Haglind and Elmegaard [46] is implemented.
The combustion chamber volume and the inertia values of the rotating masses
(shaft, blades and generator) are set accordingly to data provided by the gas
turbine manufacturer.
On the topside of Figure 4.5 the detailed layout of the gas turbine control sys-
tem, as provided by the GT manufacturer, is sketched. Given that the compressors
are not equipped with variable inlet guide vanes, the GT load can be adjusted only
by decreasing/increasing the fuel flow by closing/opening the fuel valve. As re-
ported in [57, 194], the difference between the grid frequency and the set point (50
Hz) is measured. The signals deviation passes through a transfer function block
and subsequently through the frequency controller which is composed by a gain
and a transfer function block, and provides to regulate the opening/closing of the
fuel valve. The other gain, the integral block and the other transfer function are
used to represent the fuel valve dynamics.
Being Draugen oil and gas platform a stand-alone system with minimum two
engines in operation, when the gas turbines run in parallel only one of them sta-
bilized the grid frequency while the remaining machines follow the frequency fluc-
tuation and adjust their load to reach the prefixed set points.
4.3 The ABC Model
The model of the air bottoming cycle unit is developed in DYMOLA coupled with
the open source library ThermoPower as outlined in Chapter 1.2. The air compres-
sor and the air and power turbine are described as zero-dimensional components
using steady-state and offdesign characteristics. The compressor is modelled by
employing the maps of axial compressors provided with the software GASTURB
[42] and are scaled with the method proposed by Kurzke [43]. For the turbines
the Stodola equation is employed [44]. The part load performance of the electric
generator is predicted again with the equation proposed in [46]. The dynamics
of the shafts is modelled with the shaft dynamic balance. For more details see
Chapter 1.3.1.
The recuperator, as described in Chapter 4.1, is a shell and tube heat exchanger
which is implemented by the connection of basic components discretized in the lon-
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Figure 4.5: Modelica object diagram of the SGT-500 gas turbine.
Figure 4.6: Object diagram of the ABC shell and tube heat exchanger model.
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gitudinal direction. Figure 4.6 shows the 1D flow models for the gas side (top) and
the air side (bottom of the figure), and the 1D thermal model for the tube bundle
(middle). These components exchange thermal power through their thermal ports;
the counter-current model establishes the topological correspondence between the
control volumes on the tube metal walls, and the control volumes on the gas flow
model. The tube metal wall is modelled by a one-dimensional dynamic heat bal-
ance equation, discretized by finite volumes, neglecting the conductive thermal
resistance. The flow models contain one-dimensional dynamic mass and energy
balance equations, discretized by the finite volume method, assuming uniform
pressure distribution.
The heat transfer coefficients of the cold and hot side, at offdesign conditions,
are computed with the following equations:
hair = hair,des
(
m˙air
m˙air,des
)0.8
(4.18)
hgas = hgas,des
(
m˙gas
m˙gas,des
)0.6
(4.19)
where h is the heat transfer coefficient and m˙ is the mass flow rate. The subscripts
“des” refers to the value at design point operating conditions while “air” and “gas”
indicate the working fluid air and exhaust gases, respectively. The two exponents
are selected based on the fluid location: inside and outside the tubes.
4.4 Models Validation
The model of the gas turbine is validated with a SIMULINK model provided by
the GT manufacturer.
The manufacturer model utilizes non-physical transfer functions to represent
the dynamic behaviour of the frequency control versus a load change applied to
the system. The selected test case foresees that the three gas turbines are sharing
a load equal to 24MW, 8MW each. In this condition, the gas turbines are running
at low load but, if at the same in time, one of the engines trips and the remaining
machines have to ramp up in order to supply the whole platform load (12MW
each). The comparison between the two models results show a deviation of 1%
in term of minimum normalized frequency and approximately of 9% for the rise
time.
The gas turbine model is also validated at offdesign conditions in the power
range 10–100% by comparing the steady-state results with the part-load charac-
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teristics given by the GT manufacturer. Fuel mass flow rate, combustion chamber
pressure and exhaust gas mass flow rate and temperature are monitored during the
validation processes. The largest mismatch is observed for the fuel mass flow rate:
a relative error of about 15% is observed when the load is in the range 10–60%
while for load larger than 60% the error increases up to 15%.
In summary, the comparison between the Modelica and SYMULINK models
shows that the Modelica gas turbine model is able to reproduce both the steady-
state and the dynamic behaviour of the components with a reasonable accuracy
during the power range 10–100%. For a better description of the gas turbine
validation procedure see [194].
The shell and tube recuperator model is validated using an example outlined
in Coulson et al. [59]. At design point conditions, the difference between the
simulation results and the data presented in the reference are withing 3% in term
of both the overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure drops.
4.5 Design and dynamic analysis results
In Figure 4.7 the relations between the net power output and the thermal efficiency
of the combined gas turbine and ABC plant versus the air compressor pressure ratio
are shown. Note that the two variables peak at the pressure ratio of around 2.7
and, for this value, the combined plant thermal efficiency and electric power are
37.2% and 19.62MW, respectively.
For this design specifications, the air bottoming cycle solver has computed the
plant thermodynamic points listed in Table 4.3. The related T–s diagram of the
above mentioned unit is depicted in Figure 4.8.
Table 4.3: Air bottoming cycle state points.
T p ρ h s
1 15.00 ◦C 101.32 kPa 1.22 kg · m-3 414.37 kJ · kg-1 3.84 kJ (kg K)-1
2 117.73 ◦C 266.32 kPa 2.37 kg · m-3 517.81 kJ · kg-1 3.87 kJ (kg K)-1
3 354.20 ◦C 261.32 kPa 1.44 kg · m-3 762.25 kJ · kg-1 4.36 kJ (kg K)-1
4 255.35 ◦C 129.47 kPa 0.85 kg · m-3 658.81 kJ · kg-1 4.39 kJ (kg K)-1
5 224.70 ◦C 101.32 kPa 0.70 kg · m-3 627.18 kJ · kg-1 4.40 kJ (kg K)-1
The other parameters, computed with the optimization routine, and used to
parameterize the plant’s dynamic model are listed in Table 4.4. The Modelica ob-
ject diagram of the novel power generation system composed by three gas turbines
and an air bottoming cycle is presented in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.7: Combined gas turbine and air bottoming cycle plant net power output versus
air compressor pressure ratio.
Figure 4.8: Air bottoming cycle T-s diagram.
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Table 4.4: Design point parameters of the air bottoming cycle dynamic model.
Parameter Value
Pressure ratio 2.7
Exhaust gases volume 15 m3
Air volume 10 m3
Tube material Stainless steel
Metal wall weight 60 ton
Metal heat capacity 500 J · kg−1 ·K−1
AC - AT shaft inertia 20 kg ·m2
PT - GEN shaft inertia 28 kg ·m2
ABC electric generator inertia 100 kg ·m2
Net power output 19.62 MW
Plant efficiency 37.2 %
Figure 4.9: Draugen power generation system Modelica object diagram.
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Figure 4.10: GT A + ORC load ramp after the GT B trip.
The test case selected for the dynamic analysis is the trip of one gas turbine.
This event is the worst possible scenario which the system has to withstand without
compromising the functionality of the power supply system. It is assumed that the
combined cycle plant, composed of gas turbine A and the ABC turbogenerator ,
and gas turbine B supplies the normal load demand (13 and 6MW, respectively)
while gas turbine C is switched off.
As depicted in Figure 4.10, in a given instant of time (t0), gas turbine B trips
and the combined cycle ramps up its load in order to match the total power
demand (19MW), with a transient reduction of the grid frequency. The power of
gas turbine B is assumed to drop linearly from 6 to 0MW in 10 s, as suggested
by the gas turbine manufacturer. Hence, in practice, the combined cycle plant
undergoes a load set-point increment of 0.6MW · s−1, and it is required to satisfy
alone the total normal load, until gas turbine C starts-up. Figure 4.11 relates the
set-point power of the combined plant and the frequency of the electric grid with
time. For the assumed set-point load increment (0.6MW · s−1), the frequency
exhibits a minimum value (undershooting) of 6% and a peak (overshooting) of
5% compared to the steady-state value (50Hz).
Another critical dynamic performance metric is the rise time, defined as the
time required for the frequency to return back to 99% of the steady-state value.
Figure 4.11 indicates that the rise time is approximately 32 s for the considered
test case.
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Figure 4.11: Grid frequency and load set-point of gas turbine A and ABC turbogenerator.
Figure 4.12 shows the shares of the combined plant net power output generated
by gas turbine A and the ABC power module.
Before the trip of gas turbine B, the topping and bottoming units produce
10.9MW and 2.1MW, respectively. After the failure of engine B, gas turbine A
increments the net power output up to 16MW, while the ABC turbogenerator
produces 3.0MW. Figures 4.13 to 4.16 report the inlet and outlet temperatures
of the recuperator air side, the air and exhaust gas mass flows, the inlet and
outlet temperatures of the ABC power turbine and the pressure ratio of the air
compressor. It can be noted that to cope with the new load set point, the pressure
ratio of the air compressor rises from 2.3 to 2.6, while the exhaust gases and air
mass flow rate increase by around 10 kg · s−1 each; see Figures 4.16 and 4.14.
Equivalently, Figures 4.13 and 4.15 suggest that the air temperature profiles
inside the recuperator and the power turbine increase, approaching the design-
point values.
The dynamics of the gas turbine is faster than that of the ABC module. For
instance, the trend of the ABC air mass flow is approximately five times slower
compared to the variation of the exhaust gas mass flow; see Figure 4.14. The
main cause of this feature is the thermal inertia of the recuperator which causes
a delay in the response of the ABC turbogenerator compared to that of the gas
turbine module. This phenomenon can also be observed in Figures 4.12 to 4.16.
The contributions of the recuperator thermal inertia are the exhaust gas and air
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Figure 4.12: Gas turbine A and ABC turbogenerator electric power outputs.
Figure 4.13: Air temperatures (recuperator inlet and outlet).
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Figure 4.14: Air and exhaust gases mass flows.
Figure 4.15: Power turbine (PT) inlet and outlet temperatures.
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Figure 4.16: Air compressor pressure ratio.
entrained in the hot and cold volumes and the tube metal walls.
Note that the total mass of air and of exhaust gases is negligible as their average
density is around 1.8 and 0.7 kg · m3, respectively. Consequently, the weight of
the recuperator is primarily determined by the mass of the tube metal walls which
cause the delay of the air bottoming cycle power unit.
In conclusion the results indicate that the ABC power module can boost the
thermal efficiency of the SGT-500 gas turbine from 31.3% up to 37.2%, corre-
sponding to an increment of around 6%-points. The total power capacity on
board can thus increase up to 52.5MW, including the remaining two SGT-500 en-
gines. The total weight of the ABC unit, mainly determined by the shell-and-tube
recuperator, is estimated to be around 60 ton.
4.6 Discussion
According to the standards for power quality adopted by the platform owner, the
frequency undershooting must not exceed 5% of the nominal value (50Hz). As
results from the dynamic analysis (see Figure 4.11) the implementation of ABC
turbogenerator on Draugen may lead to exceed the tolerance of the frequency
excursions in case of a 0.6MW · s -1 load set-point variation. Thus, from a reli-
ability perspective, the platform owner should instead operate the power system
so that gas turbine A and ABC unit provide 14MW while gas turbine B sup-
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Figure 4.17: Grid frequency versus time for three recuperator core weights. The load
set-point variation is 0.6MW · s -1.
plies the remaining power demand (5MW). The new load set-point variation is
0.5MW · s -1 and the frequency undershooting and overshooting decrease to 4.9%
and 3%, respectively. Thus, this management strategy ensures that the frequency
fluctuations of the electric grid lay within the specified range and the load of gas
turbine B is sufficient to prevent surge and chocking in the low and high pressure
axial compressors.
A sensitivity analysis is carried out to evaluate the influence of the weight of
the recuperator on the frequency undershooting and overshooting. Figure 4.17
shows the trends of frequency versus time for three weights of the shell and tube
recuperator. The rate of the load set-point variation of the combined gas turbine
and ABC module is 0.6MW · s -1. The higher the weight the larger are the metal
wall thermal intertia and the frequency fluctuations. Namely, with a mass of 20 ton
the frequency undershooting and overshooting are around 4 and 3% , thus allowing
to comply with the tolerances imposed by the platform operator.
To sum up, due to the presence of the shell-and-tube recuperator, the variables
related to the air bottoming cycle module, e.g. pressure ratio and mass flow of the
air compressor, present a delay compared to the quantities describing the dynamics
of the gas turbine. The principal factor influencing the transient response is the
thermal inertia of the tube metal wall of the shell-and-tube recuperator while the
total mass of the exhaust gas and air is negligible.
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4.7 Ongoing improvements
The sensitivity analysis shows the important role played by the recuperator and,
in particular, the influence of its inertia. As outlined in Chapter 2.3.2, the recu-
perator can be built as a shell and tube or as a plate-fin heat exchanger. In the
case analysed in Chapter 2.3.2 a shell and tube configuration was selected and
optimized.
Figure 4.18: Plate-fin dimensions.
To reduce the recuperator inertia the shell and tube configuration is now re-
placed by a plate-fin heat exchanger recuperator. Following the method outlined
in Chapter 3, the two spools ABC unit is design and optimized. The PFHE ge-
ometry data are obtained according to [174] while the heat transfer coefficients
and the pressure drops are computed with the equations proposed by Manglik and
Bergles [173].
These correlations [173] are considered the most accurate for a plate-fin heat
exchanger with offset strip fins. The correlations consist of the Colburn factor “j”,
and the Fanning factor f computed for the air (“a”) and exhaust gases (“e”) side.
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ja =0.6522 ·Rea−0.5403 · αa−0.1541 · δa0.1499 · γa−0.0678·(
1 + 5.269 · 10−5 ·Rea−1.340 · αa0.504 · δa0.456 · γa−1.055
)0.1 (4.20)
je =0.6522 ·Ree−0.5403 · αe−0.1541 · δe0.1499 · γe−0.0678·(
1 + 5.269 · 10−5 ·Ree−1.340 · αe0.504 · δe0.456 · γe−1.055
)0.1 (4.21)
fa =9.6243 ·Rea−0.7422 · αa−0.1856 · δa0.3053 · γa−0.2659·(
1 + 7.669 · 10−8 ·Rea4.429 · αa0.920 · δa−3.767 · γa0.236
)0.1 (4.22)
fe =9.6243 ·Ree−0.7422 · αe−0.1856 · δe0.3053 · γe−0.2659·(
1 + 7.669 · 10−8 ·Ree4.429 · αe0.920 · δe−3.767 · γe0.236
)0.1 (4.23)
where α, δ and γ are dimension based coefficients given as follow:
αa =
1
nfa
Ha
αe =
1
nfe
He
(4.24)
δa =
ta
fla
δe =
te
fle
(4.25)
γa =
ta
1
nfa
γe =
te
1
nfe
(4.26)
where nf is the number of fins per meter, H is the fin height, and fl is the fin
length and “t” is the fin thickness. As previously, the subscript “a” and “e” refer
to air and exhaust gases, respectively.
The Reynolds number, for air and exhaust gases side, is computed as:
Rea =
Ga ·Dh,a
µa
Ree =
Ge ·Dh,e
µe
(4.27)
where Dh is the hydraulic diameter and µ is the dynamic viscosity. Ga and Ge are
defined in Equations 4.28 and 4.29 where m˙ is the mass flow rate and Aff is the
free flow area (see Equations 4.30 and 4.31). L is the flow length and Np is the
number of plates, respectively.
Ga =
m˙a
Aff,a
(4.28)
Ge =
m˙e
Aff,e
(4.29)
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Aff,a = (Ha − ta) · (1− nfa · ta) · Le ·Np,a (4.30)
Aff,e = (He − te) · (1− nfe · te) · La ·Np,e (4.31)
The hydraulic diameter, for the air and exhaust gas side, is given in Equations
4.32 and 4.33, respectively [195].
Dh,a =
4 · fla ·
(
1
nfa
− ta
)
· (Ha − ta)
2 ·
[(
1
nfa
− ta
)
· fla + (Ha − ta) · fla + ta · (Ha − ta)
]
+ ta ·
(
1
nfa
− ta
)
− ta2
(4.32)
Dh,e =
4 · fle ·
(
1
nfe
− te
)
· (He − te)
2 ·
[(
1
nfe
− te
)
· fle + (He − te) · fle + te · (He − te)
]
+ te ·
(
1
nfe
− te
)
− te2
(4.33)
The total height of the heat exchanger is computed with the following equation:
HPFHE = Np,a · (Ha − pt) +Np,e · (He − pt) (4.34)
where Np is, again, the number of plates and pt is the plate thickness. To reduce
the heat loss to the surroundings, is assumed that Np,a = Np,e + 1.
The velocities of the streams and the heat transfer area for each side are cal-
culated Equations 4.35, 4.36, 4.37 and 4.38.
va =
m˙
Aff,a · ρa,av (4.35)
ve =
m˙
Aff,e · ρe,av (4.36)
AHX,a = La · Le ·Np,a · (1 + 2 · nfa · (Ha − ta)) (4.37)
AHX,e = Le · La ·Np,e · (1 + 2 · nfe · (He − te)) (4.38)
The sum of the areas computed by 4.37 and 4.38, is the total heat transfer area.
Atot = AHX,a + AHX,e (4.39)
Regarding the pressure drops, the equations proposed in [174] are employed.
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Table 4.5: Air bottoming cycle state points.
T p ρ h s
1 15.00 ◦C 101.32 kPa 1.22 kg · m-3 414.37 kJ · kg-1 3.84 kJ (kg K)-1
2 131.31 ◦C 294.38 kPa 2.53 kg · m-3 531.57 kJ · kg-1 3.88 kJ (kg K)-1
3 308.00 ◦C 293.64 kPa 1.75 kg · m-3 713.60 kJ · kg-1 4.25 kJ (kg K)-1
4 194.78 ◦C 121.96 kPa 0.90 kg · m-3 596.45 kJ · kg-1 4.28 kJ (kg K)-1
5 173.40 ◦C 101.33 kPa 0.79 kg · m-3 574.61 kJ · kg-1 4.29 kJ (kg K)-1
dpa =
2 · fa · L ·Ga2
ρa ·Dh,a · 10
−3 (4.40)
dpe =
2 · fe · L ·Ge2
ρe ·Dh,e · 10
−3 (4.41)
The LMTD method for cross-flow arrangement is used to compute the heat trans-
fer areas of the two sides. The UA value of the heat exchanger is calculated con-
sidering the wall and fouling resistances negligible due to their relatively small
contributions.
1
U · A =
1
HTCa · Aa +
1
HTCe · Ae (4.42)
U · A = Q˙
F ·∆Tlm (4.43)
The parameter F is the correction factor for the cross-flow arrangement. It is
computed through a particular function which come from appropriate experimental
data reported in graphs available in open literature
With these specifications, the multi-objective optimizer can run and the Pareto
front is generated.
The design with the highest core is selected as new test case and investigated.
The plant’s specifications are listed in Tables 4.5 while the related T–s diagram is
shown in Figure 4.19.
The new heat exchanger configuration with a detailed geometry is implemented
in Modelica. The HX model is verified following the example implemented in [174].
Then, the ABC turbogenerator model is built in DYMOLA environment and a new
gas turbine control system is also introduced into the plant model (see Figure 4.20).
At the time of writing, preliminary analysis have been performed. First of all,
a comparison between a model with and without a recuperator with a detailed
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Figure 4.19: Air bottoming cycle T-s diagram.
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Figure 4.20: Modelica object diagram of one gas turbine and ABC power module.
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geometry is investigated.
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the temperature trends on the air and exhaust gas
side. Note that the model with a detailed geometry of the recuperator is character-
ized by a temperature trend different from the one with a not detailed recuperator.
In addition, the detailed model is able to show the stream temperature maps into
the device, as depicted in Figure 4.23. This is a fundamental aspects because it
helps identify hot spots and material overheating. In addition, with this map, a
clear view of the possible points where exhaust gases can condensate is shown. Its
not a negligible issue if the gas turbine burns heavy fuels.
Regarding the frequency trend, the introduction of the AHX geometry does
not influence the plant response. Figure 4.24 shows the frequency undershooting
and overshooting during a fast load reduction.
As said before, this is an on-going work with the aim of investigating the air
bottoming cycle dynamic behaviour. In the next future different ABC configura-
tions (e.g. with one or two intercoolers, etc.) at design, part-load and dynamic
conditions will be analyzed. In this manner, the ABC plant configuration per-
formance can be known in steady-state, part-load and dynamic conditions. The
practical consequence is a more precise plant configuration selection.
4.8 Conclusions
The dynamic performance of a novel power system serving an offshore oil and gas
platform is analysed in this chapter. The system features three gas turbines and
an air bottoming cycle unit which recuperates the waste heat released by one of
the engines, thus abating the production of carbon dioxide and pollutants on the
Norwegian Shelf. Results indicate that the performance of the single gas turbine
increases by around 20%, when it operates in combined cycle mode, while the
total power capacity on board increases up to 52.5MW.
The dynamics of the system is assessed during the trip of one engine, which
causes a load set-point variation of the combined gas turbine and air bottoming
cycle plant. The transient analysis suggests that the tolerances on the frequency
variations can be respected by operating the system so that the combined cycle
plant and one gas turbine provide 14MW and 5MW, respectively, while the third
engine is shut down.
Due to the presence of the shell-and-tube recuperator, the variables related to
the air bottoming cycle module, e.g. the pressure ratio and mass flow of the air
compressor, present a delay compared to the quantities describing the dynamics of
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Figure 4.21: Cold fluid temperature trend in the PFHE recuperator.
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Figure 4.22: Hot fluid temperature trend in the PFHE recuperator.
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Figure 4.23: Temperature trend in the PFHE recuperator.
the gas turbine. The major factor influencing the transient response is the thermal
inertia of the tube metal wall constituting the shell-and-tube recuperator, while
the total mass of the exhaust gas and air is negligible.
A sensitivity analysis on the weight of the recuperator indicates that the com-
bined cycle plant can tolerate faster load changes or can operate more reliably (i.e.
lower frequency variations) by minimizing the mass of the shell-and-tube bundle.
Finally, the ongoing improvements are reported and discussed.
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Figure 4.24: Grid frequency trend during a gas turbine trip.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of the organic Rankine
cycle’s dynamic behaviour: effects
on grid and fluid
This Chapter is devoted to the investigation of critical dynamic events causing
frequency fluctuation and thermochemical decomposition of the working fluid in
organic Rankine cycle unit. The case study is the power system serving Draugen
oil and gas platform where one of the three gas turbines is combined with an
organic Rankine cycle unit so as to increase the overall performance and reduce
the CO2 emissions.
A dynamic model of the plant has been developed with particular emphasis on
the once-through boiler recuperating the exhaust heat from the topping engine,
for which a distributed cross-flow physical model coupled with local correlations
for single- and two-phase heat transfer coefficients is used.
As a practical consequence of this study, guidelines for safe and reliable oper-
ation of organic Rankine cycle power modules for offshore installations are sug-
gested.
5.1 ORC working fluid stability
Organic Rankine cycle power systems have recently emerged as an efficient and
cost-competitive solution for heat-to-power conversion. Nonetheless, a major ob-
stacle to actual implementation is the thermal stability of working fluid which
poses strict limitations to the maximum temperature which can be reached inside
the primary heat exchanger serving the ORC module [196–198]. Fluid thermo-
chemical decomposition is owed to the breakage of chemical bonds between the
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molecules and the formation of smaller compounds, which can then react to create
other hydrocarbons. Fluid overheating (hot spot) and consequent decomposition
is more likely to occur in the vapour film in contact with the tube metal walls of
the final part of the primary heat exchanger. As the system performance strongly
relates to transport and physical properties of the working fluid, hot spots can
severely reduce the net power output and the components’ integrity.
The hot spot phenomenon is in some way analogous to that observed in the
materials of boiler tubes, core of nuclear reactors and heat exchangers. Regarding
components’ degradation in power plants, [199] described the effect of long-term
material overheating during the lifetime of steam boilers. In practice, the over-
heating of the tube metal wall induces a reaction between the steam and the
tube material itself; the result is an adhesive oxide layer. This additional resis-
tance induces the deterioration of the metal walls as the temperature raises to the
maximum tolerable limit. As surveyed in [200], the occurrence of hot spot corro-
sion on the steam side of operating boiler tubes of fossil fuel-fired power plants is
imputable to the departure from nucleate boiling which leads to acid or caustic
attack and deteriorates the protective magnetite film of the tube walls. Stoppato
et. al. [23] and Benato et al. [18] underline the importance of performing dynamic
simulations to evaluate the effects of temperature fluctuations and components
overheating during load variations and the consequent tubes’ life time reduction.
Occurrence of hot spots is a well-known problem in the core of nuclear reactors
when the ratio of the power density insisting on the fuel and its average value at
design conditions exceed the prescribed threshold. Statistical analysis and proba-
bilistic evaluations were performed in [201] and [202], respectively. Measurement
techniques for hot spot identification in nuclear reactors were proposed by [203].
As regarding the hot spot phenomenon in heat transfer devices, [204] analysed the
conditions which induce corrosion in copper alloys of condenser tubes. In [205]
similar investigations for micro heat exchangers utilized in electronic devices is
conducted.
In conclusion, the hot spots phenomena is a well known problem but in the
literature a lacks of studies addressing the problem of hot spot formation in ORC
units and practical measures to tackle this issue are still to be explored. For
this reason, the following analysis is aimed at identifying the operational dynamic
events that may cause grid instability and fluid thermochemical decomposition in
ORC units for offshore applications.
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5.2 The ORC Design Point Analysis
Figure 5.1 reports the combined cycle layout of the plant composed by the organic
Rankine cycle unit recovering the exhaust gases exiting the gas turbine A and the
gas turbines B and C.
Before performing a dynamic analysis it is fundamental to design and optimize
the plant unit. Following the method outlined in Chapter 3.2, the multi-objective
optimization procedure coupled with the genetic algorithm is utilized for the op-
timal design of the power generation system. The objective functions are the
economic revenue, the bottoming cycle weight and the daily CO2 emissions. A de-
tailed design, including geometry and materials, of the heat transfer equipment is
essential to evaluate the WHRU volume and weight. At this purpose, the devices’
geometric quantities are included among the optimization variables. Moreover, for
a correct evaluation of the CO2 emissions over the entire year and of the profitabil-
ity of the alternative investments, a part load model needs to be implemented into
the optimization routine.
In Table 5.1 the organic Rankine cycle state points are listed while Figure 5.2
shows the related T–s diagram with the thermodynamic state points and the sat-
urated dome for the ORC turbogenerator. The other main equipment parameters
are listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Organic Rankine cycle state points
T p ρ h s
1 50.00 ◦C 103.83 kPa 715.16 kg ·m-3 1.44 kJ · kg-1 0.0044 kJ (kg K)-1
2 51.53 ◦C 3819.48 kPa 718.01 kg ·m-3 7.20 kJ · kg-1 0.0062 kJ (kg K)-1
3 118.00 ◦C 3815.96 kPa 644.83 kg ·m-3 147.62 kJ · kg-1 0.3985 kJ (kg K)-1
4 224.48 ◦C 3756.00 kPa 416.28 kg ·m-3 456.42 kJ · kg-1 1.0892 kJ (kg K)-1
5 224.48 ◦C 3756.00 kPa 133.26 kg ·m-3 584.44 kJ · kg-1 1.3465 kJ (kg K)-1
6 258.72 ◦C 3721.37 kPa 87.345 kg ·m-3 701.11 kJ · kg-1 1.5746 kJ (kg K)-1
7 156.19 ◦C 110.29 kPa 2.2011 kg ·m-3 558.61 kJ · kg-1 1.6477 kJ (kg K)-1
8 70.31 ◦C 103.83 kPa 2.6284 kg ·m-3 418.25 kJ · kg-1 1.2917 kJ (kg K)-1
9 50.00 ◦C 103.83 kPa 2.8125 kg ·m-3 390.12 kJ · kg-1 1.2073 kJ (kg K)-1
The thermodynamic and transport properties of the organic working fluid are
computed according to the models implemented in the open-source tool developed
by Bell et al. [165].
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Table 5.2: Design-point variables utilized in the dynamic model of the organic Rankine
cycle system.
Component Parameters
Once-through boiler
Number of tube rows 63
Number of tubes in parallel 64
Longitudinal and Transverse tube pitch 83 mm
Tube inner diameter 38 mm
Tube thickness 3 mm
Tube length 2.44 m
Number of fins 227 m-1
Fin height 15 mm
Fin thickness 1 mm
Tube wall density 7700 kg · m-3
Tube wall specific heat capacity 500 J · kg-1 · K-1
Fin thermal conductivity 40 W · m-1 · K-1
Recuperator
Volume (cold side) 1.99 m-3
Volume (hot side) 20.3 m-3
Weight (metal walls) 16.6 ton
UA-value 202.3 kW · K-1
Turbine
Throat flow passage area 0.040 m2
Isentropic efficiency 81 %
Electric generator efficiency 98 %
Pump
Delivery pressure 3852.5 kPa
Inlet pressure 101.83 kPa
Isentropic efficiency 72 %
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Figure 5.2: Organic Rankine cycle T–s diagram.
5.3 The Organic Rankine Cycle Model
The Modelica object diagram of the gas turbine and the organic Rankine cycle
waste heat recovery unit is shown in Figure 5.3.
On the top of the Figure, the top-level interface of the gas turbine with the
electric generator (GEN GT A) is depicted while the ORC unit is composed by
the once through boiler (OTB); the expander (TUR) connected to the electric gen-
erator (GEN ORC) via a block that takes into account the inertia of the turbine
shaft. The recuperator, the condenser and the pump complete the ORC module.
The object diagram also includes the components accounting for friction losses in
the heat exhangers, the blocks setting the thermodynamic state for the air and the
fuel, the platform load (Load) and the feed pump control system. The pump con-
troller is a proportional-integral (PI) controller that provides to adjust the pump
speed to keep the temperature of the exhaust gases constant. This operational
strategy allows to avoid corrosion problems caused by the condensation of sulfuric
acid vapour at any load conditions, and to preserve the fuel flexibility of the top-
ping unit.
The model of the gas turbine is presented and discussed in Chapter 4.2.
The model of the once-through boiler is readily an extension of the generic
evaporator model developed and described in [39], for which the flow configura-
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Figure 5.3: Modelica object diagram of the combined cycle unit: the SGT-500 gas
turbine and the organic Rankine cycle turbogenerator.
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tion, i.e. heat exchanger topology, is improved. Such generic evaporator models
typically assume either parallel flow or counter-current flow configuration, while
they do not resolve local fluid and wall temperatures inside tube bundles which is
a requirement for the current hot spot analysis.
Figure 5.4: Top-view of the once-through boiler showing the discretization method.
Figure 5.4 shows a top-view of the once-through boiler with a single longitudinal
tube row while Figure 5.5 displays the 3D model of the OTB unit. The OTB
is recognized as a horizontal circular finned-tube bundle with counter-cross flow
configuration. It is discretized in two dimensions, i.e. the exhaust gas flow direction
(light purple arrows) and the organic fluid flow direction (blue arrows); Ntube
denotes the number of cells per tube and Npass denotes the number of longitudinal
tubes. Temperature variations in the transverse direction of the finned-tube bundle
are assumed to be negligible, and thus the longitudinal tube rows (or each cold
fluid circuits) are identical from a thermodynamic perspective. Note that the total
mass flow of the cold fluid is split in a series of circuits, which equal the number
of transverse tubes, Ntr, for the current tube circuitry. Similarly, the hot fluid is
divided by the number of transverse tubes and the number of cells per tube Ntube.
Figure 5.6 shows the Modelica object diagram of the once-through boiler. The
model uses a single one-dimensional organic fluid flow model (coldFluid) and
Ntube one-dimensional models (hotFluid) for the exhausts. The cold fluid model is
connected to its pipe wall capacitance (tubeWalls) and a heat exchanger topology
model (extCrossFlow). The latter essentially connects the thermal heat ports
(orange rectangles in Figure 5.6) of each finite volume (dashed red rectangles in
Figure 5.4), i.e. the hot fluid wall boundary with the external pipe boundary.
The tube wall model includes a one-dimensional dynamic heat balance equation
in the radial direction for each finite volume, thus neglecting the small conductive
thermal resistance. The flow models contain one-dimensional dynamic mass and
energy balance equations, discretized by the finite volume method, assuming a
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Figure 5.5: The once-through boiler 3D scheme.
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Figure 5.6: The once-through boiler Modelica object diagram.
uniform pressure distribution. The relatively small friction losses are lumped in
an external component. As for the gas turbine combustion chamber, the pressure
drops are estimated assuming a quadratic dependency on the volumetric flow rate.
A more in-depth description of the tube wall and flow models can be found in [39].
The Modelica interface windows of the OTB where the design parameters and the
correlations are set by the user are reported in Figure 5.7.
To evaluate the heat transfer coefficient of the organic fluid flow single phase
and two-phase boiling heat transfer correlations are needed. Note that a contin-
uous transition is required at the phase boundaries so as to ensure a smooth first
derivative when entering the two-phase flow region. In this work, we used the
Stepsmoother function provided by the Modelica.Fluid.Dissipation library [206],
i.e. between the vapour qualities 0 ≤ x < 0.05 and 0.95 < x ≤ 1.
For single phase turbulent flow at Re > 3000, the correlation proposed by
Gnielinski [49] is adopted
Nu = (fD/8) · (Re− 1000) · Pr
1 + 12.7 · (fD/8)0.5 · (Pr2/3 − 1)
(5.1)
where the Nusselt number is Nu = h d/k and the Darcy-Weisbach friction
factor is computed according to Petukhov [51].
fD = (0.7904 · ln(Re)− 1.64)−2 (5.2)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: The once-through boiler Modelica windows.
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For laminar flow (Re < 2300), the Nusselt number equals to 3.66 assuming
constant wall temperature. A simple smooth transition function is used between
the laminar and turbulent Nusselt numbers.
For two-phase flow, the correlation proposed by Shah [168] is used to compute
the heat transfer coefficient in local two-phase forced convective boiling. This
correlation takes the largest value between the nucleate boiling heat transfer coef-
ficient hnb and the convective boiling heat transfer coefficient hcb. The correlation
is as follows:
For horizontal flow calculate the dimensionless parameter N by
N = Co FrL > 0.04 (5.3)
N = 0.38 · FrL−0.3 · Co FrL ≤ 0.04 (5.4)
For vertical flow, uses Equation 5.3 for all values of the liquid Froude number
FrL. The liquid Froude number and the dimensionless parameter Co are given by
FrL =
G2
ρ2L · g · d
(5.5)
Co =
(1− x
x
)0.8
·
(
ρG
ρL
)0.5
(5.6)
When N > 1, calculates hnb from
hnb = 230 · hL · Bo0.5 Bo > 0.0003 (5.7)
hnb = hL · (1 + 46 · Bo0.5) Bo ≤ 0.0003 (5.8)
When 1 > N ≥ 0.1, calculate hnb from
hnb = hL · F · Bo0.5 exp (2.74 ·N−0.1) (5.9)
When N < 0.1, calculate hnb from
hnb = hL · F · Bo0.5 exp (2.47 ·N−0.15) (5.10)
where hL is the liquid heat transfer coefficient calculated by the Dittus-Boelter
correlation
NuL = 0.023 · Re0.8L · Pr0.4L (5.11)
hL = NuL · kL
d
(5.12)
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ReL =
G · (1− x)d
µL
(5.13)
PrL =
µL · cp,L
kL
(5.14)
The boiling number Bo is defined as
Bo = q
′′
G · hLG (5.15)
and the constant F is determined as follows
F = 14.7 Bo > 0.0011 (5.16)
F = 15.43 Bo ≤ 0.0011 (5.17)
The convective boiling heat transfer coefficient hcb is computed by
hcb = hL · 1.8
N0.8
(5.18)
Finally, the highest value of the two (hcb and hnb) is chosen for the heat transfer
coefficient h.
The heat flow rate in each cold fluid cells is then computed by Newtons law of
cooling as
q = h · A · (Twi − Tc) (5.19)
where subscripts “wi” and “c” denote the inner wall and cold fluid, respectively,
and A is the inner tube surface area of a single cell.
The gas-side heat transfer coefficient and the fin efficiency are computed with
the correlations given for staggered circular finned-tubes in the Verein Deutscher
Ingenieure Heat Atlas [50].
The Nusselt number based on outer tube diameter D and for more than four
tube rows is computed by
Nu = 0.38 · Re0.6D ·
(
A
At0
)−0.15
· Pr1/3 (5.20)
where A is the total heat transfer surface area including fins and At0 is the bare
tube surface area. The Reynolds number is based on the outer tube diameter
and the maximum gas velocity that may occur either transversely or diagonally in
between the staggered tubes. The fin efficiency for circular fins is computed by
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ηf =
tanhX
X
(5.21)
X = ϕ · D2 ·
√√√√ 2 · h
kf · δ (5.22)
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, kf is the thermal conductivity of the fins
and δ is the fin thickness. For circular non-conic fins ϕ is computed by
ϕ =
(
Df
D
− 1
)
·
[
1 + 0.35 · ln
(
Df
D
)]
(5.23)
where Df denotes the fin diameter. Finally, the overall surface fin efficiency is
calculated by
ηo = 1− Af
A
· (1− ηf ) (5.24)
where Af = A− At0, i.e the finned surface area.
The heat flow rate in each hot fluid cell is computed by Newton’s law of cooling
similar to the cold fluid, but including the overall surface fin efficiency as
q = ηo · h · A · (Two − Th) (5.25)
where subscripts “wo” and “h” denote the outer wall and hot fluid, respectively.
Note that Tc and Th in equation 5.19 and 5.25 are taken as the cell center average
value.
The organic vapour exiting the OTB enters into the expander. The modelled
expander is a turbine because in organic Rankine cycle module with design power
in the range 1–10MW the expander is a one or two-stage axial turbine. In Figure
5.3 the component is called “TUR”. In this type of machines the pressure ratio
across each stage is very high, implying that the flow at the outlet of the first
stage is usually supersonic. The supersonic turbine is modelled as an equivalent
chocked de Laval nozzle, whose throat flow passage area is the sum of the throat
areas of the nozzles that form the first stator row. An isentropic expansion is
assumed from the inlet section to the throat, where sonic conditions are attained.
The corresponding system of equations is listed below.

sin = s(pT,in, TT,in)
hS,th = hT,in(pT,in, TT,in)− 12 · c (hS,th, sin)
2
m˙ = ρS,th(hS,th, sin) · c (hS,th, sin) · Ath
(5.26)
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where sin is the specific entropy at the turbine inlet, while the subscripts “S,th” and
“T,in” indicate static conditions in the throat section and total conditions in the
expander inlet section (i.e. total inlet pressure pT,in and total temperature TT,in),
respectively. The enthalpy and the speed of sound are represented with h and c,
respectively, while m˙, ρ and Ath are the mass flow through the nozzle, the density
and the flow passage area. The throat passage area Ath, in the model, is assumed
to be a fixed parameter obtained from the design calculation. During offdesign
conditions, the relation between the mass flow rate and the turbine inlet conditions
is expressed by Equation system 5.26 and, as for gas turbine, the offdesign efficiency
is predicted with the correlation proposed by Schobeiri [45]:
Φ = n/
√
24his (5.27)
where Φ, n and ∆his are the flow coefficients, the rotational speed and the isen-
tropic enthalpy drop across the expander.
With the aim of improving the ORC unit efficiency, a recuperator is in-
serted after the turbine. The object diagram of the component is reported in
Figure 5.8. The device is modelled by combining basic ThermoPower components:
one-dimensional flow model for the vapour side (hotFluid), the counter-current
topology block (counterCurrent), the tube walls (tubeWalls module and the
one-dimensional flow model representing the liquid side (coldFluid).
Note that the counter-current model is fundamental in order to establish the
topological correspondence between the control volumes on the tube metal walls
and those of the working fluid circulating on the hot and cold side. The flow models
utilize one-dimensional dynamic mass and energy balance equations (discretized
following the finite volume method, and assuming a uniform pressure distribution)
and the static momentum balances (lumped at both ends of the component). The
tube metal wall is modelled by a one-dimensional dynamic heat balance equation,
also discretized in finite volumes, neglecting the conductive thermal resistance [37].
In the present case, the heat transfer coefficient is limited by the vapour side. The
liquid side heat transfer coefficient is thus specified to be sufficiently large, while
the overall resistance is assumed to be equal to that of the vapour. In offdesign
conditions the heat transfer coefficient is computed with the correlation proposed
in [58]:
h = hdes
(
m˙
m˙des
)γ
(5.28)
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Figure 5.8: Modelica object diagram of the organic Rankine cycle shell-and-tube recu-
perator model.
where m˙ is the mass flow rate of the vapour side. The subscript “des” refers to
the value at design operating conditions, while the variable γ is the exponent of
the Reynolds number. In the equation γ is posed equal to 0.6.
The condenser is trivially modelled as a fixed pressure component. This is
justified considering the large availability of cooling sea-water, which allows the
cooling circuit to be controlled in such a way that the condenser pressure is nearly
constant.
The pump model is based on a head-capacity curve derived by fitting the data
of an existing centrifugal pump designed for similar flow rates and heads. The
curve can be expressed as:
H = Hdes ·
(
b1 + b2eΦ
)
·
(
n
ndes
)2
(5.29)
where H is the head and, b1 and b2 are coefficients equal to 2.462 and 0.538,
respectively. The parameter φ is computed with the following equation:
Φ = m˙
ρ
· ρdes
m˙des
(5.30)
where m˙ and ρ are the mass flow rate and the density, respectively. The subscript
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“des” refers to the values at the design point conditions.
This exponential function is selected in order to obtain a monotonic relation
which increases the model robustness in comparison of the widely adopted poly-
nomial expression.
Following the method proposed by Veres [175], the pump efficiency is a function
of the coefficient F as reported in Eq. 5.31:
F = Φ · ndes
n
(5.31)
As shown in Figure 5.3, the ORC unit is controlled by the so called “Feed
Pump Control System”. This system provides to regulate the rotational speed
of the pump and, consequently, the power produced by the ORC unit. As explained
in Chapter 2.2, the platform is a stand-alone system where the alternating current
is produced by the synchronous generators connected to the gas turbines and the
ORC expander. Given that the topping units have the fastest load response, the
control of the network frequency is managed by the gas turbine itself, while the goal
of the ORC control system is to target the maximum heat recovery from the gas
turbine exhaust gases. This objective can easily be fulfilled by varying the pump
speed to control the exhaust gas temperature at the once-through boiler outlet
section and by operating in sliding pressure mode. It is fundamental that this
temperature is as low as possible, but high enough to prevent acid condensation,
which might be problematic if heavy fuels are burned in the combustion chamber.
The ORC proportional-integral controller is tuned in order to reach the minimum
settle time of the controlled variable, to prevent speed overshooting and obtain
well-damped responses for all variables.
5.4 The ORC Model Validation
The model of the ORC unit is composed by items taken from a library that was de-
veloped in order to model a 150 kW ORC turbogenerator using toulene as working
fluid. The model was successfully validated for transient operation with experi-
mental data (see [39]). Nevertheless, the once-through boiler and the recuperator
need to be validated. To this purpose, in the following, the recuperator and OTB
validation procedures are outlined while the validation of the other models consti-
tuting the ORC unit are described in [39].
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Table 5.3: OTB geometry and operating data.
Description EcoVap Superheater
Number of rows 36 6
Tubes in parallel 2 2
Tubes/Row 13 13
Tube external diameter 25.0 mm 26.9 mm
Tube thickness 2.9 mm 4.2 mm
Tube length 6.0 m 6 m
Number of fins 200 m-1 200 m-1
Fin height 12 mm 11 mm
Transverse pitch 83 mm 83 mm
Longitudinal pitch 73 mm 73 mm
Water mass flow 2.80 kg · s-1 2.80 kg · s-1
Water inlet temperature 44.0 ◦C -
Water outlet temperature - 500.0 ◦C
Exhaust gases mass flow 20.14 kg · s-1 20.14 kg · s-1
Exhaust gases inlet temperature - 592.0 ◦C
Exhaust gases outlet temperature 197.0 ◦C -
Validation of the recuperator model
The shell and tube recuperator model is validated using an example outlined by
Coulson et al. [59]. At the design point conditions, the difference between the
simulation results and the data presented in the reference are withing 1% in term
of both the overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure drops.
Validation of the OTB Model
The once-through boiler model, extensively described in Chapter 5.3, is success-
fully validated for design and offdesign conditions with different fluids.
A model validation in steady state conditions is, firstly, performed using water
as working fluid. The Modelica OTB model is compared to the once-through
heat recovery steam generator outlined in [166]. Dumount and Heyen proposed a
mathematical model for the simulation and design of a once-through boiler with
vertical gas path and horizontal tube bundles. Table 5.3 lists the main design
parameters and operating data of the above-mentioned HRSG unit.
The heat transfer coefficient on the fume side is computed by applying the
correlation reported in [50] for staggered arrangement. The Gnielinski’ equation
is used for liquid or vapour single phase flow [50] while the Shah’ equation [168] is
adopted in the two phase region flow.
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The difference between the heat flux computed with the Modelica model and
the literature data is less then 1%, while the steam and gas outlet temperatures
differ by 3% and 7%, respectively.
The reason of the discrepancies is the lack of specifications in [166] about fin
thickness, the exhaust gas composition and the model adopted to estimate the
exhaust gas properties. This led the author to assume the missing parameters
based on data available in literature, thus accepting a relatively large uncertainty
in the results.
The OTB model validation at part-load and dynamic conditions is performed
through the comparison between the results obtained with the OTB model built
with ThermoPower library base components and the ones obtained with an OTB
model built with components of the commercial library Thermal Power. Figure
5.9 reports on the left the model built with ThermoPower library and on the right
the ones developed with Thermal Power components.
Figure 5.9: Modelica object diagram of the once-through boiler built with ThermoPower
(left) and Thermal Power components (right).
A difference of 1.8% in terms of steam and exhaust gas outlet temperatures,
and less than 1% in term of exchange heat flux is observed when the results
computed with the Thermal Power OTB model are compared with the ones in
the reference [166]. A difference smaller than 2% for all the variables is observed
when the results of the Modelica models are compared. Obviously, the geometry,
correlations, number of fluids and wall volumes and fluids set into the Modelica
components are the same in both cases, but the approach followed by the solver
to compute the thermodynamic properties, heat transfer coefficients and the heat
fluxes is different.
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It is thus possible to conclude that the Modelica OTB model (built with Ther-
moPower library base components) is capable to reproduce the steady state and
the dynamic characteristics with reasonable accuracy with water as working fluid.
As well-known in an ORC unit the working fluid is an organic compound,
therefore, the model needs to be validated at the design point and part-load con-
ditions with an organic fluid. The fluid (cyclopentane) and geometry computed
during the design point optimization phase is imported into the OTB model and
the simulation results are compared with the ones computed with an house-made
Matlab model.
The two OTB models are run at steady state and offdesign with the following
assumptions:
• constant heat transfer coefficients and no pressure drop;
• constant heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop;
• heat transfer coefficients computed with correlations and no pressure drop;
• heat transfer coefficients computed with correlations and pressure drop.
In all these cases the differences in the outlet cyclopentane and exhaust gas temper-
atures are lower than 1% and 2%, respectively. The reason for this discrepancies
is the different way of discretizing the once-through boiler. The Modelica model
is deeply discretized in terms of fluids and wall volumes, while the Matlab ones is
divided only into three sections. On the one hand, a high number of volumes al-
lows to improve the results accuracy but, on the other hand, increases the number
of variables and, consequently, reduces the computational speed.
In conclusion, the heat exchanger model implemented in this work can repro-
duce the steady state, part-load and dynamic characteristics of the once-through
boiler with satisfactory accuracy owing to a validation process involving different
fluids, open source and commercial tools, and data available in public literature.
Regarding the validation of the gas turbine model see Chapter 4.4 for a deep
explanation.
5.5 Dynamic Analysis Results
The selected case study is the gas turbine based-power system installed on the
Draugen oil and gas offshore platform deeply examined in Chapter 2.2.
It is assumed that the operational range of the gas turbine spans from 20% to
100%; this means that the minimum load of the engine is 3MW. This management
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made allows a reasonable margin versus chocking and surging of the compressors
serving the gas turbine, as suggested by the GT manufacturer.
The test case selected for the dynamic analysis is the trip of one gas turbine.
According to the data provided by the engines manufacturer, the time for the gas
turbine trip, i.e. the period from which the failing engine passes from a certain
load to zero power, is set equal to 10 seconds. Moreover, preserving the principle
of redundancy it is decided to operate the power system so that gas turbine A and
the ORC unit share the load with the engine B, while the third gas turbine is on
stand-by. Accordingly, the expected reference case foresees that while the normal
platform load demand (19MW) is covered by the combined cycle unit and gas
turbine B at some time the engine B trips. The combined cycle unit counteracts
by ramping up its load so as to match the total power consumption and to preserve
the stability of the grid.
In accordance with the experimental measurements presented in [198, 207],
considering the presence of oxygen and impurities, and given that the quality of
construction materials is not as in a dedicated test ring, the authors assumed a
maximum acceptable temperature (Tc,max) for the organic compound of 270 ◦C to
avoid fluid decomposition. In this way the thermochemical stability of the fluid
is expected to be preserved for the entire lifetime of the unit. Given the afore-
mentioned assumptions, different load ramp rates are tested (0.3–1.0MW · s-1) so
as to estimate the frequency and the temperature trends of cyclopentane during
load changes, to detect the grid instability and the hot spot formation in order to
propose possible solutions to avoid these issues.
Figure 5.10 shows the temperature trends of cyclopentane at the outlet section
of the once-through boiler for different ramp rates of the combined cycle unit.
Table 5.4 accordingly reports the peak temperature reached by the metal wall and
by the organic compound during each transient event.
The results indicate that the temperature exceeds Tc,max for ramp rates higher
than 0.3MW · s-1.
Assuming an upper limit of 270 ◦C, the temperature of the organic compound
exceeds the limit during load variations from 0.4 to 1.0 MW · s-1.
Regarding the long-term effects of this event on thermochemical stability, it
is crucial to estimate the amount of time at which the fluid goes beyond the
temperature limit. Except for a ramp rate of 0.3MW · s-1, the time period for
which the temperature at the last volume of the OTB remains larger than Tc,max
is around 8 minutes in the best case (ramp rate of 0.4 MW · s-1) and 18 minutes
for the worst scenario (ramp rate of 1.0 MW · s-1).
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Figure 5.10: Trends of the cyclopentane temperature at the OTB exit section.
Table 5.4: Power produced by the GTs and the ORC unit before GT B’ trips and GT
A and ORC ramp rate. Metal wall and fluid temperatures in the hottest point of the
OTB heat exchanger during the transient period, are also listed.
Load Load Ramp
GT A + ORC GT B rate Twall Tfluid
9 MW 10 MW 1.00 MW · s−1 331.32 ◦C 323.48 ◦C
10 MW 9 MW 0.90 MW · s-1 324.95 ◦C 316.01 ◦C
11 MW 8 MW 0.80 MW · s-1 318.37 ◦C 308.09 ◦C
12 MW 7 MW 0.70 MW · s-1 310.89 ◦C 299.21 ◦C
13 MW 6 MW 0.60 MW · s-1 304.21 ◦C 291.47 ◦C
14 MW 5 MW 0.50 MW · s-1 297.41 ◦C 283.52 ◦C
15 MW 4 MW 0.40 MW · s-1 291.22 ◦C 276.45 ◦C
16 MW 3 MW 0.30 MW · s-1 284.90 ◦C 269.36 ◦C
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When integrating an ORC turbogenerator in the power system of an oil and gas
platform operating in island, frequency tolerances and recovery time have strict
constrains for such stand-alone electric grid. The frequency trends are shown in
Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
Figure 5.11: Frequency trends with the different ramp rate.
Figure 5.12: Enlargement of the frequency trends with the different ramp rate.
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The frequency undershooting (overshooting) is the minimum (maximum) value
that the frequency reaches during a load variation, expressed as a percentage of the
reference value. The other critical dynamic metric is the rise time, defined as the
time required for the frequency to return back to 99% of the value at steady-state.
Figure 5.13 shows the aforementioned quantities for the analysed cases.
Figure 5.13: Trend of the dynamic metrics with different ramp rate.
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Bearing in mind that the platform owner admits a maximum undershooting
of 5%, Table 5.4 and Figure 5.13 unveil that ramp rates equal or larger than
1.0MW/s are not acceptable as the working fluid temperature exceeds the maxi-
mum admissible value by 23.48 ◦C, and the frequency undershooting is larger than
5%. In the other cases, the calculated dynamic metrics satisfy the requirements.
With the exception of load changes slower than 0.3MW · s−1, the wall and fluid
temperatures at the end of the once-through boiler exceed the decomposition limit,
thus increasing the risk of cyclopentane degradation.
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Figure 5.14: Object diagram of the combined plant with the spray attemperator system.
In order to preserve the fluid stability, a spray attemperator system is added
to the plant layout (see Figure 5.14) so as to limit the temperature in the su-
perheating section of the once-through boiler. The saturated vapour exiting the
preheater-evaporator section is collected into a separator. The measurable tem-
perature nearest to the temperature of the metal wall and of the working fluid in
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the terminal part of the OTB is the turbine inlet temperature T6. If this quantity
exceeds the maximum value imposed by the user (in this case 270 ◦C), the spray
attemperator system injects into the separator (see Figure 5.14) a certain quantity
of subcooled cyclopentane extracted at the pump outlet. A dedicated valve ma-
noeuvred by a properly tuned PI controller regulates the mass flow rate utilized for
this purpose. In the PI controller the measured temperature T6 is compared with
the reference value Tc,max and the signal deviation produces the opening/closing
of the attemperator valve. As for the previous plant configuration (Figure 5.3),
the pump speed is controlled to maintain the exhaust gas temperature exiting the
once-through boiler at the design-point value.
Figure 5.15: Once-through boiler outlet temperature trends with the spray attemperator
system.
Figure 5.15 shows the temperature of the working fluid in the final part of
the heat exchanger obtained with the new plant configuration. The ramp rate of
0.3MW · s-1 is not analysed as the activation of the spray attemperator system is
not needed, see Figure 5.10. It can be observed that, with the exception of the
first instants of the transient, the controller can maintain the temperature at the
reference value, thus preventing hot spot formation and the associated working
fluid degradation.
For the sake of completeness, a comparison between the results obtained with
and without the spray attemperator system for the same load ramp is presented
(see Figure 5.16). The purpose is to demonstrate that the introduction of the
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attemperator module does not modify significantly the dynamic response of the
plant. The reference case is a ramp rate of 0.6MW · s-1.
As shown in Figure 5.16(a), the simulations do not reveal any appreciable dif-
ference in the two frequency trends. Figure 5.16(b) shows the variation of the
mass flow rate entering the once-through boiler, while Figure 5.16(c) reports the
pump speed. It is possible to notice that for the configuration with the spray
attemperator the mass flow rate decreases, since a fraction of the working fluid
leaving the pump deviates towards the attemperator valve so as to be injected in
the separator. Maximum differences of 1.15 ◦C and 0.7 ◦C are observed for the
temperature of the exhaust gases exiting the OTB and for the outlet temperature
on the cold-side of the recuperator, see Figure 5.16(d) and Figure 5.16(e). Fi-
nally, Figure 5.16(f) shows the two trends for the turbine inlet pressure; for this
parameter the difference is less than 20 kPa.
It should be underlined that an in-depth sensitivity analysis is conducted to
understand the influence of the integration algorithm on the results, the tolerance
and the number of fluid volumes in which the OTB is discretized. It is observed
that variations of the resolution algorithm affect the final results by less than 1.0
%. On the other hand, reducing the tolerance from 10-4 to 10-5 or doubling the
number of discretization volumes halves the computational speed of the solver.
The maximum deviation for all variables involved in the simulation is lower than
1.0 %.
The tolerance selection is in any case a big issue because, as shown in Figures
5.17, 5.18 and 5.19, can generate discontinuity during the interpolation of fluid
tables. For this reason, several simulations with different tolerance, fluids inter-
polation methods and solver algorithm are conducted in order to find the most
accurate results.
5.6 Discussion and Conclusions
The design of organic Rankine cycle power modules conceived for high-temperature
waste heat recovery systems needs to consider the chemical deterioration of the
working fluid and the frequency fluctuations which can occur during critical tran-
sient scenarios typical of stand-alone electric grids. The methodology and tools
presented are a first attempt to quantify the amplitude of dynamic events causing
frequency undershooting and hot spot formation and to propose measures to tackle
such operational issues.
Dynamic simulations performed at different ramp rates highlight that the most
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(a) Grid frequency (b) Pump mass flow rate
(c) Pump speed (d) OTB exhaust gases outlet temperature
(e) OTB cyclopentane inlet temperature (f) OTB cyclopentane inlet pressure
Figure 5.16: Dynamic response of the combined cycle power plant for the selected test
case. The continuous line indicates the parameter related to the plant without spray
attemperator unit while the line with “o” marker refers to the parameters of the plant
with spray attemperator system.
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Figure 5.17: Once-through boiler outlet temperature trends with the spray attemperator
system.
Figure 5.18: Once-through boiler outlet temperature trends with the spray attemperator
system.
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Figure 5.19: Once-through boiler outlet temperature trends with the spray attemperator
system.
critical component, where hot spot phenomena are observed, is the once-through
boiler. Simulation results suggest that the temperature of the working fluid exceeds
the maximum admissible value for ramp rates larger than 0.3MW · s-1. Such event
becomes more acute during sharp load variations (> 1.0MW · s-1) owing to the
longer periods (≈ 20 min) of local overheating of the organic compound.
The insertion of a spray attemperator module with a properly tuned control
system has proved to be a valuable measure to maintain the temperature at the
terminal section of the once-through boiler under a prefixed value. This device
does not affect significantly the dynamics of the process variables and eliminates
the risk of hot spot formation even during aggressive load variations by injecting
a fraction of the liquid exiting the pump in the superheating section.
No effects on the grid frequency fluctuations are introduced with the insertion
of the spray attemperator module. The dynamic simulations show that ramp rates
higher than 0.9 MW/s provoke both not admissible frequency undershooting and
thermochemical decomposition of the fluid.
In conclusion, the proposed approach and the relative solution are readily ap-
plicable to other power systems integrating organic Rankine cycle modules with
gas turbines, boilers (fed by fossil and renewable fuels), fuel cells and solar units.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
System dynamic modelling and simulation is becoming a powerful and essential
design tool. For this reason, this Ph.D. thesis is devoted to analyse the transient
operation conditions’ effects using power plant dynamic models.
In the first part of this dissertation, the dynamic analysis is the core of a proce-
dure developed to predict lifetime reduction on traditional power plant devices. In
particular, the plant dynamic model, and its capability of evaluating the trends of
the main thermodynamic parameters, which describe the plant operation during
transient conditions, is the base point to identify the most stressed plant devices.
Being fundamental the role played by combined cycle power plants in the sce-
nario of the liberalized electricity market, a combined cycle power plant is selected
as test case. This plant is constituted by a gas turbine and a single pressure heat
recovery steam generator.
In order to test the novel procedure and identify the role played by the devices
geometry, different plant models (called “TPL” and “TP”), able to simulate design,
part-load and dynamic operating conditions, are built in DYMOLA environment.
A comparison among the dynamic analysis results computed with the DY-
MOLA models (TPL and TP) and MSM model showed that TPL model is able to
predict thermodynamic variables with a higher grade of detail due to the imple-
mentation of the entire heat exchangers geometry. This brings a higher accuracy
during the estimation of the devices lifetime reduction.
To sum up, the proposed procedure can be considered as a valuable innova-
tive tool to assist power plant designers and operators in order to improve the
plant’s flexibility without excessively compromising the integrity of devices sub-
jected to high thermo-mechanical stresses. Furthermore, another key factor is the
user-friendly interface of the life reduction calculation tool and its short run-time
in comparison with finite elements analysis tools.
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The dynamic analysis is also essential in order to test the possibility of intro-
ducing innovative waste heat recovery units within an isolated grid. In particular,
after a design optimization process, the dynamic behaviour of gas turbines coupled
with waste heat recovery units is tested to verify the grid stability and, in the case
of an ORC unit, the working fluid thermochemical stability.
The results of the design optimization process show that the organic Rankine
cycle technology exhibits the highest yearly system performance with respect to
SRC and ABC, thus enabling to abate CO2 emissions and pollutants. The steam
Rankine cycle technology appears to be favourable from an economic perspective
as it allows to achieve the highest net present value while the use of ABC power
modules is not attractive from an economic and environmental perspective com-
pared with the other two technologies. For all the three bottoming cycle units the
heat exchanger recovering the exhaust gases heat is the heaviest component, while
the turbines have the largest share of the total cost of the system. In practice, the
steam Rankine cycle and the organic Rankine cycle are competing technologies
when targeting at the design of highly-efficient offshore platforms. Advantages in
terms of applicability range and system performance seem to lead toward the use
of organic Rankine cycle turbogenerators although investment costs have to be
reduced to enhance the economic revenue. The implementation of air bottoming
cycle units offshore does not appear to be convenient from a performance and
economic perspective.
Despite the design optimization process results, a dynamic analysis of a power
unit equipped with three gas turbines and an air bottoming cycle turbogenerator
is performed. The ABC module is absolutely less efficient than ORC or SRC
units but does not require a condensation section, a make up water system or
expensive working fluid and operates with a non-flammable, non-toxic and freely
available fluid. The dynamic analysis shows that a plant composed by three GTs
and an ABC unit is able to cover the normal platform electricity demand but the
maximum ramp rate needs to be 0.5MW · s -1. Ongoing investigations are carried
out to understand the role played by the recuperator inertia.
Being Organic Rankine cycle waste heat recovery units the most promising
technology due to high efficiency and low costs, a dynamic analysis of the combined
plant is essential to investigate the effects of load changing on the grid and working
fluid thermochemical stability.
Dynamic simulations show that the design of organic Rankine cycle power mod-
ules conceived for high-temperature waste heat recovery systems needs consider-
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ing the chemical deterioration of the working fluid and the frequency fluctuations
which can occur during critical transient scenarios typical of stand-alone electric
grids.
Dynamic analysis performed at different ramp rates highlights that the most
critical component, where hot spot phenomena are observed, is the once-through
boiler. Simulation results suggest that the temperature of the working fluid exceeds
the maximum admissible value for ramp rates larger than 0.3MW · s-1. Such event
becomes more acute during sharp load variations (> 1.0MW · s-1) owing to the
longer periods (≈ 20 min) of local overheating of the organic compound.
The insertion of a spray attemperator module with a properly tuned control
system has proved to be a valuable measure to maintain the temperature at the
terminal section of the once-through boiler under a prefixed value. This device
does not affect significantly the dynamics of the process variables and eliminates
the risk of hot spot formation even during aggressive load variations by injecting
a fraction of the liquid exiting the pump in the superheating section. No effects
on the grid frequency fluctuations are introduced with the insertion of the spray
attemperator module. The dynamic simulations show that ramp rates higher than
0.9 MW/s provoke both not admissible frequency undershooting and thermochem-
ical decomposition of the fluid.
The analysis also confirms that the proposed approach and the relative solution
are readily applicable to other power systems integrating organic Rankine cycle
modules with gas turbines, boilers (fed by fossil and renewable fuels), fuel cells
and solar units.
To sum up, in this dissertation, two different mathematical tools are proposed.
In both cases the core is the plant dynamic model. The first tool is able to predict
the plant thermodynamic variables and compute the components lifetime reduction
caused by load changes while the second one performs a design and optimization
of different waste heat recovery units for offshore applications. The entire plant is
then dynamically analysed in order to verify the grid stability and, in the case of
ORC unit, the working fluid thermochemical stability.
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